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Love

This study examines the effect of student peer
interactions on students'
African-heritage students'

educational outcomes.

It presents

perceptions of their interactions

at a predominantly White institution of higher education
(PWI)

and how these interactions affect their academic

persistence.

The study focuses on intraethnic and

interethnic student-peer interactions

in the university

environment.
Concern about attrition rates and retention of students
of African descent requires that educators and
administrators take actions to facilitate the development
and academic success of these students.
development models,

Traditional student

often based on a Eurocentric world view,

have often failed to adequately address the needs of this
student population.

vi

Social

functioning and social adjustment are critical

to African-heritage students'

development.

Sociocultural

involvement is an inherent aspect of African-heritage
characteristics,

which include music and dance and

collective cooperation.
sociocultural
oppression,
students'

issues,

In this study,

these relevant

including a common experience of

are examined as they relate to African-heritage

interpersonal

interactions,

social adjustment,

academic persistence and development.
The social functioning of African-heritage students

is

identified and represented in five proposed modes of social
adjustment,

(1)

acculturation,
(5)

alienation/isolation,
(3)

biculturality,

(4)

cultural relativism/pluralism.

(2)

assimilation/

Africentricity and

These modes of

adjustment may also be considered ways

in which Black

students cope with and respond to various situations while
interacting

in the PWI environment.

This study utilizes a triangulation research design
that

includes qualitative and quantitative data collection

methods.

Focus group interviews are the primary data

collection method.

The focus group interview process

included spoken dialogue and written responses to focused
questions and is complemented with additional
written responses.

individual

This process is triangulated with

quantitative methods of demographic survey and a Likert
scale questionnaire.

Participants are students of African descent at a fouryear public university in New England.
relate

These Black students

important behavioral strategies used to interact in,

adjust to and persist at the PWI.

vm
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CHAPTER 1
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
(AFRICAN-HERITAGE STUDENT DEVELOPMENT: LIMITATION OF
TRADITIONAL STUDENT DEVELOPMENT MODELS)

Introduction
In the 1990s,

there were more African-heritage students

attending higher education institutions than ever before.
The great majority of these African-heritage students are
enrolled in predominantly white institutions of higher
education

(PWIs).

Based on a study conducted by the U.S.

Department of Education,
(COHE)

Almanac

the Chronicle of Higher Education

(08/26/92)

million Black students,

reports that approximately 1.2

476,000 men and 747,000 women,

pursuing a college education in 1992.
thousand

(715,000)

were

Seven hundred fifteen

of these Black students were in four-year

institutions and 509,000

in two year colleges.

enrollment of Black students

Overall

increased 10.5 percent over the

ten-year period from 1980 to 1990

(p.

11).

Although

enrollment at the historically Black colleges in the United
States
1990

increased 19 percent to an all-time high of 50,800

(United Negro College Fund,

1990),

in

the majority of

African-heritage students currently attending college do so
at PWIs.

(Chronicle of Higher Education Almanac.

Jet Magazine.

2/24

&

3/9,

08/26/92;

1992).

Attrition literature indicates an alarming decrease in
the persistence and graduation rates of African-heritage
students at PWIs.

Only one-third to one-half of African-

heritage students studying at predominantly white campuses

leave with degrees.

Literature examining African-heritage

student development has shown that focusing on developmental
experiences may help to reverse this alarming trend.
C.

Stikes

(1984)

Scully

writes:

Black students have been studied extensively, but these
studies have not assisted student development educators
in understanding the black experience on predominantly
white campuses (where the majority of blacks are
enrolled) because many of these studies have not been
related to the development process in the college
environment, (p. 11)
Variables that emerged as salient for African-heritage
students' persistence and development include interactions
in and social adjustments to the environment
1984,

1985,

& Ward,

1988,

1990;

1991;

Fleming,

Cheatham,
1977,

1991;

1981,

(Allen,

Cheatham,

1984; Wright,

1981,

Tomlinson
1987).

This study examines the relationship of peer
interactions and social adjustment on African-heritage
students'

academic persistence.

Overall,

this dissertation is organized in three parts,

utilizing a paradigm of "What?",
(Weinstein,

1988).

"So what?",

This paradigm is a systematic way to

structure and present this study.
through 3,

lays the foundation,

information,
project.

clarification,

"What?",

Chapters 1

providing background

and description of the research

This first part presents selected literature

relevant to this study and tells "what they
scholars)

"Now what?"

(researchers and

say" in the literature.

"So what?" is represented in Chapter 4.
research population,

Here,

the African-heritage students,

-2-

the
tell

their story in their own voices.
with vivid description,
participants'
propositions

Their experiences,

clearly answer the

told

"So what?"

The

reality shows how the theories and
in the literature actually manifest and work in

the lives of Black students.

The objective of this section

is to present the findings without interpretation.
"what they

section tells

(the students)

presentation of the participants'

say."

voices

This

This

is a

in describing how

many of the issues relating to African-heritage student peer
interaction and academic persistence are manifested in their
lives.
Then,

finally,

dissertation,
analysis,

the

"Now what?"

Chapters 5 and 6,

presents

latter part of the
interpretive

conclusions and recommendations.

the question "Now what?"
strategies

This

The focus

in determining possibilities,

for change and alternative outcomes.
"what I say"

section tells

is on

This

in a context of building upon

selected literature and through having observed and
interacted with hundreds of students at a PWI over the past
ten years.

Background of the Problem
The Pan-Africanist,
Du Bois

(1903)

educator,

prophesied that

and social scientist W.E.B.

"the problem of the twentieth

century would be the problem of the color line".
Commission's

The Kerner

1968 report projected that the United States

was moving toward two separate and unequal societies.

3-

-

divided

along racial

clearly manifested

in many

Student populations
heritage

In the

1990s,

institutions

Fleming,

line?

this

Clearly,

colleges

in the

United

States

Latino

and Asian

have

an

McBay,

2000

of

education.

colleges

today's

educators

are

at

a

crossroad.

Southwest and on the west

Many urban

decade

institutions

coast of the

college

a

education

significant

of

color

for the

increase

Education,

The African-heritage population
are the

enroll
This

study

is

based at
is

setting reflects

majority of
higher

of

is

Latino,

Many of

on

these

Asian,
students

in PWIs.

in New England that
This

in

(American Council

numbers

and Native American heritage people.
will

also

and the projected

of people

as

of

campuses

student enrollment

increase,

Many

student population.

of higher

and beyond reflect

expected to

color

significant representations

students.

1988).

face the

century also be driven by the
colleges

of this

(Astin,

1992).

increased African-heritage

demographics
year

next

already have

The trends

is

and predominantly

in traditionally white

1977;

Will

line

are generally predominantly African-

As the twenty-first century dawns,
question,

this

of higher

in historically Black colleges

European-heritage
1968;

lines.

students

education.

a

large,

land-grant university

a predominantly white
the type

of

institution.

institution at which the

of African descent presently

The

experiences

4-

-

seek

of African-heritage

students at this university may be generalized to those at
other PWIs.
Given present attrition rates and projected demographic
changes,

higher education administrators acknowledge that

this multiethnic student population needs to be managed in a
much different way than in previous decades.
University of Massachusetts at Amherst,

for

At the
instance,

a

longitudinal survey on enrollment and graduation rates
showed that fewer than one

in three African-heritage and

Hispanic students graduated after ten semesters.
half the rate for White and Asian students
McArdle,

This is

(Harvey &

1989).

African-heritage students with strong academic
backgrounds drop out at rates higher than those of their
less prepared European-heritage counterparts.
McArdle

(1989)

found,

for example,

Harvey and

that Black students

dropped out of college at a higher rate than Whites even
when high school grades and test scores were controlled.
And,

unlike students drawn from a national sample,

students with the highest SAT scores were less
graduate than those with average scores
1989,

1989,

p.5).

Black

likely to

(Harvey & McArdle,

This suggests that academic preparedness,

although significant,

does not guarantee that African-

heritage students will persist until graduation.
The Harvey and McArdle

(1989)

survey found that

academic preparation is related to student success but that
the relationship varies depending upon the measure used.

5

-

-

When criteria for admission remain constant,

African-

heritage students still drop out or stop out in more
significant numbers than their European-heritage
counterparts.

We are left then to explain these

disproportionate persistence and graduation rates.
A review of the literature shows that much research has
been done on "minority"
1991;

Bennett,

Pantaghes,

1984;

1978;

student attrition

Lang & Ford,

Sedlacek,

found to affect students'
heritage students,

1987).

1982;

(Allen et al.,

Mingle,

1987;

Many factors have been

attrition rates.

For African-

research has shown that persistence and

academic success has as much to do with social
and -social adjustment

interactions

in the college setting as do variables

such as socioeconomic background and academic preparedness.
For example,
and Fleming

research by Davis and Borders-Patterson
(1977)

suggests a

(1973)

"preoccupation with social and

interpersonal problems as opposed to academic ones"
(Fleming,

1981,

p.

the adjustment of
center on the

Their recommendations for easing

future generations of Black students

interpersonal elements of college life.

Fleming found that
their energies

287).

"Black students were spending more of

in learning interpersonal coping strategies

than in pursuits conducive to intellectual growth"
Terrell Jones

(1987)

writes that

(p.

287).

"Future success of minority

students at predominantly white colleges rests on the
quality of their campus
campus settings"

(p.

interactions with White peers

81).

-6-

in all

Once African-heritage students arrive on PWI campuses,
they often are confronted with the grim reality of racism in
higher education.

Some scholars have concluded that "a

state of crisis exists
white campuses"

for Black students on predominantly

(Livingston & Stewart,

On many campuses

1987,

p.

39).

in the 1980s and 1990s African

heritage students have demanded that administrators confront
and respond to instances of

individual and institutional

racism that continue to occur.
occurred during social
setting

(Beckman,

Chronicle,
1979;

1990;

Gunnings,
Social

Many racial

incidents have

interactions within the university

1988;

Brooks et al.,

Chambers,

1991;

1973;

Gibbs,

Campus

1977;

Greenberg,

1982).

interactions and social adjustment have been

identified as critical to the persistence and development of
African-heritage students at PWIs.

These factors do

contribute to the attrition rate of these African-heritage
students.

There

is some evidence that social adjustment and

social adjustment factors may have a more profound effect on
academic success than does academic preparedness.
literature shows that social
environment

(Bennett,

Steward et al.,

1990;

1984;
Tatum,

the college environment
1984;

Gibbs,

1974;

interactions
Chambers,
1991)

(Astin,

Thompson,

7

-

-

1991;

Jones,

Fleming,

1991)

critical to African-heritage students'
and retention.

in the college
1987;

and social adjustment to

1968;

et al.

The

1977,

1981,

are variables

persistence,

growth,

For African-heritage students,

the process of social

adjustment is often complicated by the existence of
institutional racism and the racist behavior of

individuals

who are socialized to support institutionalized racism.
Franz

Fanon

(1963),

a Black psychiatrist from Martinique,

his classic book The Wretched of the Earth,

in

was one of the

first to articulate the phenomenon of institutional racism.
He asserted that racism manifested on an individual

level,

permeates the very structure and daily workings of societal
institutions - so much so that individuals do not even have
to be racist for racism to affect the
"Strangers

in a strange

land"

lives of

"minorities."

is how Barry Beckman

/

(1988)

refers to the existence of African-heritage students

at predominantly white institutions of higher education.
Jacqueline Fleming
prejudice as

(1981)

important

describes discrimination and

issues

influencing the

educational environment of Black students.

informal

Fleming writes:

How important is it that the cultural experiences
of Black students are often vastly different from
those of the [white] populations?
To the extent
that racial prejudice and the psychological sets
associated with minority students affect
development, important issues are raised for Black
college students, (p. 281)
Literature on African-heritage students'
suggests that positive social

interactions

development

in college

contribute both to successful social adjustment and to
academic success
1977;

Sedlacek,

students

(Allen,
1987).

1981;

Chambers,

However,

1991;

Fleming,

how African-heritage

interact and adjust at predominantly white

8-

-

institutions of higher education is relatively unexplored in
the literature.
Commenting further,

Fleming writes:

A number of studies have recently been published
on the social adjustment problems of Black
students.
Unfortunately there seems to be a
dearth of theories specifically concerning the
social functioning of minorities, (p. 282)
It is proposed in this study that African-heritage students'
"social functioning"

includes developing a variety of coping

strategies that allow them to accomplish both psychosocial
developmental tasks as well as the demands of academic
persistence and success.

This study is designed to examine

coping strategies of African-heritage students as they
/

interact with their peers and adjust to a predominantly
white institution

(PWI)

of higher education.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to identify,

describe and

examine the effects of student-peer interaction on Africanheritage students'

educational outcomes.

This descriptive

study provides African-heritage students' perceptions of
their negative and positive interethnic and intraethnic peer
interactions and how they perceive these interactions to
affect their social adjustment and academic persistence at a
PWI.
The focus is on the peer interpersonal interactional
strategies of African-heritage students.

The different

interpersonal interactional styles that African-heritage
students employ

(such as the ways they withdraw or engage)
9-
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are considered to be coping strategies that contribute to
the students'

adjustment to the predominantly white

environment.
The study seeks to respond to issues raised by Fleming
(1984), Wright

(1987),

Stikes

(1990),

and other researchers

on the correlation between African-heritage students' peer
interactions and social adjustment and their academic
achievement.
Background information about the students'

interaction

with White peers prior to coming to the higher education
environment is provided.

African-heritage students'

perceptions of how they interact with their peers in the
predominantly white university environment are then
described.
This research is intended to provide critical insight
into the relationship of interpersonal interactions,
positive and negative,

to the social adjustment,

both

persistence

and academic success of African-heritage students.
The consequences of positive and negative peer
interactions for African-heritage students are illustrated
in terms of social functioning.

Five modes of adjustment

employed by African-heritage students are proposed as ways
they function at PWIs.

Significance of the Study
Studying the interpersonal interactional strategies and
social adjustment of African-heritage students can provide
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useful data in the effort to construct effective and
applicable development models that address the developmental
needs of African-heritage students and other nontraditional
or underrepresented students.
development,

Stikes

(1984)

In his work on Black student

writes:

Without the development of a sound theoretical
perspective based upon an understanding of the
problems, problem-solving effort, coping strategies,
and developmental needs of black students, the
prospects for providing valid and reliable assistance
to these students are poor" (p. 1).
Studying interpersonal processes and social functioning
of African-heritage students at PWIs can provide insight
into the coping strategies used by these students to
succeed.

These strategies may be shared with other students

/

to add to their repertoire of coping skills.
Until the last decade,

the available student

development literature is represented in "traditional
models" that have analyzed students' development from a
male,

upper class,

Eurocentric perspective and has dealt

with the dominant White culture
1968) .

(Chickering,

1969;

Erikson,

Other models have analyzed Black student development

in comparison to this population and have proposed a
deficit-model perspective.

This perspective,

for example,

is illustrated in Minorities in American Higher Education by
Alexander Astin and others

(1982).

In the first paragraph,

which sets the tone of this book, Astin writes:
This book is addressed to both practitioners and policy
makers in higher education - to those college
administrators, faculty, legislators, planners, and
other public and private officials whose actions and
policies shape the relationship between higher
11-
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education and disadvantaged minorities
in American society, (p. ix)

[emphasis mine],

African-heritage students have been characterized as
"disadvantaged,"

"underprivileged," "deviant" or

"pathological."

"Cultural deprivation" was a prominent

theme used to describe difficulties in academic achievement
of African-heritage and that of other ALANA students in the
United States.
Research based on the richness in diversity that
African-heritage students bring to the higher education
institution can contribute to more inclusive models of their
development,

as well as that of other nontraditional

students.
/

The research method itself is significant in this
study.

This triangulated

(Denzin,

1989)

methodology draws

primarily from the qualitative data collection,
interview process.

focus group

This qualitative method in general and

the focus group process in particular provide rich
information from the Black students' perspective.
addition,

the focus group interview process,

the African-heritage student participants,

In

as described by

provides a forum

for positive intracultural interactions and support that
could in itself,

if built into institutional practices,

contribute to persistence.
Much of the research on college students'

academic

success has been based on studies dependent on quantitative
measures and variables such as high school average,
school rank,

and SAT and other test scores.
12-
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high

However,

process variables and quantitative analysis of factors such
as family background,
environment fit,

interpersonal interactions,

student-

and social adjustment could provide broader

insight into circumstances most relevant to African-heritage
students'

success.

Since an institution of higher education often
represents a microcosm of the larger society,

the

information and analysis presented from the literature on
African-heritage students,

from the experiences of this

author and from the information that Black students provide
in describing their perceptions of intraethnic and
interethnic relations,
huma,n,

may contribute to the broader area of

intercultural and "race" relations.

Furthermore,

this study will contribute to the emerging

body of knowledge about African-heritage students'
ethnocultural,

socioemotional and psychosocial development

and academic success in college.

This study can also

contribute to the knowledge and practice of administrators
and faculty members who work with African-heritage students
as educators,

policy developers,

policy implementers and

enforcers.
The purpose of this study is to provide data and
analysis that contribute to a more comprehensive student
interactional typology and an account of African-heritage
students' growth and success at PWIs.
This study is important to predominantly white
institutions in general as the populations of these
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institutions shift to reflect the changing demographics of
the country as a whole.
"minorities1'

Population trends indicate that

(which includes African-heritage students,

other ethnic minority students and other presently
underrepresented populations)

are a growing percentage of

the traditional college-age population and,

by the year

2025, will comprise almost 40 percent of all 18 to 24 yearolds in college

(Mingle,

1987).

With this projected change

in demographics comes an increasing need to develop
information and insight that will provide the basis for
policies,

programs and activities to address a multiethnic,

pluralistic population on college and university campuses as
well as in the workforce and in communities at large.

Statement of Terminology
Throughout this study,

the terms African-heritage and

Black are used interchangeably to refer to individuals of
African descent.

The term Black is capitalized when

referring to African-heritage peoples.

Exceptions to this

are direct quotes of other authors.
An underlying premise in considering Africans in the
diaspora is that individuals of African descent have
traditionally identifiable,

common ethnic and cultural

characteristics and common social,

historical and political

experiences.
These unifying sociopolitical characteristics of
African-heritage peoples include a common experience of
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oppression represented by colonization,
segregation,
(1970)

imperialism,

slavery,

apartheid,

and economic deprivation.

Bracey

suggests that people of African origins have similar

characteristics in their contact with European-heritage
peoples.

The similarity in this intercultural contact, he

asserts,

is their common "political oppression and economic

exploitation by Western civilization,
and virulence of racist theories,

and the persistence

attitudes,

and behavior

characterizing Western contact with people of African
descent"

(p.

xxix).

As seen specifically to this study,
prejudice,

stereotyping,

the general

discrimination and racism that are

experienced by African-heritage students at PWIs occur on
both an individual and an institutional level.

The

manifestations and impact of this individual and
institutional racism are documented and elaborated on in
this dissertation.
Gollnic and Chinn

(1986)

indicate that race is a term

developed by physical anthropologists to describe physical
characteristics of people of the world.

Racial groups are

classified in three categories of Causacoid, Mongoloid and
Negroid.

This author contends that race has been construed

to mean a concept based on a racist,

ethnic stratification

of a "pure race" perspective, whereby a "pure" Causacoid,
for example,
existence,

the "Aryan race," represents the optimum of

intelligence,

and civilization and all other so-

called races are defective and subordinate.
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In this study,

the term race is considered a misnomer

and is used only when quoted.

Instead,

ethnicity,

or ethnoculture are used when appropriate.
(1993)

culture

Hecht et al.

suggest a definition:

Ethnic culture connotes the social or communicative
system shared by a group with similar heritage. These
groups are constituted by membership in a system with
common patterns of interaction and perception and a
historically transmitted system of symbols, meanings,
and norms (Collier, 1992; Geertz, 1973, 1983;
Schneider, 1976).
Thus ethnic cultures are
characterized by a shared orientation to the past as
well as toward current group identity, (p. 16)
Additionally,the term African-heritage people(s)
often pluralized in this dissertation.

is

The linkages among

individuals of African decent described previously are in no
way meant to imply that people of African-heritage are a
monolith.

On the contrary,

there are many differences among

people of African descent born and socialized in the same
country as well as between those born and socialized in
different countries.
There is a rich diversity among people of African
heritage.

Our common ethnocultural origins and

sociopolitical histories,

however,

have resulted in

characteristics that typify common experiences,
in regard to cross-cultural interactions.
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particularly

Clarification of Terms

African-American:
Those individuals of African descent born
or naturalized in the United States of America.
African consciousness; The self-awareness of people of
African descent and consequent practices regarding their
historical, cultural, linguistic, and philosophical origins
as African-descended people (Cheatham, 1990).
African-heritage (students):
Used interchangeably with
Black students, meaning any individual of African descent.
ALANA: Of African, Latino/Latina, Asian, or Native American
descent; used interchangeably with "People of Color."
Adapted from the term AHANA coined by Dr. Donald Banks,
Boston University.
Black (students): Interchangeably used with African-heritage
(students), used in this research to mean any individual of
African descent.
\

Black Nationalism:
"A body of social thought, attitudes,
and actions ranging from the simplest expressions of
ethnocentrism and racial solidarity to the comprehensive and
sophisticated ideologies of Pan-Negroism or Pan-Africanisim"
(Bracey et al., 1970, p. xxvi).
Coping strategies: Problem-solving approaches used by
students (Stikes, 1984, p. 2).
Cross-cultural awareness development: "A process whereby an
individual is enabled to interact with someone of a
different culture, race, or ethnic background with
authenticity, respect, openness, and acceptance"
(Christensen, 1989:274).
Cultural relativism: The belief that any particular set of
customs, values, and moral precepts are relative to a
specific cultural tradition and that they can be understood
and evaluated only within that particular milieu (Hammond,
1978) .
Deconstruction:
Critical examination of prior theories and
interpretations of a phenomenon (Denzin, 1989:169).
Ethnicity: Sense of peoplehood; from Greek word ethos,
meaning people or nation (Gordon, 1964).
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Ethnic group:
"An ethnic group consists of people who
conceive of themselves as being of a kind.
They are united
by emotional bonds and concerned with the preservation of
their type.
With very few exceptions they speak the same
language, or their speech is at least intelligible to each
other, and they share a common cultural heritage. Since
those who form such units are usually endogamous, they tend
to look alike.
Far more important, however, is their belief
that they are of common descent.... A people do not
necessarily constitute a nation" (Shibutani and Kwan
1965:40).
An ethnic group's origins are external to or
supersede existing nation-states and are constituted through
a shared sense of tradition, peoplehood, heritage,
orientation.
Groups are not necessarily mutually exclusive
(Gollnick and Chinn, 1986).
Institutional racism: Dominant privilege, privilege and
power that permeate the very structure and daily workings of
all societal institutions so much that individuals do not
have to be racist for racism to affect the lives of
"minorities" (Fanon, 1963).
Institutionalization: a process whereby human groups and
procedures are organized, systematized, and stabilized
(Ho\;lt, 1974).
Internalization: adoption by individuals of their society's
"norm" system as their personal value orientation (Hoult,
1974).
Model: A set of interrelated, comprehensive, explanatory
principles regarding the nature of the problem under
investigation (Stikes, 1984, p. 23).
People of Color:

Same as

"ALANA."

Social (interaction): pertaining to relationships among
organisms; among humans, having to do with mutual awareness
and expectations and the effect each person has upon others
(Hoult, 1974).
Socialization: The entire process whereby people are taught
to behave in particular ways and act out particular roles in
society (Hoult, 1974).
Traditional tfevchosocial st|ident development models: "one of
several clusters of student development theories directly or
indirectly based on various theories of human development.
Examples of (traditional) psychosocial theories/models
include those of Chickering (1969), Erikson (1968), Sanford
(1962), Keniston (1971), Coons (1970), and King (1973).
Roy
Heath's (1964) typology model and Douglas Heath's (1968)
maturity model can also be included in the psychosocial
framework" (McKwen et al., 1990, p. 430).
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Triangulation: Using multiple observers, methods,
interpretive points of view and levels and forms of
empirical materials in the construction of interpretation
(Denzin, 1989, p. 270).
Visual sociology: Use of photography, audiovideo, film and
the analysis of film.
One of the purposes is to record
social action produced in the laboratory context.
This
process was utilized in this study by videotaping the focus
group interviews and analyzing the social interactions that
took place.

Summary
The need to address salient issues to facilitate the
success of all students and develop more inclusive
institutional policies and culturally based student
development models is,

as Jones

(1987)

suggests,

not an

issue of social consciousness but one of institutional and
societal survival.

Jones and others

(1970)

found that

"Black students on four white campuses ranked inadequate
social life as one of their two most serious problems and
attributed academic difficulties to these psychosocial
factors".

(Fleming,

1981,

p.

282)

Traditional student development models rarely speak to
the specific and particular developmental needs faced by
African-heritage students at PWIs.

For example,

they do not

take into account the particular importance of social
interaction and adjustment or the common experience of
oppression that directly affects the development and
academic persistence of African-heritage students.
Social adjustment,

as determined by interpersonal

interactions at predominantly white institutions of higher
19-
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education,

has been found to have direct correlation to

academic success for African-heritage students.
stated,

"Simply

a student's integration into and interaction with

the social and academic systems are central factors in the
student's persistence at the institution"
1992,

p.

(Land & Ford,

26).

This descriptive study of African-heritage students'
perceptions of how their student-peer interactions and
social adjustment impact their educational outcomes will
expand the body of knowledge in several areas.

This study

provides information and insight relating to retention
efforts,

human/ethnic relations,

curriculum development and

other areas of student development and student affairs.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
(INTERPERSONAL INTERACTIONS AND SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT:
TOWARD A MORE INCLUSIVE AFRICAN-HERITAGE
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT MODEL)

Introduction
This chapter summarizes literature relevant to Africanheritage students' peer interactions in and social
adjustment to a predominantly White institution of higher
education

(PWI).

Three main bodies of literature are

reviewed for this study.
First,

I examine selected research on the psychosocial

and sociocultural development of African-heritage college
students.

I then discuss how particular developmental

issues are included in or excluded from traditional student
development models.
Second,

I examine literature on interactional styles

and strategies as it applies to African-heritage students'
persistence in and withdrawal from the PWI.

Interpersonal

styles and interpersonal strategies are distinct terms in
this study.
(1978),

Interpersonal styles,

as described by Schultz

refer to the manner in which people perceive others

and themselves in one-to-one interactions.
strategies,

on the other hand,

Interpersonal

are the conscious and

unconscious actions that individuals take when attempting to
communicate with one another

(Schultz,

1978).

It is

recognized that interpersonal styles and strategies are
affected by the environment in which the interaction takes

place.

Here,

interactions are considered at both a micro

and macro level of analysis,

including individual styles and

strategies of behavior and interacting environmental/
societal factors.
Third,

I present a body of literature on the social

adjustment of African-heritage students in institutions of
higher education.

This section will describe those critical

behaviors that students employ as they negotiate different
interpersonal interactions and adapt to the predominantly
White college setting.
literature and,

This author has identified in the

through her own work,

several modes of

interaction.
The epistemological assumptions that serve as the
underpinnings of this chapter follow:
*

African-heritage students have shared,
ethnocultural values.

unique

*

Particular and unique psychosocial developmental
needs and experiences can be identified and
described.

*

Traditional student development models/theories do
not take into consideration many of the
developmental needs and experiences of Africanheritage students.

*

There is a link between racism as an environmental
impediment and the psychosocial development of
African-heritage students.

African-Heritage Student Development
This section reviews literature that examines the
development of African-heritage college students.

This

review of literature on the developmental experiences of
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African-heritage college students includes an examination of
selected research on ethnocultural and socioemotional
characteristics of African-heritage students and relevant
psychosocial developmental issues that may differ from or be
excluded from traditional student development models.
Specific culturally based differences are delineated,

and

some ways in which these differences affect African-heritage
students'

experiences and development at a PWI are

discussed.

Traditional models
Traditional student development theories gained
prominence between 1950 and 1970 and formed the basis of
student development practices in the 1980s and 1990s.
The time period in which these theories were conducted
stretched from years prior to the landmark case of Brown v.
the Board of Education of May 17,
the 1960s and early 1970s.

1954,

into the decades of

This is the period in which

African-heritage students gained access to formerly allwhite institutions of higher education.

African-heritage

students were considered special students.

This "special

student" status included all students who did not fit into
the "traditional student" category, where most institutions
assumed that the average student was eighteen to twenty-two
years old, middle- to upper-class,
predominantly male

(Jones,

European-heritage and

1987).

In relation to this study on interpersonal interactions
and social adjustment,

"traditional" student development
23
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theories are categorized into three types:
environmental interaction,

(2)

(1)

person-

cognitive development and

(3)

psychosocial interaction theories.
Person-environment interaction theories.

These theories

confirm the importance of positive interaction with one's
environment as a significant variable in student growth.
Related to this study,

person-environment interaction

theories concern the campus environment and students'
reactions to and interactions with it.
of the major theorists in this area,

Astin

(1968),

one

asserts that positive

person-environment interaction is an important factor in
student retention.

Some theories are based on behaviors,

while others are based on perceptions.

One area of

researcher relating these theories are those examining the
interaction of students'
(1973),

Pervin

and Freesh

living environments.

(1967 & 1968),

(1977),

Schroeder

(1985),

Holland
Schroeder

all conducted studies relating person-

environment interaction theory.

Pervin

(1976)

provides

descriptions of student-environment congruency linked to
increased student satisfaction and fewer withdrawals from
college;

Schroeder

(1980)

provides strategies for managing

the impact of this interaction.
Cognitive development theories.

These theories examine

the ways in which students reason and make meaning of the
world.

Theories such as Perry's

of intellectual development,
moral judgment,

Kolb's

(1970)

Kohlberg's

(1984)

work in the domain
(1969,

1984)

work on

description of experiential
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learning styles,

Fowler

(1981)

(1976)

(1982)

on ego development all contribute to

and Kegan

on faith,

and Loevinger

cognitive development models that describe how human beings
make sense of their environment.
Psychosocial interaction theories.

An assumption of

these theories are that all individuals develop according to
a "biological-social timetable."
Newton and Ender

(1980),

Each stage,

"raises certain self-definition

issues that the individual must resolve."
identity,

intimacy,

according to

building relationships,

are all relevant for college-aged students.
psychosocial theories include Erikson's

Issues of
and maturation
Examples of

(1968)

of the identity development process for youth,
(1969)

description
Chickering's

seven-vector model on establishing identity,

Sheehy's

(1974)

development.

and Levinson's

(1978)

and

global descriptions of

Other psychosocial developmental theorists

include Maslow

(1968)

and Piaget

(1954).

The "traditional" mainstream theories mentioned above
were largely developed by individuals who held a
Eurocentric,
Moreover,

upper- and middle-class male perspective.

the subjects of these studies were students from

backgrounds similar to those of the researchers.

These

theories were often developed at a time when Africanheritage and other students of color in the United States
were minimally represented on white college campuses.
These researchers for the most part were studying a
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homogeneous population of students and did not consider the
relevance of cultural differences.
Many scholars highlight the imperative of considering
cultural variables for guiding and assuring Black student
development.

Patterson,

Sedlacek and Perry

(1984)

suggest

that "student affairs staff members need to think of racial
and cultural variables in thinking,
about students.

planning and studying

To do otherwise could result in missing

some important opportunities to improve higher education"
(p.

518).
Though mainstream student development theories appear

sound and logical and are based on empirical evidence,

they

have shortcomings in that they lack cultural inclusiveness.
These theories suggests generalizability,

yet they are

Eurocentrically culture specific and may not be relevant
when applied cross-culturally.

These shortcomings do not

necessarily mean that these traditional or mainstream
theories are not legitimate.

They are,

applicable to a specific population.
and other nontraditional students,

by-and-large,

For African-heritage

however,

cultural aspects

of growth and development are not explained sufficiently by
mainstream theories

(Wright,

1987).

Some traditional theorists such as Chickering
1993)

and Astin

(1977,

1993)

limitations in their models.

(1969,

have acknowledged cultural
For example, Astin has

"updated" his 1977 classic work on college students.
new volume is What Matters in College:
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His

Four Critical Years

Revisited

(1993).

This latest work is an extensive study of

college student development based on 20,000 students,
faculty members and 200 institutions.

25,000

He admits that there

is "strong evidence" suggesting significant interaction
effects involving student characteristics such as gender,
race or ethnicity,

ability,

and socioeconomic status.

These

variables are of particular importance since they provide
guidelines to both students and institutions concerning
"what kinds of educational experiences are most and least
effective for certain kinds of students"
xviii).

However,

(Astin,

1993,

p.

his study still focuses almost exclusively

on traditional undergraduates.
Even with such recognition,

these more recent studies

and models fall short of addressing many issues of specific
importance to African-heritage students or to other
nontraditional students.

Furthermore,

Astin

(1993)

writes

that:
the study is limited to students who begin their
college studies on a full-time basis, although many of
those students eventually become part-timers.
While
some readers may regard these qualities of our sample
as limitations, I personally do not see them so, any
more than I regarded our studying only undergraduates
and only students in the United States as limitations,
(p. xvii)
Despite the amount of effort,

time and other resources

spent on Astin's research and his assertion that the
findings are "intended for a wide audience" and that
"Faculty and student affairs professionals should find the
results of considerable interest"

(p.

xii),

no acknowledgment of cultural specificity.
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there is still
On the contrary.

his presentation implies a generalizability that previous
"traditional" models have assumed.
Available developmental models varying from the
traditional Anglo,

male,

middle to upper socioeconomic class

representation include research that is acknowledged as
culturally sensitive.
(1984)

Gilligan

(1988)

and Belenky et al.

contribute research relating to women.

Developmental

theories presented by these authors deal with the
characteristics of women and provide and acknowledge a
necessary culture-specific perspective.
Stikes's
Doris J.

(1984)

Wright's

Minority Students,

Black Students

(1987)

in Higher Education.

Responding to the Needs of Today's

and Fleming's

(1981,

1984)

works all

provide insight into specific and in some cases unique
developmental

issues for African-heritage students,

the common experience of oppression,
differences,

prior socialization,

cultural value

and the challenges that

all this brings to their developmental growth.
Black racial

In addition,

identity or African-consciousness development

models developed by theorists such as William Cross
1991),

such as

Bailey Jackson

(1976),
(1990)

(1971,

Joseph White and Thomas Parham

(1990),

Harold Cheatham

and Janet Helms

(1991)

address

important African-heritage student development

issues.
The fact that research has focused primarily on whites
and men need not be seen as

inherently negative.

The

problem occurs when the results of such studies are
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generalized to women,

students of color and other

underrepresented and nontraditional students.

These limited

models often do not address critical aspects of the
experiences of today's diverse student population although
they purport to inform student affairs practitioners.
Research must identify the common denominators and
similarities among and between individuals and groups,
well as understand and value differences.

as

Research focusing

on different sociocultural variables such as ethnicity,
class,

gender and other social group memberships

Edmund Gordon writes that

is needed.

"insufficient attention has been

given to the impact of unique cultural,

ethnic,

or gender

experiences on the development of behavior and social
systems by which behavior is expressed"

Critical developmental

(p.

117).

issues

African-heritage students have many patterns of growth
that resemble those of other college students.

The problem

is the presumption of traditional student development
theorists such as those mentioned previously and in models
of Freud
Piaget

(1953/1957),

(1954)

Erikson

(1963),

Maslow

(1968),

and

who have implied that psychosocial development

is uniform for all members of society,

regardless of

cultural backgrounds or other individual and group
membership characteristics.

Many "members of society who do

not represent the dominant culture find that most models do
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not

'fit'

their

(Christensen,

life

1989,

experience,
p.

that

ones

that

are

in whole

students',

reflected

in

there

are

ethnocultural

impact on the development process.

found to bring unique needs

experiences to the

college

(1990,
current

p.

on Black
429)

context.

campus.

The

relevant

issues

following

additional
differences

and

From a review of the

student development,

place

in part"

African-heritage

students have been

literature

or

271).

For African-heritage
needs,

either

McKwen and others

in a historical

issues were

and

identified as

unique:
*

the unique psycho-history of Blacks in this country and
the adaptation that Blacks must make (Essien-Udom,
1971)

*

the "colonized"
country (Fanon,

*

the extended nature of the Black
homelife (Willie, 1976)

*

the unique educational/socialization role
family (Willie, 1976)

*

the oral
Freedle,

*

the impact of
(Ogbu, 1981)

*

the unique

nature
1967)

of

Black existence

family

in this

and Black

of the Black

tradition within the Black community
1975)
racial

hostility and

character of

(Hall

&

environmental press

Black Americans

(Essien-Udom,

1971)
*

the psychological dynamics that accompany being "a
caste-like minority" (Ogbu, 1981), representing a
"rejected strain" in society (Cruse, 1967), being
"codified" (Scruggs, 1971), and attempting to reconcile
two identities (Du Bois, 1953)

*

the philosophical connections to African tradition,
such as oral tradition, action/belief connection,
elastic concept of time, kinship tradition/group
consciousness, survival focus (collective versus
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individual), spiritual disposition, and view of people
as an integrated whole (Baldwin, 1981; Nobles, 1980).
The unique
people

in this

initially,
receive
a de

educational
country

it was

in terms

illegal

an education at

facto

historic

system of

1954

all.

contact with PWIs.

numbers)

is

Black

and thus have had

African-heritage
if

at

all,

(1971)

on white

little

Black existence
psychological

in this

dynamics

of

the

campuses

limitations

normalcy

(Bulhan,

students

(McEwen

of

accompany being

1985)
et

al.,

the

normalcy that

out that

(in

large

students

nature of

"the
a
in

caste-like
society",

Euro-American definitions

when

has

of

applied to African-heritage

1990).

student development models

little

Major American

"colonized"

"representing a rejected strain

been the

in

in meeting their needs.

country along with
that

students

point

contact with Black

experience

Education

primarily

There was

and DeCosta

little

Another manifestation

notion of

Prior to the

a relatively recent phenomenon.

colleges have had very

minority",

there has been

the Board of

institutions.

students

that,

of African-heritage to

education.

Bill,

Bowles

shows

More recently,

education degrees,

the historically Black

of

education

in Brown v.

and the passage of the GI

the presence

of

for people

apartheid

decision

obtained higher

history of African-heritage

are

Traditional psychosocial
based

on an ethnocentric

represents predominantly white,

upper- to middle-class male

culture.

wrote:
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Jacqueline Wade

(1983)

White-race centeredness is a central theme in American
society.
Since the country's earliest days, the
formulations of social standards, mores, cultural
patterns, life styles and behaviors, human
interactional routines, and social values instilled the
ideology of white-race (especially Western European)
dominance, and the projections of whiteness as the norm
by which all others are measured, (p. 47)

Normalcy based on eurocentricism presents many problems
for African-heritage students.

Scully Stikes

to Black students being victimized as they
victims of a system"

(1986)

refers

become "merely

that does not consider "ways in which

to use the strengths of the cultural backgrounds of
[African-heritage]

students to work against the problems of

the higher education system"

(Stikes,

1986,

p.

ix).

Stikes writes further:
In many instances, the victims were blamed for
their plight as though they were deficient
individuals.
This situation may have existed
because there has not been a framework by which to
examine the cultural backgrounds of the students
and their implications for educational
development, (p. iv)
The number of Black students attending institutions of
higher education increased by 10.5 percent during the decade
between 1980 and 1990
Almanac.

1992,

p.

(Chronicle of Higher Education

11).

Population trends of Workforce 2000"

project that the general population of African Americans and
other people of color in the United States
increase

(Johnston,

1987).

college-aged population,

is on the

With the decline in the White

many new students will come from

the ranks of African-heritage and other student of ALANA
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heritage

(Asian,

Latino,

African or Native American

heritage).
Only recently has research been conducted focusing
specifically on minority student development
1988,

1991;

Cheatham,

Wright 1987).

Slaney & Moses

1990;

(Allen 1985,

Fleming 1982;

Research examining psychosocial

African-heritage college students
experience of students

issues that

face addresses the

in historically Black and

predominantly white institutions.
The development and success of African-heritage
students have been found to result from interrelated factors
including "system factors such as university admissions and
retention practices
Nickolai,
1981),

1985),

(Smith,

1981;

Spraights,

the availability of financial aid

academic preparation

(Thomas,

1981),

other nonacademic indicators such as social
satisfaction
1984;

(Allen,

Gunnings,

Dixon,

1985,

1982;

1988;

Nettles,

Chambers,
1988;

&
(Thomas,

psychosocial and
integration and
1991;

Sadlacek,

Fleming,
1972).

Psychosocial development refers to one's ability to
accomplish certain developmental tasks deemed appropriate
for a given age

(Rodgers,

cultural concepts.

1990).

Psychosocial tasks are

They contain a biological momentum such

as puberty or sexual maturation.

Many such developmental

tasks occur cross-culturally according to a biological clock
or time frame.
Other developmental tasks are not so biologically
rooted.

For example,

social competence is developed within
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a peer setting where the individual can easily develop
friendships and interact in a way that contributes to the
individual's self-concept and sense of self in relation to
others.

For African-heritage students and other students of

color on predominantly European-heritage college campuses,
such growth is not always possible.

These psychosocial

tasks deal little with socioemotional and sociocultural
factors that have been shown to be significant for Africanheritage student development.

Traditional student

development models have not delineated the cultural
dimension.

This dimension has been found to be critical in

considering African-heritage student development
1981; Jones,

1987).

(Banks,

The cultural distinction or unique

cultural values and norms that exist among individuals can
not be overlooked.
Stikes

(1984)

concluded that Black students are not

given the necessary time to develop.

He says that whereas

it might take most European-heritage students one year for
their potential to unfold,
students two.

Because "it took time to rid themselves of

the cultural shock,

to get acclimated to the environment,

learn coping strategies,
socially"

(p.

it may take some African-heritage

to

and to succeed academically and

51).

African-heritage students have many pressures,
family outcomes often ride on their success.

and

The balance of

family needs with academic needs may be very different for
African-heritage students than for Anglo students.
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Family

attachment in African-heritage families may be different
from that of European-heritage students.

Spinder

(1977),

referring to research done on the Black family by Joyce
Ashenbrener

(1975), wrote that:

The Black family, reflecting the basic values of Black
culture, has been maintained through space and time by
means of conscious and ritualized practices such as
funerals, reunions, visiting and the like.
Herskovits
(1941) working in Africa and the United States found
convergent family practices and attitudes toward legal
marriage and divorce which would further support the
claim that the Black family and culture have a long
tradition (Spinder, 1977, p. 129).
Research conducted by Harry Triandis
societies of people of color

(1976)

(ALANA students)

refers to

as

collectivist societies and to those of Western Europe and
North America as individualistic societies.

This

collectivism is related to the extended family system, which
is evident even in African American communities and other
African-heritage communities that have immersed contact with
Western value systems.

This distinction even relates to

contemporary African-heritage communities.

Even with the

plight of the broken home and the struggle and often success
of single parent/guardian households,
persists.

this phenomenon

"It takes a whole village to raise a child" is an

adage that emanates from Black communities.

In many cases,

we still find an extended family system as grandmothers,
aunts,

older siblings,

children.

and the like,

assist in raising

Even when the nuclear or biological extended

family breaks down,

many community social organizations and
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even "gangs" provide a sense of belonging and support that
is often a function of the extended family concept.
For many African-heritage college students,

the mutual

responsibilities within extended families remain important.
Not only do African-heritage cultures value closeness,
expected and in certain ways required.

it is

For many African-

heritage students and other ALANA students,

theirs may be

the first generation of family members to attend an
institution of higher education.

Black students often feel

an obligation to their immediate family as well as some
responsibility to "the race"

in general.

Many

African-heritage students make a concentrated effort to
assure that whatever they do in college will not only
benefit them personally,

but also benefit "the race."

This notion of connectedness is almost the opposite of
the expectation of separation and autonomy held by Erikson
(1968),

Chickering

(1969)

development theorists.

and other traditional student

These feature an unquestioned

assumption that getting away from the family and becoming
totally independent of family,

or "autonomous," is a sign of

maturation.
Clearly, many psychosocial tasks have to do with
cultural norms and values.

Wright

(1987)

phrases a concern

with regard to African-heritage student development,

noting

that current developmental theorists and practitioners
emphasize "Euro-Western values that purport or include
emphasis on individualism and individual achievement,
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long-range goals, mastery over one's environment,
cause-effect relationships,
orientation."

competition and structured time

In contrast, Wright says,

"minority values"

and distinct African heritage student values "include
emphasis on family or collective group,
feelings,

restraint of

private expression of emotions,

flexible time orientation,

present or

preservation of the past,

harmoniously with one's environment and cooperation"

living
(p.

).

12

On the threshold of the twenty-first century, we should
be active in providing for projected college and university
populations and in preparing an environment that will
encourage the development of sound,

pluralistic communities.

Pluralism within an educational institution exists when
programs and structures,

as well as individual behaviors,

promote the liberation of ethnic groups.

Such a system

"educates students in a way that will not alienate them from
their home cultures"

(Banks,

1981),

and recognizes and

reflects the value of cultural diversity.
Student development involves the way that a student
grows,

progresses,

and increases his or her developmental

capacities as a result of enrollment in an institution of
higher education.
Culturally based student development models should
reflect attitudes of inclusion versus attitudes of
exclusion:

"Someone made a circle to keep me out;

another circle to include us both"
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I made

(Tribal Rhythms).

Although the development of "minority” students seems to
follow patterns of growth similar to those of other college
students,

there are additional needs,

ethnocultural differences,

reflected in

that affect the development

process for African-heritage students and other
underrepresented groups.

This position is supported by a

number of empirical studies focusing on African-heritage
students.

For example,

Wright

(1987)

suggests that:

most current development theories have been
elaborated by nonminority persons, who are likely
to adhere to more traditional Euro-western values
than to those espoused by minority group members.
As such, the value orientations of current theory
do not recognize and understand minority values
(p.

12) .

Cultural differences
Culture has been described in many ways.
determined by Donna Gollnick and Philip Chinn
adaptation;

Culture as
(1986)

a learned way of being and knowing;

is an

a dynamic

system manifested in an infinite number of ways through
societal institutions,
patterns,
(1976)

and the like.

daily habits of living,

communication

Black sociologist Robert Staples

writes that Black culture "refers to a learned

composite of specific ways of thinking,

feeling,

and acting

that are peculiar to the members of that group and
distinguishes it from other groups"

(p.

56).

Furthermore,

Staples asserts:
When considering what comprises the elements of a
Black cultural system, the possession of values
and norms are important in understanding the
unique character of that system.
The shared
values of a group dictate what is considered good
38-
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or bad and what the norms of conduct are in a
given situation, (p. 57)
The point of view of this author in regard to cultural
differences is a cultural relativist perspective of "valuing
differences."

That means the delineation of differences

that "just are" rather than a presentation of differences in
a "deficit model" compared to a "norm" of a Eurocentric
world view.

Quite often,

expressed in the past,

as cultural differences have been

it has been from the vantage point of

a cultural deficit model as opposed to valuing cultural
difference,

or in reference to a subculture rather than a

co-culture perspective.
Leon Chestang

(1976)

wrote:

The concept of the black experience finds its origin in
the minority status of black people and the prevailing
social attitudes toward them.
These attitudes negative and pervasive - have potent implications for
the character development of the black individual
(Clark, 1965 as quoted in Chestang, 1976:61).
The anthropologist Charles Valentine
that Myrdal

(1944,

1962)

and Moynihan

well-respected social scientists,

(1971)

(1965,

believes

1966,

1970),

"have denied that Afro-

Americans possess any valid or healthy cultural identity,
and portrayed Blacks in terms of pathological failure to
achieve Euro-American norms"
insight to Myrdal's
which the title,

(1944)

(p.

4).

Valentine provides

extensive sociological work in

An American Dilemma,

sums up his thesis:

"The Negro Community as a Pathological Form of an
American Community."
An emphatic summary declares:
"American Negro culture is not something independent of
general American culture.
It is a distorted
development, or a pathological condition, of the
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general American culture."

Valentine,

(p.

928,

as quoted in

1972:9)

In the 1960's,

"cultural deprivation" was the prominent

theme to describe difficulties in academic achievement of
African-heritage and other ALANA students.

Banks

(1988)

writes that:
cultural deprivation theorists stated that lower-income
and minority students were not achieving well in school
because of the culture of poverty in which they were
socialized (p. 453).
Contrary to the beliefs and writings of sociologists
such as E.

Franklin Frazier or the economist Gunnar Myrdal,

African-heritage culture is alive and well in the United
States — living and being expressed in the lives of
African-heritage peoples throughout the country.

It is as

real as the recent lunch meeting this author attended with
several colleagues.

There were several African-heritage and

European-heritage women present.

Each of the African-

heritage women grew up in a different part of the country.
This author grew up in Washington,
Maryland.

D.C.,

and Cambridge,

The other Black women came from Boston;

Philadelphia; Gary,
California.

Indiana; Boise,

Idaho;

and Irvine,

The terminology and language that we used among

each other was understood by each and every one of us.
However,

our European-heritage colleagues,

same table,

sitting at the

had no idea what was being said.

It's as subtle

as the ebb and flow and rhythm apparent in a universal sense
of communication among many African-heritage peoples.
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In fact,

cultural differences occur on many dimensions.

The dimensions of difference may be unmeasurable.
considered,

Broadly

various domains of cultural differences may be

categorized under scientific and humanistic perspectives.
These categories may include:
1.

sociology:

social behavior and interrelationships

2.

ontology: the nature of being,
phenomenology

3.

epistemology:
knowing

4.

axiology:

5.

ecology: relationship of living organisms and
their environment

6.

anthropology: physical and cultural
characteristics, distribution of customs,
relationships, etc.

reality;

belief systems; paradigms; ways of

values systems

social

Research examining ethnocultural differences from the
"valuing differences" perspective is also

represented in

models by Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck

Triandis

Harris and Moran

(1979),

Sue

(1961),

(1981),

and Ho

(1987)

African-heritage scholars such as Asa Hilliard
Myer

(1988)

and Marimba Ani

For example,

(1976),
and by

(1986),

Linda

(1994).

there are distinct epistemological

differences between African-heritage and European-heritage
cultural characteristics.
world views

(Myer,

1988),

These are represented by varying
by ontological cultural

differences in their very essence or "asili"

(Ani,

1994),

and by relational characteristics identified by Asa Hilliard
(1976).

Hilliard's characteristics include memory of

essence rather than memory for specific facts,
41-
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variation

rather than standardization,
inferential reasoning
inductive reasoning,

creativity preference for

(intuition)

over deductive or

and focus on people rather than things,

as distinguishing African-heritage and European-heritage
peoples respectively.
Table 2.1 is a representation of ethnocultural value
differences by Man Keung Ho

(1987).

This model provides a

synopsis of cultural characteristics and preferences of
African Americans in relation to European-Americans and
other ethnic groups in the United States in particular.

The

domains of cultural differences highlighted in this model
deal with particular variables and issues discussed in this
study.

These include cultural difference domains related to

the individuals' relationships with the environment and
their interactive interpersonal relations with people.
Various research on African-heritage students' mentioned
previously,

have identified these domains as critical to

Black students interactions and development.

The cultural

value difference characteristics described in this model are
focused on a geographic region,
characteristics delineated,

the United States.

however,

The

are very similar to

other culture difference models that may deal with more
universal characteristics of ethnic groups.
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The noted social

scientist Edward T.

examined three domains

(1969)

identifying more universal

ethnocultural distinctions.
language,

Hall

He suggests that the domains of

relationships and approach to time have

characteristics that are important elements

in the basis of

culture and that differ significantly between European and
African cultural groups.
Skully Stikes
Higher Education,

(1984)

in his book on Black Students in

also highlights the time dimension.

He

asserts that the "rigid adherence to fixed time schedules"
in higher education institutions

is

in conflict with the

"informal time system of African-Americans"
Staples

(1976)

presents a model

of cultural differences

53).

juxtaposing several domains

in regard to African-heritage and

European-heritage value orientation.
time and space,

(p.

emotions,

money,

These domains

morals,

status,

include

children

and individualism.
Another area of cultural difference related to ways of
being for African-heritage peoples

is that of

low-,

middle-,

and high-context interpersonal and environment interactions.
This concept,

also known as field-dependence,

independence,

has been conceptualized in ways relating to

interactional differences based on culture.
relevant to this study in regard to
differences
1978;

(Anderson,

Witkin & Moore,

conflict management

1988;

It proves

learning-style

Anderson & Adams,

1975),

(Jones,

field-

1992;

Taylor,

interethnic interpersonal
1987;
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Ting-Toomy,

1985)

and

direct effects on behavior and work

(Hall,

1983;

illustrates distinct

Halverson,

1993).

Table 2.2

1959,

1969,

high- and low-context characteristics.

This particular

model was presented by Claire Halverson

(1993,

on works of Hall
students'
as

(1959,

,,associationsn

1969,
and

1976,

"interactions"

"high context/field dependent"

"field dependent"

as

1983).

45-

144)

based

African-heritage
are represented

(some models refer to

"field sensitive").

-

p.

1976,

Table 2.2:

Cultural-context Inventory Characteristics

HIGH CONTEXT / FIELD DEPENDENT

LOW CONTEXT / FIELD INDEPENDENT

Association
Relationship depend on trust, build up slowly, are stable.
One distinguishes between people inside and people
outside one’s circle.

Relationships begin and end quickly, Many
people can be inside one’s circle; circle’s
boundary is not clear.

How things get done depends on relationships with
people and attention to group process.

Things get done by following procedures and
paying attention to a goal.

One’s identity is rooted in groups (family, culture,
work).

One’s identity is rooted in oneself and one’s
accomplishments.

Social structure and authority are centralized;
responsibility is at top. Person at top works for good of
group.

Social structure is decentralized; responsibility
goes further down (is not concentrated at the
top).

Interaction
High use of nonverbal elements; movement carry
significant parts of conversation.

Low use of nonverbal elements. Message is
carried more by words than by nonverbal
means.

Verbal message is implicit; context (situation, people,
nonverbal elements) is more important than words.

Verbal message is explicit. Context is less
important than words.

Verbal message is indirect; one talks around the point
and embellishes it.

Verbal message is direct; one spells things out
exactly.

Communication is seen as art form - a way of engaging
someone.

Communication is seen as a way of exchanging
information, ideas, opinions.

Disagreement is personalized. One is sensitive to
conflict expressed in another’s nonverbal communication.
Conflict either must be solved before work can progress
or must be avoided because it is personally threatening.

Disagreement is depersonalized. One
withdraws from conflict with another and gets
on with the task. Focus is on rational
solutions, not personal ones. One can be
explicit about another’s bothersome behavior.

adapted from Claire Halverson (1993, p. 144)
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The Ho

(1987)

and Halverson

(1993)

models demonstrate

African-heritage and European-heritage cultural
distinctions.

Figure 2.1

is a representation of an

interdimensional cultural value difference model by Gollnick
and Chinn

(1986).

As

illustrated,

the interdimensional

levels of culture are represented as

individuals who have a

shared macroculture and are members of several
microcultures.
PWIs

In the case of African-heritage students at

in the United States,

the shared macroculture is the

dominant Western or Euro-American culture,

and a shared

microculture is that which represents their ethnicity as a
people,

that is,

being of African heritage.

The humanistic dimension,
and Chinn

(1986),

multicultural,

as represented by Gollnick

focuses on the

individual as a

multidimensional social being in which part

of one's culture

is shared with everyone while other parts

of one's culture may be shared only with family members and
one's community.

For instance,

Gollnick and Chinn

(1986)

represents the shared macroculture as they wrote:
if all of the students belong to the same age cohort
and as such share membership in an age group.
All live
in the same country, state, and community and as such
are subject to the same basic values, rules, and
regulations that govern the shared national culture (p.
5) .
Furthermore,

cultural distinctions exist in microcultures.

Gollnick and Chinn

(1986)

suggest:

Numerous microcultures exist in most nations, but
the United States is exceptionally rich in the
many distinct cultural groups that compose the
population.
Cultural identity is based on several
traits and values learned as a part of our
47-
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national or ethnic origin, religion, gender, age,
socioeconomic level, primary language,
geographical region, place of residence (for
example, rural or urban), and handicapping or
exceptional conditions, (p. 17)
Gollnick and Chinn's model become problematic only to
the extent that the macroculture takes on the predominance
of Eurocentric values,

holding those values as the norm

while subordinating other ethnic identities.
that individual microcultural

To the extent

identities are considered co¬

cultures as opposed to subcultures,

there continues to be a

pluralistic cultural relativist perspective.
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yj.S.macrocu itUre

FIGURE 2.1
Multidimensional Cultural Identity Model
(Gollnick and Chinn's)
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In addition to cultural differences,

there must be

other considerations for African-heritage students'
interactions social adjustment and optimum development at
PWIs.

Some of the psychosocial,

sociocultural-emotional

developmental needs of African-American students are
grounded in contextual issues related to socioeconomic
background,
difference.

educational background,
Wright

(1987)

and cultural value

contends that,

cultural value differences,

in addition to

"minority students' development

thoroughly requires an examination of social environmental
factors,

such as economics

cultural background,

(especially poverty),

ethnic or

and racial and gender bias and their

interactive effects on American society and on minority
college students' growth"
oppressive system,
gender bias,

(p.

11).

The existence of an

or what Wright refers to as racial and

is an overlying phenomenon and another critical

developmental issue that may impede African-heritage student
development.

Common experience of oppression
For African-heritage students,

oppression manifested in

the phenomenon of racism has become more overtly pervasive
on college campuses in the late 1980s and early 1990s than
in the previous twenty years

(Jones,

1987; Turner,

1985).

In light of the two forms of interactions
(interpersonal and environment)

focused on in this study,

the common experience of oppression for African-heritage
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students on two levels

(interpersonal and institutional)

is

discussed here.
Within the past few years there have been numerous
reported and published incidents of racism occurring on
college campuses.

These incidents have in many cases

resulted from interpersonal interactions and environmental
factors.

In fact,

it is societal or institutional racism at

most and insensitivities at least that have given sanction
to the many incidents of personal and interpersonal
conflict.

The acceptance of the Reagan and Bush

administrations' practices such as the Willie Horton ads has
laid a foundation for the "American Agenda" the attack on
Affirmative Action,

and other social programs.

This has

contributed to a climate in which individual prejudices and
discrimination and institutional insensitivities and
inequities are manifested blatantly and subtly.
At the University of Massachusetts at Amherst,

a 1990

study conducted by the Student Affairs Research and
Evaluation Office

(SAREO)

reported that "between 25 and 33

percent of students from all racial and ethnic groups have
experienced some form of harassment on campus."

The types

of harassment that were reported included "deliberate
defacing or vandalizing of personal property of members of
their group,

personal racial or ethnic harassment by other

students and stereotyping,

negative remarks or 'put down'

jokes by instructors or staff"

(Campus Chronicle.

1990).

Such incidents have created serious impediments to positive
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student development on PWI campuses.

"A survey of 160

colleges and universities revealed an increased pattern of
racial incidents
p.

83).

(Beckman,

1984,

as quoted in Jones,

(1987,

Following is a description of some of the more

publicized "racial"

incidents around the country.

These

incidents also represent some of the context in which
participants in this study describe their peer-group
interactions.
The infamous "World Series" incident occurred on the
campus of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst in
1986, when in the seventh game of the World Series between
the New York Mets
dominated team),
White team),

(which was perceived to be a Black
and the Boston Red Sox

the Mets won.

(perceived to be a

The frustrations of seeing the

perceived "great white hope" defeated resulted in a dozen
Black students being chased by 500 to 1,000 White students.
One Black student was seriously injured and hospitalized.
In October of 1993,

on the UMass Amherst campus,

a

African-Caribbean resident assistant was assaulted by White
students and subjected to racial slurs.
At the University of Michigan,
and

a series of threatening

racist anonymous notes were found on and under the

doors of several African-American students.
incident,

at the Citadel in Charleston,

South

In another
Carolina,

Black cadet was harassed by a group of white students
wearing white sheets representing regalia of the Ku Klux
Klan.
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In 1994,

on the campus being studied.

Black student

groups presented demands to the top administration listing
continued neglect,

including no response to previous

requests for an increased enrollment of Black students,
faculty and staff,

and the deterioration and possibly unsafe

condition of a building housing the Afro-American Studies
Department and frequented by African-heritage students.
In summarizing the conditions of the traditionally
Euro-American university that cause frustration and unrest
among Black students,

Harper

(1975)

describes three

psychological and sociological factors that he suggests are
central to the oppression of Black students,

impeding their

psychosocial development:
* The traditionally white university reflects a history
of American racism and ethnocentrism.
Such
institutional racism has affected the individual racist
behavior of whites who function in the university.
* The traditionally white university is an isolated,
intricate, and rigid bureaucracy, which makes it
impersonal and resistant to change.
* The university has contributed little, if anything, to
its adjacent Black communities,
On the contrary. Black
communities have been exploited for the administrative
and academic purposes of the university. (Harper, 1975,
p. 9)
What too often exists for African-heritage students at
a PWI is an unfamiliar,

often hostile environment.

This

hostile environment exists as a result of individuals'
personal attitudes,

beliefs and behaviors as well as

impediments that are in place in the institutional policies,
procedures and processes.
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This standard that is set in the racist society affects
Blacks students in different ways.

Wade

(1978)

writes that:

[Black people] expend tremendous amounts of energy to
demonstrate intrinsic equality, competence and
humanity.
This task takes its greatest toll in the
involvements of direct relationships between Blacks and
whites causing a certain superficiality and
artificiality in their transactions (no matter what the
level), a basic dishonesty that dilutes the
authenticity of the association, and perpetuates the
distrust and suspicion so commonly observed (Chestang,
1976 as quoted in Wade, 1978:46).
In this society,

racism is something that is present in

the individual's environment presenting particular
difficulty to African-heritage students as they interact
with their peers and experience the institutional culture.
Environmental conditions affect interpersonal peer
interactions and academic excellence as students interact in
the often turbulent PWI environment.
(1981)

Jacqueline Fleming

referred to this interaction and the effects it may

have on a "minority" student's development as "intellectual
anxiety."

Fleming writes:

There are individual differences in the responses of
black students to white environments.... the
backgrounds and personalities of black students may
interact with the climate of white educational
environments to create intellectual anxieties for some
students, and perhaps interfere with the normal
developmental quest for competence. (1981, p. 288)
Racism is evident on college campuses as well as in the
larger society on the personal,
institutional levels.

group,

cultural and

"An acknowledgment that racism exists

on the campus just as it exists within the larger society is
absolutely necessary before any concrete changes can be
made"

(Beckham,

1988,

p.

78).
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Coping with the effects of racism and interacting
within the racist environment on college campuses are tasks
that must be dealt with by African-heritage students.
developmental tasks,

which include interacting in,

with and adjusting to the university environment,

These

coping
are what

this author calls "interactional strategies" and "modes of
adjustment" for cross-cultural interaction.

These concepts

are further discussed in the next section of this literature
review which is framed by selected literature on
interpersonal interaction and adjustment.

Interactional Strategies and Modes of Adjustment

This section highlights relevant literature in the
areas of interpersonal interaction and social adjustment.
Theoretical concepts and descriptive characteristics of
interpersonal interaction and social adjustment are
discussed.
Research on African-heritage students' development has
established the importance of intracultural and
intercultural peer interactions
Sedlacek et al.,
adjustment

1973; Jones,

(Gibbs,

1985; Pounds,

1974;

(Bennett,

1987; Locke,

Fleming,

1987; Thompson,

1981,

1991)

1984; Brooks,
1942)

and social

1984; Oliver et al.,

on these students'

persistence and academic progress at predominantly white
institutions of higher education.
Fleming's research revealed that "crisis in social
adjustment awaits black students who enter white colleges"
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(1984:18).

The process of Black students'

adjustment to a

PWI contributes to or impedes their persistence and academic
success.

Fleming

(1984)

asserted:

The enrollment of black students in white colleges
constituted the beginnings of fundamental adjustment
problems that have yet to be worked through to the
mutual satisfaction of both black students and
predominantly white educational institutions....The
current task for these students is not only to enter
white colleges, but to perform and adjust well
(Fleming, 1984:13).
Furthermore,

Patricia King and others

(1989)

in their

study of the "Intellectual Development of Black College
Students on a Predominantly White Campus",

suggest that:

Academics and social integration into the college
community or the number of successful and rewarding
interactions a student has on campus (Tinto, 1975), is
a concept that plays a significant role in Tinto's
predictive model of student persistence, a model for
which many studies (e.g. Terenzini & Pascarella, 1980)
have offered general support, (p. 3)
$

Interactions in and adjustment to the educational
environment identified as important for African-heritage
student development occur on two levels,

interpersonally and

through environmental factors.
David Mechanic

(1974)

asserts,

"The study of social

adaptation is most typically pursued without seriously
considering the pervasive influence of social structural
variables on personal and social adaptation"

(p.

31).

Developmental needs of African-heritage students as
identified by Stikes
efforts,

(1984)

include "problem solving

coping strategies and programs to assist the

students and the students'
environment"

(p.

interaction with the educational

2).
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Interpersonal

interactions and the coping strategies

that students employ to negotiate characteristics of the
campus environment have been shown to influence the academic
outcomes of African-heritage students
1984;

Pascarella,

on interpersonal

1985b;

Tinto,

1987).

1986;

Hence,

Fleming,

this section

interactions and modes of adjustment

addresses the two areas of adaptation
environmental)

(Allen,

that Mechanic

(1974)

(personal and

suggests have had little

attention.
Specifically,

this section is framed by selective

literature on interpersonal

interactions and adjustment that

includes a discussion of the contact hypotheses,
environment fit,

personal

adaptation and adjustment.

also discusses the work of Thomas Pettigrew
Gibbs

(1974)

and Robert Merton

(1968)

personal adaptation and adjustment.
consideration of this

student-

as

(1964),

It
Jewell

it pertains to

Along with

literature and the experience and

observation of the author,

a new typology of modes of

adjustment for African-heritage students at PWIs will be
proposed.

The contact hypothesis
The contact hypothesis refers to
and interactions.

interethnic contact

Miles Hewstone and Rupert Brown

assert that this theory

is the

(1986)

"widely held belief that

interaction between individuals belonging to different
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groups will reduce ethnic prejudice and intergroup tension”

(p. i).
The literature

indicates that the contact hypothesis is

concerned with attitudinal change between interacting
groups.

In this study of

intra- and interethnic

interactions of African-heritage students,
change is not necessarily the goal.
of or opportunity for
this extent,

the

attitudinal

The process and amount

interaction is a consideration.

To

literature on the contact hypothesis does

provide information relevant here.
The contact hypothesis delineates situational
conditions that promote positive attitudes and interpersonal
interactions.

Some

important components of the

interactional nature of this theory are equal status
contact;

cooperation versus competition;

support.

Contact should

and institutional

involve high levels of

outcomes should be positive;

intimacy;

and contact persons should be

similarly competent.
There is contradictory evidence as to whether there is
positive outcomes

in

interactions and attitudes even when

all of the above components exist.
essay The Nature of Prejudice

Allport,

(1954),

in his classic

suggests that

reduction of prejudice and presumably more positive
intercultural
conditions

interactions may occur under specific

including "equal status contact between majority

and minority groups
267).

in the pursuit of common goals"

Yehuda Amir's

(1969,

1976)
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studies,

(p.

on the other

hand,

indicate that there is some question as to whether or

not cross-cultural contact facilitates future positive
contact.

Reviewing several studies of Allport's contact

hypothesis, Amir

(1969)

presented evidence contrary to

Allport's and concluded that intergroup contact does not
always yield positive intercultural interactions.
Bennett

(1984)

conducted a study providing additional

empirical evidence of the relationship between interethnic
interaction and academic persistence.

She indicated that

her study specifically examines the relationship between
"positive interracial contact,
satisfaction."

less trauma and

This study considered components of the

contact hypothesis in regards to Black students at a PWI.
Her sample included 145 Black females and 129 Black males at
Indiana University in Bloomington.
for both Black males and females,

Bennett concluded that,
positive interracial

contacts were positively related to satisfaction.
Interethnic contact on campus does have a positive
influence on satisfaction and therefore persistence.
Bennett suggests,

however,

that this interaction does not

depend on whether or not the interaction is positive or
negative.

Her measure considered "the number of different

contact situations with no consideration of quality"
35).

(p.

Bennett asserts that "Interracial contact on campus

has a positive influence on satisfaction, whether it is
measured in terms of pleasantness or the number of different
contact situations"

(Bennett,

1984,
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p.

35).

Bennett
at a PWI,

(1984)

also concluded that,

for Black students

positive interethnic contact prior to attending

the University resulted in more positive contact on campus
and that these interactions contributed to African-heritage
students feeling more prepared for college life.

Student-environment fit
Many studies have been conducted on the relationship of
student-environment fit as it pertains to persistence and
satisfaction.
research.

Pervin

(1968)

He concluded,

provides a review of such

that by-and-large,

these studies

show that performance and satisfaction are "a function of
the interaction between the characteristics of the
individual and those of the environment"

(p.

56).

This

relation is determined considering the "perceived" or
"actual" environment.

How students perceive their

environment is their reality.

The actual circumstances of a

particular event or situation is always subject to
interpretation and perception.

The way in which students

perceive their environment and the incongruence in these
perceptions is one area that may lead to interethnic
conflict situations.
Triandis

(1976)

examined interracial contact and

conflict in regards to student-environment fit and writes
that:
One of the several bases of conflict can be found in
the differences in the perceptions of the social
environment typical of some blacks and whites.
They
look at the world differently, and hence they can
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easily dislike each other, simply because of this fact.
There is a good deal of research (e.g. Byrne, 1971)
which shows that attitudinal similarity leads to
interpersonal attraction.
Conversely, dissimilarity
leads to disliking.
Furthermore, when two people look
at their social environment in different ways, they
make assumptions concerning the causes of the other's
behavior that can lead to further conflict, (p. 1)
Walsh

(1973)

asserts that the primary thrust of

Pervin's transactional approach focuses on "the way students
as individuals perceive the environment and themselves"
158).

(p.

Pervin uses the Transactional Analysis of Personality

and Environment

(TAPE)

to examine student-college

environment fit

(Pervin & Rubin,

1967).

This semantic

differential instrument provides information about students'
perceptions of self,

college,

administration and students
Irwin Altman

(1975)

ideal-college,

faculty,

(or their peers).

takes an interdisciplinary approach

in his examination of the relationship between environment
and behavior.

He approaches the "relationship between

environment and behavior at a microlevel of analysis," as he
examines how people are affected by the physical environment
in face-to-face interaction and how they "actively use the
environment to shape social interaction with others"
This work focuses on the four concepts of privacy,
space,

(p.

3).

personal

territorially and crowding and provides some

suggestions for facilitating better interpersonal and group
communication.

Altman views the environment as a force that

modifies social interaction.
systems,

According to him,

this social-

ecological perspective has several assumptions:

"Environments and behaviors are closely intertwined,
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almost

to the point of being inseparable;

...people-environment

relations are best viewed as an ecological system, with
mutual and dual impact between people and environment"
205).

In other words,

(p.

not only can and does the environment

have an impact on people's behavior as they adjust to and
cope with the environment; people may also affect the
environment as they assert attitudes and behaviors to change
institutional and environmental variables

(e.g., policies,

procedures).
This social-system approach "assumes a dynamic,
changing quality of people-environment relations."
theme,

according to Altman

(1975),

A final

is that "people-

environment relations occur at several levels of behavioral
functioning and as a coherent system....Thus,
cognition,

and feelings are

[all]

perceptions,

internal forces that are

translated into several levels of overt behavior"

(p.

206).

The student or individual-environment fit approach
considers that a "match" or "best-fit"

(Jahoda,

1961)

of

individual to environment is viewed as expressing itself in
high performance,

satisfaction,

and little stress in the

system, whereas a "lack of fit" is viewed as resulting in
decreased performance,
system

(Pervin,

dissatisfaction and stress in the

1968, p.

As described above,

57).
there can be a reciprocal

relationship to this concept of individual-environment fit
as individuals adjust to the environment and assert their
behaviors to change the environment.
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There is evidence that

I
somewhat of a incongruence may be viewed as a challenge and
provide an incentive for individuals to overcome adverse
situations or lack of fit.

Walsh

(1973),

for instance,

asserts that the distance and the direction of difference in
the student-college fit are both important and that "a
student may tend to be more satisfied and productive in a
college that does not offer him an exact fit.

A somewhat

imperfect match presents opportunities for change”
1973,

p.

(Walsh

170).

Merton's typology
Robert Merton

(1968)

provides quite an extensive

analysis of modes of social adaptation in his book Social
Theory and Social Structure.
on class differences,
model.

This analysis,

largely based

is considered a class sociological

Other theories such as those of Thomas Pettigrew and

Jewell Gibbs

(described below)

relate to ethnocultural

variables in adaptation and borrow some concepts of Merton's
typology.
Merton's analysis of patterns of cultural goals and
institutional norms establishes a link between cultural
differences and adapting to the cultural "norm."
"norm," of course,
theory.

His

is Eurocentric and based on Freudian

Any variation from this "norm" or the dominant

cultural patterns is "tagged as criminal,
socially dangerous"
perspective,

(Merton 1968, p.

Merton writes:
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175).

pathological or
From this

It is indeed, my central hypothesis that aberrant
behavior may be regarded sociologically as a
symptom of dissociation between culturally
prescribed aspirations and socially structured
avenues for realizing these aspirations, (p. 18)
How is this perspective related to the concept of
"pulling oneself up by one's bootstraps"?

Expectations are

infused and perpetuated through constant conscious and
unconscious,

direct and subtle,

often subliminal, messages

and images with which individuals are bombarded.
television,

newspapers, magazines,

randomly posted materials,
and group dialogue,

Radio,

billboards, marquees,

product labeling,

interpersonal

textbooks — the ways in which

individuals get these messages are countless.
Most of these sources unfortunately present a picture
of materialistic acquisition.

In fact, Merton

(1968)

in his

essay asserted that the contemporary United States
approximates "the polar type in which great emphasis upon
certain success goals occurs within equivalent emphasis upon
institutional means"

(p.

190).

Merton goes on to talk about

money as "peculiarly well adapted to become a symbol of
prestige."
To say that the goal of monetary success is
entrenched in American culture is only to say that
Americans are bombarded on every side by percepts
which affirm the right or often the duty of
retaining the goal even in the face of repeated
frustration (p. 191).
Merton

(1968)

continues to focus his analysis of types

of individual adaptation on the deviant/deficit perspective
or,

as he writes,

"the cultural and social genesis of

varying rates and types of deviant behavior."
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He refers to

five types of adaptation including conformity,
ritualism,

retreatism and rebellion.

innovation,

This typology is not

presented as linear but as "the observation that people may
shift from one alternative to another as they engage in
different spheres of social activity"

(p.

194).

The types

are described as role behaviors in specific types of
situations.
In conformity,

"behavior is typically oriented toward

the basic values of the

[dominant]

society" and "unless

there is a deposit of values shared by interacting
individuals,

there exist social relations,

interactions may be so called,

if the disorderly

but no society"

(p.

195).

Innovation is defined by Merton as occurring "when the
individual has assimilated the cultural emphasis upon the
goal without equally internalizing the institutional norms
governing ways and means for its attainment"

(p.

195).

Merton typifies ritualism as "the mode of adaptation of
individually seeking a private escape from the dangers and
frustrations which seem to them inherent in the competition
for major cultural goals by abandoning these goals and
clinging all the more closely to the safe routines and the
institutional norms"

(p.

205).

In Merton's mode of retreatism,
maladapt)

"people who adapt

(or

in this fashion are strictly speaking in the

society but not of it."

In his analysis, Merton suggests

that this mode is probably the least common and that it is
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"the rejection of cultural goals and institutional means"
(p.

207).
The fifth mode of social adaptation described by Merton

is rebellion.

Rebellion, Merton writes,

is "seeking to

institutionalize new goals and new procedures to be shared
by other members of the society.

It thus refers to efforts

to change the existing cultural and social structure rather
than to accommodate efforts within this structure"

(p.

194).

This adaptation "is outside the environing social structure
to envisage and seek greatly modified social structure"
209).

Merton goes on to write,

renegade who,

(p.

"It is above all the

though himself successful,

renounces the

prevailing values that becomes the target of greatest
hostility among those in rebellion"

(p.

211).

Pettigrew's theory
Thomas Pettigrew

(1964)

wrote about "interracial"

contact from the perspective of the nature of oppression.
He identified three modes of interaction in terms of an
African-heritage person's reactions.

These three categories

are moving toward, moving against or moving away from the
oppressor.

"The first of these, moving toward,

seeking full acceptance as an equal human being.

consists of
The other

two form the familiar fight or flight pattern; moving
against includes the numerous types of aggressive reactions,
and moving away,
(p.

the numerous types of avoidance reactions"

27).
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Gibbs's inodes
Jewell Gibbs

(1974)

expanded Pettigrew's theory on the

diversity of reactions that Black people employ to deal with
oppression.

Gibbs

(1975)

did a case study of Black students

who obtained counseling at a university health clinic from
1969 to 1972.
students'

This descriptive study identifies Black

ethnocultural conflict experiences.

Gibbs's modes

are especially important because they directly describe and
characterize the adjustment of Black students as they
interact in the PWI environment and react to their minority
status.

She suggests the four modes of withdrawal,

separation,

assimilation and affirmation to be "coping

behavior" and "patterns of adaptation" developed by Black
students in response to their minority-marginal status.
The methodology of Gibbs's 1973 study included a survey
conducted from case records of all Black students for a
three year period to determine "the proportion who presented
complaints or symptoms of identity conflicts or stress
attributed to cultural adaptation"
of 87 cases,

42% or 22

(p.

731).

From a total

females and 47% or 19 males, were

categorized as cases involving conflicts relating to their
ethnicity or sociocultural background.

The major purpose of

Gibbs's investigation was to determine the types of
responses Black students employed in coping with their
identity conflicts.
Three
withdrawal,

of Gibbs's

(1974)

modes of adaptation,

separation and assimilation are analogous to
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Pettigrew's conceptual scheme of
"against"

"movement away from,"

and "toward" the oppressor,

respectively.

Additionally,

Gibbs identified a fourth mode,

introduces as

"affirmation," described as

which she

"movement with"

the oppressor or dominant cultural group.
Further characteristics of Gibbs's modes of adaptation
follow:

Withdrawal,

"characterized by apathy,

feelings of hopelessness,

alienation and depersonalization

culminating in the students'
withdraw"

(p.

wish to avoid contact,

as to

732).

Separation,
conflicts

depression,

"characterized by anger,

hostility,

in interpersonal relationships which may be

expressed as rejection of white values and behavior
patterns,
customs"

and active protests against white institutions and
(p.

734).

Assimilation,

"characterized by social anxiety,

for acceptance and approval,

desire

conformist behavior,

compensatory overachievement and heightened sensitivity
concerning ethnic references and cues"

Affirmation,

735).

"characterized by self-acceptance,

positive ethnic identity,
motivation,

(p.

hyperactivity,

high achievement,

and autonomous self-actualizing behavior"

(p.

736) .
To illustrate these four modes of adaptation,
described twelve case studies

Gibbs

"developed in response to
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their marginality at the predominantly white university
setting"

(p.

738).

Gibbs discussed two apparent patterns in the data.
First,

she observed that withdrawal is the most frequent

mode among Black students who identified conflicts.
Previous exposure to integration and feelings of personal
adequacy

(p.

738)

were found to have an effect.

that withdrawal is the most maladaptive course,
the student's ability to cope in the PWI,

Considering
in terms of

it is important to

consider or discover those factors that might influence the
development of this mode so that preventative approaches
might be taken.
Another pattern gave evidence that the affirmation
mode,

indicative of self-acceptance and acceptance of

others,

occurred most frequently in this sample of students

in the upper and middle classes to those who had high school
integration experiences and to those who felt personally
adequate

(p.

739).

Gibbs asserts that it is impossible to use the findings
in her study as predictors to academic success or to
"predict how the individual Black student will fare in an
integrated university,

regardless of socioeconomic status,

previous exposure to integration,
evidence of self-esteem"

(p.

academic competence,

and

739).

Gibbs concludes her study by emphasizing the necessity
for future research into the modes of adjustment of Black
and other "minority" students at PWIs.
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Gibbs further

asserts that focus on these intangible factors will benefit
university counselors,

advisers and other professionals "who

would be in a position to recognize problems as they
develop,

and to encourage adaptive behavior

(p.

739).

Proposed Strategies and Modes of Adjustment: A
Sociohistorical Context
The following proposed modes of adjustment may also be
considered coping strategies for interaction.

Adjustment

means the persistence and development within the
institutional environment.
students adjust.

Interaction relates to how

These modes of adjustment describe the

interaction as well as the adjustment process.

The way

African-heritage students interact at predominantly white
institutions contributes significantly to their persistence,
development and success at the institution.
Individuals have their predominant mode where they find
more comfort,
modes.

and they may feel less comfortable with other

However,

typologies,

with these proposed modes,

it is rarely all or nothing.

as with many

Individuals

experience or utilize different modes in response to
different situations they encounter.
complexity.

Situations may give rise to shifts into

different modes.
most people.

There is some

However,

At times,

modes simultaneously.

there is a preferred mode for

students may even express several
Furthermore,

the typology is not

developmental and is not type or stage specific.
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This proposed typology is rooted in the literature on
African-heritage students'
1981; Cheatham,
1974; Jones,

1985;

Tatum,

1990 & 1991; Fleming,

1987; Lang & Ford,

1973; Mechanic,
al.,

social adjustment

1974; Merton,

Steward et al.,

1991; Taylor,

1986; Lyons,

1968; McKwen,
Stikes,

1980; Terrell,

1988; Thompson 1991; Wright,

1977 & 1981; Gibbs,

1992; Loo,

1990;

(e.g., Allen,

1990; Oliver et

1984;

Suen,

1983;

1992; Terrell & Wright

1987).

The research experiences and observations of this
author expand these suggested modes of adjustment to include
the following interactive modes of adjustment that Africanheritage students encounter:
1.

alienation / isolation

2.

assimilation / acculturation

3.

biculturality

4. Africentricity
5.

cultural relativism / pluralism

These proposed modes of adjustment are described here
and placed in a sociohistorical context.

"The past

illuminates the present" clearly applies to this study.

The

condition of African-heritage students in a PWI is very much
a result of historical conditions.

How these various

proposed modes of interaction relate to the philosophical
positions and world views of historical leaders such as
Booker T. Washington, W.E.B.
Marcus Garvey is explored.
African-heritage leaders,

Du Bois,

Ida B. Wells,

and

Other, more contemporary
including Septima Clark,
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Fannie

Lou Hamer, Malcolm X, Martin Luther King,
Davis,

Jr.,

Angela Y.

and Gloria Richardson also espoused positions that

related to these modes and how Black people interact crossculturally.
This section describes the proposed modes of adjustment
and presents an exploratory sociohistorical analysis with
attention to how the world views or philosophies of the
individuals mentioned above relate to the modes of
interaction.

Some examples are given to describe how these

phenomena are actualized in African-heritage students'

lives

at a PWI.

Alienation/isolation
In this mode,

the student alienated from the

environment or from individuals within the institution
withdraws.

There is little contact and interaction with

individuals who are not of the same ethnicity.
polarization and separation.

There is

These students often make a

conscious effort to stay away from and not interact with
white students and/or administrators,
members.

faculty and staff

The interactions that do occur are often very

superficial or confrontational.
Jacqueline Wade

(1983)

wrote:

"The social context in which the education of black
students on predominantly white college campuses occurs
places an almost untenable burden on these students'
educational and social developmental processes.
By and
large, Black students fell depressed, lonely and
alienated, and they perceive their universities as
hostile environments in which their relationships with
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white professors and white students are often
demoralizing" (p. 10).

Assimilation/acculturation
The student who assimilates is immersed in the dominant
culture and often takes on the values,

norms and behaviors

of that culture.
There is voluminous literature on assimilation and
acculturation.

The terms have sometimes been defined to

mean the same thing,
drawn.

and in some cases distinctions are

Milton Gordon

(1964)

writes:

Sociologists and cultural anthropologists have
described the processes and results of ethnic
"meetings" under such terms as "assimilation" and
"acculturation."
Sometimes these terms have been used
to mean the same thing: in other usages their meanings,
rather than being identical, have overlapped.
(Sociologists are more likely to use assimilation;
anthropologists have favored acculturation and have
given it a narrower but generally consistent meaning.)
(p. 61).
Louise Spinder

(1977)

suggests that acculturation

refers to "the reciprocal modifications that occur when
individuals from two or more different sociocultural systems
come into contact"

(p.

31).

Spinder also points out that

earlier studies of acculturation did not necessarily
recognize the reciprocal aspect of this process.

However,

these earlier studies were dealing with the results of
forced acculturation as in colonialism.

For example,

the

acculturation that occurred between fur traders and Native
Americans differed radically from that occurring between
Native Americans and the United States government.
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Spinder

(1977)

clarifies and distinguishes between assimilation and

acculturation in the following passage:
The acculturation model has been criticized by
contemporary anthropologists because some of the
earlier work seemed to assume that the end-result of
acculturation was always assimilation by the powerful
dominant culture of the smaller, less powerful.
Acculturation is not understood so much now, however,
as a process leading to assimilation.
It is seen
rather, in its various forms, as adaptive strategies
used by people who have to cope with the economic,
social and political disadvantages of their position as
minorities.
For these reasons we are less prone to see
continua of acculturation leading to some state
resembling assimilation, and more prone to recognize a
variety of coping strategies, including reaffirmation
of seemingly traditional values and behavior patterns,
biculturalism, cultural synthesis of conflicting
culture elements, and manage identities (p. 33).
Amando Padilla

(1980)

describes acculturation from a

psychological point of view.

This perspective focuses on

the individual in the belief that the individual is crucial
in what occurs through contact between differing cultural
orientations.

Padilla clarifies the perspective by saying

that analysis can be complete if only studied "from the
point of view of social institutions

(sociological

perspective),

cultural patterns

perspective),

or political structures.

experiences of role conflicts,

(anthropological
The individual's

interpersonal relationships,

and adaptation strategies are essential in our understanding
of acculturative change"
John Berry

(1980)

(p.

2) .

furthers this psychological

perspective and delineates eight varieties of acculturation.
These varieties are defined by the individual's retention of
cultural identity,

by the individual's positive or negative
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feeling of wanting to be related to the dominant society and
by the individual's freedom to choose whether or not to
maintain a cultural identity and associate with the dominant
group.

The freedom of choice factor.

Berry asserts,

often overlooked in acculturation research.
Berry

(1980),

Herskovits

"Redfield,

(1938),

Research Council

(SSRC)

According to

Linton and Herskovits

Linton

(1940),

is

(1936),

and the Social Science

Summer Seminar

(1954),

provide four

classic formulations of the complex phenomenon of
acculturation".

Redfield et al.

(1936)

define acculturation

as follows:
Acculturation comprehends those phenomena which result
when
groups of individuals having different cultures
come into continuous first-hand contact, with
subsequent changes in the original culture patterns of
either or both groups (in Berry, 1980, p. 9) .
This definition of acculturation is distinguished from
assimilation and differentiated from diffusion which is at
times a phase of acculturation.
Booker T. Washington's position was that of
assimilation.
Conservative thinking authorized Washington to suggest
that blacks forgo certain constitutionally guaranteed
rights of citizenship in the immediate interest of
preserving racial harmony.
Adaptive blacks should help
to create the cooperative context out of which economic
progress would emerge (in Franklin, 1990, p. 13).
Washington had many critics.
lawyer Ferdinand Barnett.

One was the Chicago

Barnett was the founder of the

first Negro newspaper in Illinois

(The Conservator,

1897).

In 1895 he married the noted antilynching crusader Ida B.
Wells and became one of Washington's leading critics.
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Washington was accused of "believing in Negro inferiority,
racial segregation,

and eschewing politics"

(Meier,

1974, p.

129) .
Staples

(1976)

describes a "colonial model" which

relates an additional historical/political context.

Staples

writes:
The colonial model views the Black community as an
underdeveloped, exploited colony controlled by
individuals outside the community.
Benjamin Quarles
describes the characteristics of colonialism:
(a) the colonized subjects are not in the social system
voluntarily but have it imposed on them; (2) the
subject's native culture is modified or destroyed; (3)
control is in the hands of people outside the native
population; and (4) racism prevails, i.e., a group seen
as different or inferior in terms of alleged biological
traits is exploited, controlled, and oppressed socially
and psychologically by a group that defines itself as
superior. (Quarles, 1953 as quoted in Staples (1976, p.
13).
Staple further suggests how this conceptualization
relates to African-heritage students.

Staple suggests:

Examples of domestic colonialism are abundant, although
not necessarily in the pure classical form found in
other societies.
In education, for instance, Blacks
find their cultural values unexpressed in the classroom
or in their books.
This is because a colonial society
accords no legitimacy to the values of the natives.
What is termed acculturation could be easily be labeled
colonization. (p. 13)
Staples further asserts the impact of assimilation and
acculturation for African-heritage people as limited.

One

or two individuals may be allowed to be the spook who sat by
the door.

"In any colony,

there is always room for bright

natives to hold responsible positions- though not at the
very top"

(Staples 1976,

p.

13).
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In assimilation/acculturation mode,

students may go as

far as not recognizing their African-heritage,

affiliating

or associating only with students of European-heritage,

and

becoming embarrassed and even angry when another person of
African-heritage acknowledges that they are Black by
speaking or communicating in some way with them.

This mode

of assimilation/ acculturation involves rejection of one's
"minority" culture,

and "movement with" the dominant

culture.
Assimilation and acculturation are both processes in
which there is cross-cultural contact or an immersion into
the other culture.

The major distinction between the two

terms is that the process of acculturation may be
reciprocal.

Goffman

(1973)

suggests that acculturation may

be an expectation in the PWI.
(1968)

mode of conformity.

This is analogous to Merton's

Relating this concept,

acculturation or assimilation would be expected and if it
does not occur,
Wade

(1983)

the individual is considered maladapted.
writes about this expectation for students

to assimilate to dominant cultural "normalcy" as follows:
The student who makes it through the institution is
expected to be different from when she entered - i.e.
educated, mature, responsible and acculturated....
Homogeneity is thus a major tenant that operates the
basic norms for students' academic and social behaviors
(as well as standards for judging those behaviors), and
an emphasis is often placed on conformity in students'
life styles and intellectual patterns (p. 18).
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Biculturalitv
Biculturality combines two of Gibbs's modes,
affirmation and assimilation.

These two different attitudes

and behaviors may at times appear dichotomous.
affirming and assimilating,
with"

"movement against"

the dominant culture are involved.

Both
and "movement

Movement with

pertains to the acceptance of one's own "minority"
and "movement against"
values,

behaviors,

Allport

(1954)

those of

culture,

involves embracing dominant cultural

attitudes or beliefs.
asserts that:

when African-Americans act in a bicultural mode, this
mechanism actually involves a mild dissociation; one is
himself with other Negroes but transforms his behavior
to meet the expectations of prejudiced whites (p. 58).
The literature presents contradictory evidence that
bicultural adjustment may be either positive or negative.
White

(1990)

suggests that this is a healthy mode.

He

writes:
Each Black adolescent must attempt to set up some
workable balance between Afro-American and EuroAmerican values.
Complete denial of either frame of
reference will restrict choices and personal growth,
interpersonal relationships and economic opportunity
(p. 127) .
Du Bois

(1903)

referred to biculturality as a gift.

He

asserted:
The Negro is a sort of seventh son, born with a veil,
and gifted with second-sight in this American world - a
world which yields him no true self-consciousness, but
only lets him see himself through the revelation of the
other world....One ever feels his two-ness — an
American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two
unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark
body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being
torn asunder.
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Du Bois
warring

speaks

souls."

of African Americans

On the one hand,

shaped by the demands

Similarly,
Staples

Staples

of the

(1976)

"two

Black people are products

of their African ethnocultural heritage;
they are

as having

on the

other hand,

Euro-American culture.

relates his

"marxist model".

asserts:

Basically, Marx conceived of societies as always being
divided into two classes, the exploited and the
exploiters ...the Marxist theory is that societies are
composed of classes in conflict.
While establishment
sociology has viewed human society as an evolving
structure based on a natural progression from one stage
to another, the Marxist theory is that societies are
composed of classes in conflict (p. 14).
Biculturalism carried to the
mental

disorder.

sometimes
a

feel

cultural

In the mode of biculturality,

as

assimilation,
for

if

she

or he

is

the

example,

immersed

in Anglo

as

something of

an

actions."

individual's

solidarity Black cultural
"out

African-heritage
characteristics

ethos

as

speak,

among
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interacting
students,

on the

in assimilation.

individuals

-

family and

or Anglo

student may tend to take

however,

or as

"selling out."

administrators

as

been

This behavior may be

extended

so to

and behaviors

such

and displaying

"slingin their hair"

in the world,"

with white professors,

in

(in the Black community)

contradictory to the traditional

student,

student may

in an Anglo way

espousing Eurocentric values

"white people's

simple as

When

—

culture as

student might behave

behavior that has historically
considered

two people

a

in

schizophrenia.

Although not

as,

extreme could result

or groups

the

same
This

of African

same

descent may choose to behave very differently and express
norms and behaviors that are Africentric.
Many Black leaders who initially espoused assimilation
or biculturalism,

development their thoughts and actions

toward Africentricity and cultural relativism.
writes about Booker T.

Meier

(1974)

Washington's transition:

The assimilationist orientation of the anti-Bookerites
is central in Negro thinking, but its fundamental
importance should not permit one to minimize the rising
tide of sentiment favoring a "cultural pluralism" that
was developing in the age of Booker T. Washington and
which became the ideological basis of the postwar "New
Negro" (p. 138).

Africentricity
African consciousness or Africentricity.
Harold Cheatham et al.

(1990),

refers to

according to

"African Americans'

self-awareness and consequent practices regarding their
historical,

cultural,

linguistic,

as African-descended people"

(p.

and philosophical origins
493).

This mode of adjustment for African-heritage students
explores how this perspective may act to center and empower
this population to reduce feelings of alienation and
isolation engendered by our society's predominantly white
self-esteem curricula and norms at PWIs

(Asante,

1991).

There has been a significant degree of enthnicization
by African Americans or what Martin

(1974)

refers to as New

World Africans.
New World Africans in time lost the sharp edge of their
specific African nationalities.
Thousands of miles and
several generations away from the African homeland, it
mattered less than before whether one was Yoruba,
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Hausa, or Mandingo.
As the years rolled by fewer and
fewer New World Africans knew exactly from whence in
the African homeland they had sprung.
They were
already an amalgam of African ethnicities.
But of one
thing they could be certain - they were African (p.
Vll) .
Pan-Africanism and Africentricity are two related
concepts recently being expressed as important in the
education of African-heritage students.

This African-

centeredness perspective presupposes that Pan-Africanism is
another variety of black nationalism and Africentricity.
Pan-Africanism,

as defined by Martin

(1983),

is

"the

attempts by African peoples to link up their struggles for
their mutual benefit"
Martin

(1983)

(p.

vii).

wrote:

Pan Africanism became inevitable with the inception of
the trans-atlantic slave trade.
Europe, by scattering
Africa to the winds, inevitably if unwittingly set in
motion the process which would bring scattered Africa
together again, at a higher level.
It was inevitable
that the forcibly uprooted Africans would yearn to
rediscover their homeland (p. vii).
Describing his

"Pan-Africanist Model",

Staples

(1976),

suggests:
Pan-Africanism sees all people of African descent as
having a common history, experience, and culture.
Hence, Afro-Americans are considered dislocated
Africans (i.e., a diaspora).
The elements of African
culture remain the same, although the form may have
changed through the adaptations imposed upon Black
Americans.
A basic assumption is that a culture group
never completely loses its cultural heritage, it simply
fuses into another form" (p. 16).
Marcus Garvey was known as
Africanists,

"the most complete of Pan-

reaching organizationally into the lives of

African peoples around the globe.
regard"

(Martin,

1983,

p.

ix).
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He has no equal in this

Nationalism is a political position that incorporates
the adjustment modes of isolation,

assimilation,

biculturalism and Africentricity.

Bracey

(1970)

wrote:

Black men, throughout their history in America, have
manifested nationalist sentiment.
Some have always
leaned toward separatist ideology and solutions.
Even
essentially integrationist and assimilationist thinkers
have often had nationalist strains in their social
philosophies (p. xxv).

The term "black nationalism" has been used in American
history to describe a body of social thought,
attitudes, and actions ranging from the simplest
expressions of ethnocentrism and racial solidarity to
the comprehensive and sophisticated ideologies of PanNegroism or Pan-Africanism" (Bracey et al., 1970, p.
xxvi).
"Racial solidarity"

is a form of black nationalism that

is considered the simplest expression of racial feeling.
This

"racial solidarity,"

describe it,

as Bracey and others

(1970)

is an example of how Africentricity manifests.

John Bracey and others provide historical context to this
concept of racial solidarity:
The establishment of mutual aid societies and
separatist churches in the late eighteenth century had
little ideological justification beyond that of racial
solidarity (Bracey et al., 1970, p. xxvi).
"Cultural Nationalism"

is a more pronounced form of

black nationalism and another example of Africentricity.
Cultural nationalism contends that black people — in
the United States or throughout the world — have a
culture style of life, cosmology, approach to the
problems of existence, and aesthetic values distinct
from that of white Americans in particular and white
Europeans or Westerners in general (Bracey et al.,
1970, p.
xxvii).
Furthermore,

Bracey et al.

go on to describe another

form of nationalism that they call
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"territorial separatism":

the establishment of all-black towns... all-black
states, or a black nation comprising several states.
Recent and milder forms of territorial separatism are
often linked to the concept of political pluralism and
advocacy of black control of the black community., (p.
xxix).
The development of group solidarity for Africanheritage people,

especially in the United States,

has gone

through a transformation from a time when few slaves were
proud to be considered Black or African;

through the 1960's

when ethnic pride and solidarity were indicative in the
popular slogans of that time:
I'm proud!"

"Say it loud,

and "Black is beautiful".

This

development process and naming is what Jones

I'm Black and
identity
(1973)

referred

to as Nigrescence.
In the 1990's,

and moving into the 21st century,

African heritage people,

especially in the US have embraced

and recognized Africa as central,

and display a strong group

solidarity and ethnic affiliation indicative in the
acknowledgment of our African origins and naming oneself
African-American.
In 1971,

Thomas Pettigrew spoke about a

that he describes as

"new Negro"

"relatively released from the principal

social controls recognized by his parents and grandparents,
from the restraints of an extended kinship system,
conservative religion,

and an acceptance of the

inevitability of white supremacy"
(1971),

a

(p.

295).

Pettigrew

goes on to talk about the 1960's as a time of the

"initial dismantling of the formal structure of white
supremacy"

(p.

296).

This new mood,
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Pettigrew suggests,

calls for "selective separatism"

and "also demanding rights

of entry into the society's principal institutions.

It is

no accident that the most outspoken members of this faction
are college students in prestigious and predominantly white
universities"

(p.

Pettigrew

298)

(1971)

further asserts that:

Through the eyes of some whites, this behavior
seems highly inconsistent; it looks as though they
talk separation and act integration.
But actually
the inconsistency is often, though not always,
more apparent than real.
Consistency with the new
emphasis upon power and pride, these young blacks
are attempting to define their situation for
themselves with particular attention to group
autonomy.
They are generally as opposed to forced
separatism as were Negroes of past generations,
and they reject other imposed doctrines as well.
And for many of them, integration appears to be
imposed by white liberals" (p. 298).
The notion of Africentricity is sometime viewed as
separatism.

This is not necessarily so.

Pettigrew's interpretation,

Extending

there is a positive function of

this mode.
because they go to the heart of many young blacks'
personal feelings.
If the new ideology's analysis
of power at the societal level is incomplete, its
analysis of racial self-hate at the individual
level is right on the mark.
It's attention to
positive identity and "black is beautiful" is
needed and important (p. 298).
The importance of knowing oneself first and having
positive self-regard is recognized by various cross-cultural
interaction practitioners,
(Muniz,

1975; Bennet,

consultants and educators

1984; Wright,

1984).

Responsible

self-actualization or positive self-identity is commensurate
to a student interacting cross-culturally in a way that
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leads to optimum development.

"Many Black researchers and

scholars have advocated that the social and behavioral
sciences become more meaningful and practical to the various
conditions of life in Black American"

(Wade 1983,

p.32).

This mode of Africentricity is related to the call by
Black students for multicultural curriculum development,

the

establishment and maintenance of Black cultural centers,
Black student organizations,

and predominantly Black living

environments or residential hall clusters.

The

establishment of Black student unions and other political
organizations that speak to and act on issues directly
dealing with the needs of the Black community is another
ways in which this position is manifested at PWIs.

Cultural relativism/pluralism
Pluralism is the "condition of cultural parity among
ethnic groups in a common society".
Sizemore

(1974)

Furthermore,

Barbara

asserts that this concept of pluralism is "a

stage where groups are ready to make coalitions on a level
of parity"

(p.

93).

This definition is in line with the

conceptualization of this mode of adjustment.

This is a

mode where inter- and intraethnic interactions may occur
regularly.

In the context of the university environment,

this mode is when students feel comfortable to interact with
individuals and groups of their same ethnocultural identity
as well cross-culturally.
the stage of biculturality,

Although this may seem similar to
it is quite different.
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In

pluralism,

the individual has a choice as to how he or she

will act or interact.
into

Rewards and punishments are not tied

whether or not the act or interaction is perceived

from a Eurocentric "dominant" value system.
quote from an essay by William Newman

(1973),

This following
describes the

distinction:
The essential meaning of social pluralism is choice
both for the society and for the groups and individuals
in the society.
The challenge is to create a social
environment in which groups and individuals may choose
voluntarily the identities they wish to play out.
Far
from being a schizophrenic handicap, the challenge of
multiple realities becomes a playing field for the
expression of the diversity and freedom of the human
condition (p. 44).
Webster's Dictionary also offers definitions.

Pluralism is:
a) the existence within a nation or society of groups
distinctive in ethnic origin, cultural patterns,
religion, or the like, b)
a policy of favoring the
preservation of such groups within a given nation or
society.
c) the theory that reality is composed of a
multiplicity of ultimate beings, principles, or
substances.
Very similar to this is cultural relativism.
(1976)

Staples

relates this concept as follows:

To introduce the concept of cultural relativism into
the study of Black life.
Black culture should be
viewed as a social system whose function and meaning
are relative to the existing environment.
Black and
White cultures can be seen as different without being
categorized into inferior or superior divisions (p.
11

).

Gibbs'

(1974)

mode of affirmation resembles this

proposed cultural relativism/pluralism mode.

Among the

sample of Black college students that she studied,
sources of positive identity

various

(e.g., African cultural
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identity, middle-class identity and pro-social activist
identity)

are exemplified in the mode of affirmation and a

pattern of mutual give-and-take with their white classmates.
As this mode encourages cultural pluralism and the peaceful
coexistence of two ethnic groups in the same social
environment space,

factors that encourage its development

should be identified

(p.

739).

The above modes are behavioral tendencies.
preference for one tendency over the other.

There is

However,

it is

never all or nothing but a predominant preference for one
mode over the other.

In fact,

one is likely to find

interactions among different parts of the typology.
instance,

For

alienation is something one might observe in

students who are otherwise assimilated or have a
predominantly Africentric mode of operation.

Summary
The majority of African-heritage students who attend
college do so and most likely will continue to do so at
PWIs.

Currently, many of these higher education

environments present particular problems and challenges for
Black students' persistence and development.

Interpersonal

interactions and social adjustment have been found critical
to their success.
Interactional strategies or modes of adjustment in PWIs
have been found to take on different characteristics.

Some

students tend to be engaged in interacting with their peers
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to different degrees,

often depending on the congruence or

dissonance of the individual student personalities,
needs,

desires,

prior socialization,

likes,

or motives for

interacting.
The modes of adjustment of African-heritage students at
PWIs proposed here are rooted in the literature and in my
experience and observations in working with this population
—

♦

of students over the past decade.

I will be seeking whether

there is empirical validation of this typology of modes of
adjustment from data collected in this study.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
(FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEWS IN A TRIANGULATION DESIGN)

Introduction
This study is designed to examine interpersonal peer
interactions of African-heritage students,

a factor that has

been determined to affect significantly the persistence and
retention of African-heritage students at predominantly
white institutions

(PWIs)

of higher education.

objectives of this study are

(1)

The specific

to describe interactions

perceived as positive and negative,

(2)

to describe what

types of interactions surface as themes and may be
characterized as strategies used by African-heritage
students to affect their successful adjustment to the
educational environment and,

finally,

(3)

to describe the

impact that these interactions and strategies have on
academic persistence.
This chapter presents the research design,
questions and hypotheses,
population,

research setting,

data collection methods,

research

research

data collection

procedures and data analysis description.

In addition,

use of triangulation as a research design and the
limitations of this study are discussed.

the

Research Design
The research design is a triangulation utilizing both
quantitative and qualitative research methods.
Triangulation is the combination of methods or sources of
data in a single study
Bogdan,

(Denzin,

1978; Patton,

1980; Taylor &

1984).

The primary data collection method is qualitative,
represented by the focus group interview.

as

Data from this

group source are complemented with individual written
responses to questions and document analysis.
The quantitative research method used in this study
includes a background questionnaire obtaining demographic
information,

and a ten-item Likert-scale questionnaire

giving respondents' perceptions of the degree to which they
agree or disagree with the key research questions.
A triangulated

(Denzin,

1980; Kidder & Fine,

1987)

descriptive approach is a major advantage in this study in
that it seeks to establish normative information
Bogdan,

1984).

In addition,

an objective of this study,

(Taylor &

this approach is in line with
to examine and describe the

existence of certain themes, patterns and traits in the
research population.

Research Questions and Hypotheses
The general research questions that this study seeks to
address are:
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(1)

What are student's perceptions of the relationship
between their student-peer interactions and their
educational outcomes?

(2)

What are the consequences of African-heritage studentpeer interactions for their social functioning and
adjustment at a PWI?

(3)

As participants describe their interactional
experiences, is there evidence to support the modes of
adjustment typology being proposed from the literature
review?
From these general research questions,

questions and hypotheses were developed.
triangulated research design,

several specific

In this

focus group guideline

questions were derived to guide the qualitative section of
the study.

For the quantitative portion, hypotheses and

survey questions to obtain pertinent demographic and other
background information were developed.

The specific focus

group guideline and survey questions may be found in the
Appendices.

Qualitative research questions
The following questions frame the data obtained in the
qualitative portion of this study.

As indicated above,

the

specific focus group guideline and demographic/background
questions may be found in the Appendices.
1.

What precollege (in high school and in the neighborhood
in which they grew up) interethnic/ intercultural
experiences has the African-heritage student had?

2.

How do African-heritage students perceive these
precollege experiences affecting their interethnic
interactions while at the PWI?

3.

What are some perceived positive intraethnic and
interethnic peer interactions at the PWI?
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4.

What are some perceived negative intraethnic and
interethnic peer interactions at the PWI?

5.

What is the relationship between positive peer
interactions and academic persistence in the PWI?

6.

What is the relationship between negative peer
interactions and academic persistence in the PWI?

7.

What are the modes of adjustment employed by Africanheritage students at a PWI?

Quantitative research hypotheses
The quantitative research method is guided by two
primary and eight propositions or subordinate null
hypotheses:
Primary hypotheses.
*

There is no relationship between background and
interaction of students with their peers of same/other
ethnic group.

*

Interaction of peers of same/other ethnicity have no
effect on their persistence/success at a PWI.
Sub-hypotheses.

(1)

There is no relationship between high school experience
and positive interaction with white students.

(2)

There is no relationship between the neighborhood that
African-heritage students grew up in and their positive
interaction with white students.

(3)

African-heritage students at a PWI interact primarily
with other African-heritage students.

(4)

African-heritage students at a PWI interact primarily
with white students.

(5)

Interactions between African-heritage students and
white students have no effect on their academic
success.

(6)

African-heritage students' intragroup interactions do
not lead to negative experience.

(7)

There are no activities available at this PWI relevant
to African-heritage students.
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(8)

This institution has no regard for the cultural
experiences of African-heritage students.

Research Setting
The site of this study is a large,

public,

land-grant

institution located in the northeastern United States.
During the time of this study,

the university had a total

student population of approximately 23,000,

comprising

17,000 undergraduates and 6,000 graduate students.

This

included approximately 400 undergraduate Black students or
2.4 percent and about 85 percent undergraduate White
students

(Office of Institutional Research and Planning,

University of Massachusetts at Amherst,

1991/92).

The setting for this study is similar to the setting
attended by the majority of
students

African-heritage college

in the United States.

According to Allen

and to statistics presented by the
Education

(1992),

Black students

(1984),

Chronicle of Higher

in the United States are

more likely to attend state-supported or public institutions
than they are to attend private institutions.
more likely to enroll

They are also

in predominantly White institutions of

higher education.

Research Population
Students who formally took part in this study included
62

full-time,

undergraduate African-heritage students.

First-year students as well as sophomores,
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juniors and

seniors of both genders are represented.
African-heritage students

is not considered a monolithic

group or homogeneous in background.
discussed in Chapter 2,

This population of

Nevertheless,

as

there is evidence that regardless of

their differences in background and socialization experience
prior to entering the university,

they have common

experiences with regard to their ethnicity while in the
university setting.
themselves of

All of the student respondents consider

"African-heritage."

demographic questionnaire,

As

indicated in the

more specific ethnic identities

were reported.
All participants were selected on a volunteer basis.
These African-heritage students were recruited from:
*

various Black "recognized student organizations" (RSOs)
on campus, including the Black Mass Communications
Project (BMCP); the African-American Student
Association (Afrik-am); Nummo News (newspaper run by
African-heritage students); and the Collegiate
Committee for the Education of Black and other Minority
Students (CCEBMS) program.

*

the Pan-Hellenic organization, a group of
representatives from nine different traditionally Black
fraternities and sororities.

*

students in the ALANA (African, Latino/a, Asian,
American heritage) section of an ongoing Social
Diversity course and

*

a random selection of students in the residence hall
system.

The six focus groups consisted of eight to twelve
participants each.
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Native

Data Collection Methods
Focus group interviews
Focus group interviews were the primary data collection
method.

According to Patton

(1980),

form of qualitative interviewing.

the focus group is a
"The fundamental

principle of qualitative interviewing is to provide a
framework within which respondents can express their own
understandings

in their own terms"

(Patton,

The advantages of group interviews,
individual

interviews,

1980:205).

in comparison to

are discussed by Lederman

(1990).

She identifies the following salient characteristics of
group interviews:
Focus group interviews differ from individual
interviews in the depth with which they seek to probe
the inner working of the minds of the group members.
The group potentially provides a safe atmosphere.
The group provides a context in which the synergy can
generate more than the sum of individual inputs.
Interactions take place among the interviewees
themselves as well as between group members and the
interviewer.
The data generated is often richer and deeper.
The presence of people of like-kind makes it easier for
otherwise shy people to talk about their personal
thoughts, feelings, and experiences.
They allow researchers to gather more data in a
relatively shorter time.
They allow researchers to observe groups in interaction
with one another, thereby generating the interactive
data which cannot be gathered in individual interviews,
(p. 119)
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Freire
(p.

75) .

(1968)

analyzes "dialogue as a human phenomenon"

Dialogue,

he says is,

"an encounter between men

[and women] mediated by the world,
world.

Hence,

in order to name the

dialogue cannot occur between those who want

to name the world and those who do not wish this naming between those who deny other

[wo]men the right to speak

their words and those whose right to speak has been denied
them"

(p.76).
Generative themes and the dialogue of education as the

practice of freedom is suggested by Freire

(1968), who

writes:
The methodology of that investigation must be
dialogical,
affording
the
opportunity
both
to
discover
generative
themes
and
to
stimulate
people's awareness
in regard to these themes.
Consistent
with
the
liberating
purpose
of
dialogical
education,
the
object
of
the
investigation
is
not
[wo]men,
but
rather
the
thought-language
with
which
[wo]men
refer
to
reality, the levels at which they perceive that
reality, and their view of the world, in which
their generative themes are found (p. 86).
Freire's

philosophy of education is based on the

conviction that "every human being,

no matter how ignorant

or submerged in the culture of silence is capable of looking
critically at his
with others,

(or her)

world in a dialogical encounter

and that provided with the proper tools for

such an encounter s/he can gradually perceive his personal
and social reality and deal critically with it"
of Freire's book,

1968).

(back cover

Focus group interviews were chosen

for this research because of the supportive,
interactional nature of this method.
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synergistic and

As a research method,

the focus group interview has

been found to counteract the alienation and isolation
frequently faced by African-heritage students on white
college campuses.

The forum provided through the focus

group interview allows participants to develop a camaraderie
with other students through dialogue.

Students are able to

establish that other students have also experienced many of
the situations that they discuss.
The support that the students give each other in
dialogue provides a validation that they are not in this
situation or having these problems alone.

This process can

affirm for the students that there are some ways of thinking
and interacting that can minimize stress and isolation in a
PWI.

Lederman

(1990)

talks about this support as drawing

"social strength from each other."

"The group provides

support to its members in the expression of anxietyprovoking or socially unpopular ideas"
quoted in Lederman,

1990,

p.

1962,

as

120).

Synergy is what Lederman

(1990)

incremental increase in output.
contributes to the students'
empowerment.

(Goldman,

refers to as an

This phenomenon further

sense of support and

The process facilitates a reverberation of

ideas that build on each other,

eliciting more data than

with multiple simultaneous interviews.
They provide a synergistic output; a 'voice' of those
who have participated as they intone the information
which they share; and interactions among the
participants.
The exchange of ideas in the group
stimulates new thoughts which may never be mentioned in
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individual interviewing"(Goldman,
Lederman 1990, p. 120).

1962,

as quoted in

The interactional nature of focus groups is important
because this study is concerned specifically with questions
such as,

How do African-heritage students interact with

their peers as they adjust in a PWI?

The inherent

interactional process of the focus group interviews provides
an opportunity for the researcher to observe interactional
styles first-hand while obtaining data that identify how
students perceive their interactional strategies and how
they perceive that these interactions may affect their
social adjustments and academic persistence.

Written responses to focus group questions
Participants were given an opportunity prior to and
following the focus group dialogue to jot down any initial
and follow-up individual reactions to the questions posed
during the focus group interview process.

Participants were

informed that these written responses were anonymous.

This

allowed participants to share anything that they might not
have otherwise disclosed because of peer group pressure or
possibly because of the presence of the researcher.

This

process was included also to attend to possible
communication and learning-style differences.

In addition,

this process allowed students to get individual thoughts
down on paper before possibly having their perceptions
influenced by other participants'
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statements.

Background questionnaire
A questionnaire was used to obtain demographic and
other background information from participants including age
and class year,

the size and racial composition of the

secondary school and neighborhood in which the student
resided,

and family information including parents'

education,

level of

income and ethnicity.

The background information is important to this study
on cross-cultural peer interactions and academic
persistence.

Research has shown that prior interracial

contact has implications for the type of interactions that
students encounter while at college.

Bennett

(1984)

writes

that "precollege positive interracial contact is expected to
have a positive influence on both collegiate positive
interracial contact and stage of ethnicity" and finds a
correlation between precollege positive interracial contact
and less trauma in the college setting
addition,

students'

(p.

23).

socioeconomic background,

In

education

level of parents or guardians have also been found to have
an impact on students'

adjustment and persistence in

college.

Likert-scale questionnaire
A Likert-scale presents the respondent with a set of
unsealed items and requests him or her to indicate the
extent to which s/he agrees or disagrees with the statement
(Helmstadter,

1970).

In this study,
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a ten-item,

five-point

(e.g.,

strongly disagree,

disagree,

neutral,

agree,

strongly

agree)

Likert-scale questionnaire was used to rate the

participants' perceptions of their peer interactions prior
to and at the PWI.

Furthermore,

Likert-scale questions

rated respondents' perceptions of how these interactions
affect their academic persistence.
Items on the Likert-scale questionnaire were
constructed to correspond to questions that participants
were asked to discuss in the focus group dialogue.

Data

obtained from the questionnaire were used to corroborate and
elaborate on convergent and conflicting findings from the
focus group interviews.

Data Collection Procedures
Data were collected from approximately 60 students in
six focus groups consisting of six to twelve members each.
The focus groups were constructed as follows.

For group

one, African-heritage students taking an ongoing social
diversity class consisting of members drawn from the ALANA
community on campus were invited to participate in the
research project.

A second group was drawn from a Pan-

Hellenic organization.

In this case,

attend one of their weekly meetings.

I was invited to
The third and fourth

groups comprised African-heritage students attending a
weekend workshop on racism.

The fifth and sixth groups

consisted of undergraduate African-heritage students
selected by word of mouth through informal contacts with
various Black students living in the residence halls and
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through the various Black "recognized student organizations"
(RSOs)

listed previously.

In these cases,

invited by the interviewer,

six students were

and each one of them was asked

to bring at least one other person.
Group coordinators,

organization heads or individual

students were contacted to set up a time for data
collection.

Each group was interviewed in a classroom or

residence hall setting.

Each focus group interview was

audiotaped as well as videotaped.
Seating was arranged in a U-shape.

Merton

(1956)

points out the appropriateness of this configuration in
terms of the interviewer's ability to facilitate the group.
The U-shape is especially good for taping because the camera
can have a full view of all group participants.

Group

dynamics can best be facilitated by the interviewer in this
configuration.

Placing the interviewer at the head of the U

configuration allows "some control over individuals'

level

of participation if the least talkative person is then
placed directly across from the moderator and the most
talkative ones on either side of the moderator"
1988,

p.

(Morgan,

61).

Interviewer's

Role

The interviewer's role was facilitator of the group
dialogue,

and not moderator.

The distinction between the

two is evident in the definitions from Webster's New World
Dictionary.

A moderator is "one who presides at assembly,"

while a facilitator's role is "to make easy or easier" and
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"increased ease of performance of any action,

resulting from

the lessening of nerve resistance by the continued
successive application of the necessary stimulus."
The researcher in this case was present to facilitate
group dialogue.

The researcher called the group together.

The mere process of bringing a group of African-heritage
students together to discuss issues that affect their
success at the university contributed to putting the
students at ease.

In presenting general focus topics, what

unfolded was a comfortable atmosphere that served to
facilitate group dialogue and unity.

A clearer intragroup

understanding of common experiences and individual and group
empowerment ensued in affirming or learning that in unity
there is hope and strength.

Interview Guide
Each interview was facilitated by the researcher.

The

participants were given a worksheet with the unstructured
focus group interview questions.

They were instructed to

respond to these items first by anonymously writing their
initial reactions.

Then,

participants were given an

opportunity to respond to the same open questions in
dialogue among themselves.

The way in which they could

respond to the question was not directed.

The process

allowed the participants to discuss related experiences that
were of particular relevance to them "rather than those
presumed to be important by the interviewer"
p.

13) .
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(Merton,

1990,

The interview guide provided in Appendix D is an
important part of the focus group interview procedure.

The

interview guide approach is especially useful in conducting
group interviews:

"A guide keeps the interaction focused,

but allows individual perspectives and experiences to
emerge"

(Patton,

1980,

p.

201).

Following the focus group dialogue,

students were given

time to complete any comments they wished to include on the
interview guide worksheet.

These written responses were

then collected along with the background survey and Likertscale questionnaires.

Data Analysis
Quantitative data
The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(Nie et al.,

1975)

(SPSS)

was used to perform statistical analysis

for quantitative data collected in the background survey and
Likert-scale questionnaire.

Specific SPSS task procedures

used included chi-square tests,

frequencing,

and cross¬

tabulation.
The findings of data collected were organized
thematically using the test hypothesis for the quantitative
methodology and the research questions that framed the
qualitative research method.

Then an inductive analysis was

conducted in order to report additional themes that emerged
from the data that were not necessarily represented by the
research hypothesis or questions.
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Qualitative data
Ethnograph,

a statistical software package for analysis

of qualitative research,

was used to interpret and analyze

data collected from transcribed tapes of the focus group
interview process,

including the written responses.

This

process assisted in identifying specific quotes and key
words that emerged from African-heritage students'
perceptions of their interpersonal
peer group.

interactions with their

How these interactions affect their social

adjustment and academic persistence were also described.
Key works used by participants

in describing these

experiences were coded.
A thematic content analysis was also performed.

This

involved an initial manual and then a computer-assisted
process.

I read the over-200 pages of data several times,

noting the themes that emerged.

I read through the data,

keeping it in mind to identify issues that emerged as
important.

Jerome Kirk and Marc Miller

(1986)

suggest

"paying attention to the difference between what
participants find interesting and what they find important.
A lengthy discussion of a topic is a good indicator that
participants find it interesting but not necessarily that
they think it is

important."

determining themes,

(p.

28).

Noting this,

in

because a student talked a long time

about a particular subject did not necessarily indicate
importance.

Participants'

tone,

expression and the number

of times specific issues came up within and across
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participant groups were considered to be indicators of
important themes.
After having identified key words and themes,

I also

read the transcripts using the hypothetical descriptions of
each of the proposed modes of adjustment noted earlier.
This was done to see whether or not there were demonstrative
data for these modes.
analysis process,

The themes

the key words

identified in the content

identified in utilizing the

ethnograph software and the proposed modes of adjustment
were used as organizers for presentation of the findings.
Using these organizers as headings,

the application software

Windows was then utilized to arrange direct quotes and
passages under appropriate headings to illustrate the
various themes with descriptions of participants'
experiences.

Validity
Findings represented in the quantitative section
include only 36 of the total
participants,

62 African-heritage student

as some participants did not complete or

return their Likert-scale questionnaires.

Those not

represented in the quantitative analysis are included in the
qualitative section,

as they responded verbally or in

writing to the focus group questions.
Inspection of profiles of participants who did not
submit surveys or questionnaires did not reveal any
significant differences with respondents,
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implying that non-

response bias was not a problem.

Thirty-six participants

may seem a small number for statistical analysis.
case,

the statistical analysis

In this

is a part of the larger

triangulated methodological design that includes the entire
sixty-two participants providing elaborative data as they
participated in dialogue and gave written responses to
focused questions.

This triangulated methodological design

contributes to validity,

thereby making the sample size

acceptable and the findings generalizable to similar
populations

in similar settings

(Loehlin,

1987).

Trustworthiness
As a student affairs administrator and diversity
trainer and educator for the past ten years,

the researcher

has had the opportunity to work with thousands of students,
many of whom are African-heritage students.

These

interactions have occurred in a range of formal and informal
classroom and training settings.

The reason for undertaking

this study came from initial observations as a student
affairs practitioner that were then supported by the
literature.
At different points

in the analysis process,

an outside

reader was used to provide independent verification and
feedback.

Several participants were shown transcripts of

their focus group for their reactions and comments.

These

comments were taken into account within the data reported.
In addition,

two outside readers assisted in identifying
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themes from the data so that an objective representation of
this process could be enhanced.
Any excerpts or direct quotes used are disguised by the
use of pseudonyms and other substitutions for names

in the

manner agreed upon by the interviewer and participant in the
written consent form.

Triangulation as a Research Design
This triangulated research design includes focus group
interviews,

written responses to questions,

demographic

surveys and a Likert-scale questionnaire providing data that
may contrast with,
Historically,

complement or support each other.
researchers have been socialized to think

that data gathered through different methods have to be used
corroboratively.

Data from different research methods do

not necessarily have to corroborate one another.
and Wilson

(1985)

Rossman

suggest that there are other ways of

thinking about triangulation.

One source of data can

elaborate and illuminate the other,

in the sense of pushing

the researcher to rethink what one source of data is
suggesting.

This

looser construction of how multiple data

sources may be used does not confine the researcher to
thinking about convergence only.
use the different sources of data,
different ways.

There is more freedom to
which are generated in

Using different data collection processes

may also attend to learning-style differences.
Different sources of data may be used together in some
very interesting ways.

The possibilities for data analysis
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of multiple data
are to

sources

corroborate

(provide richness

(provide

study takes
As

convergence),

and detail)

interpretations).
this

noted by Rossman and Wilson

In
all

described

fact,

and to

three possibilities

in Chapter

5,

there are

other.

obtained
that
new

in

findings

from the

converge and

The very nature of qualitative data

and provide richness

and detail

in the quantitative method.

emerge

data

into account.

support

elaborate

(offer new

the triangulation of

and qualitative methods that

to

elaborate

initiate

guantitative
each

to

(1985),

The

from the qualitative data

interpretations

over

to

is

information

inductive themes

in particular

and beyond the direct

offer

focus

of this

study represented by the research questions.

Limitations
Data

for this

institution.
year

This

institution

the United

African-heritage

degree to which the

cohort.

post Vietnam War

a

States with a
These

from a

land-grant,

single
public,

four

in the northeastern

small population of
factors may restrict the

findings may be generalized across
and other

The participants
historic

is

education

students.

geographic regions

Study

study were collected

institution of higher

region of

of the

in this

These
era,

institutional

settings.

study represent a particular

students

are by-and-large

with a particular

set

of

from the

experiences

related to these characteristics.
Several
design.

limitations may

The design's

focus

result
is

on peer
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from the methodological
interactions,

although there is evidence in the literature noting that
interactions with faculty,

administrators and staff are

important aspects of the persistence and development of
African-heritage students.

Even though the focus of this

study is on student-student interactions,

students sometimes

did describe their interactions with faculty and staff.
Some of these student-faculty interaction data are reported,
as they represented a theme that emerged in the student
dialogue as having an impact on participants'
persistence.

academic

Findings from this study however, may not be

generalized across a wider range of possible interactions in
college.
A further limitation of the research method is a
possible disadvantage in the descriptive methodological
approach.

This approach is strictly concerned with

describing a phenomenon.

Additional insight may be attained

in considering dependent and independent variables.
According to Helmstadler
quantitative approach,

(1970),

in a descriptive

no real evidence of cause and effect

is provided and some variables are not isolated and
manipulated while others are held constant.

He writes that

"descriptions of the natural situation can supply us with
information about the concomitant of causation,

but not of a

causal sequence of events in and of itself"

69).

(p.

The focus group interview also may have some
limitations as a data collection method.

In this study,

the

focus group interview is used to gain access to information
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from a large sample of African-heritage students and to
provide a supportive forum for dialogue.
One of the limitations of the focus group interviews,
however,

is pointed to by those who feel that "the

researcher probably never gains the depth of understanding
that comes with one-to-one interviews"
1984,

p.

111).

(Taylor & Bogdan,

The focus group interview does on the one

hand provide a forum that promotes camaraderie and
synergistic dialogue among the students.

On the other hand,

prior research has indicated that this process may create a
degree of inhibition or peer pressure.
peers,

In a setting of

the students may or may not feel inclined to disclose

certain feelings or experiences that may be contrary to
expected peer responses.
example,

In regard to this study,

for

fear of being labeled an "Uncle Tom," may make a

student feel reluctant to share his or her feelings about
positive interactions with European-heritage peers.

There

was some evidence of "peer pressure" limitation in this
study.

However,

one of the ways this possible limitation

was corrected for in the research design process is by
allowing students to record their responses candidly and
anonymously on a worksheet prior to and after the peer-group
dialogue.
A further limitation was the decision not to consider
"racial identity development"
Jackson,

1976; Jones,

self-consciousness

1973),

(Cross,

1971; Helms,

1991;

also referred to as African

(Baldwin & Rackley,
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1990;

Cheatham et

al.,

1990),

as a variable.

Human development processes

establish identity to be a critical developmental task
particularly among "traditional" college-aged individuals
(e.g.

17 to 21 years of age)

experience.

and during the college

As suggested in the literature,

identity

development is "one component of an individual's overall
self-concept.
attitudes,

It involves the adoption of certain personal

feelings,

(personal identity)

characteristics,

and behaviors

and the identification with a larger

group of people who share those characteristics
p.

42).

By this very definition,

(White 1990,

there is an interactional

nature in relating the individual's self-identity and the
individuals' relation and interaction to others.

The unique

situations that exist to enhance or impede identity
development for African-heritage students may be one
consideration.

The importance of this variable warrants a

separate study to examine effects.

Further discussion on

this and suggestions for future research in this area can be
found in Chapters 5 and 6.

o
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
(THE WHOLE TRUTH, AND NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH:
AFRICAN-HERITAGE STUDENTS' REALITIES - IN THEIR OWN WORDS)

Introduction
In this descriptive study,

a total of 62 African-

heritage students provide information about the effect of
interpersonal interactions on their educational persistence
and success.

They describe positive and negative

experiences interacting with peers of the same ethnicity
(intraethnic)

and with peers of European-heritage

(interethnic).

Precollege experiences in their high schools

and the neighborhoods where they grew up,

as well as

experiences at the predominantly white institution of higher
education

(PWI),

are considered.

The data collection was triangulated

(Denzin,

1989)

include both quantitative and qualitative methods.

This

to

chapter summarizes the findings of data collected in two
parts,

the quantitative and the qualitative.

The findings

are organized around the test hypotheses and research
questions and around the inductive themes that emerge from
the data.
The first part of this chapter is a presentation of the
quantitative research,

including data from the background

surveys eliciting the demographic characteristics of the
respondents and from the ten-item,

Likert-scale

questionnaires indicating respondents' perceptions of their
interactional experiences.
The second section is a presentation of the qualitative
data obtained in the focus group interview process.

This

process includes written and verbal responses to focused
questions and written comments that selected participants
provided as a reaction to having read transcripts of their
interviews.
The latter part of this section is organized to include
the data that illustrate the modes of adjustment.

These

proposed modes of adjustment have been identified from the
literature review highlighted in Chapter 2,

and from

experiences and observations of this author.

Presentation of Quantitative Data
The quantitative data collection methods,

consisting of

the demographic survey and the ten-item Likert-scale
questionnaire,

are based on two primary null hypotheses.

Primary hypotheses
1.

There is no relationship between background and
perceived (positive or negative) interaction of
students with their peers of same/other ethnic group.
Type of analysis - chi square.

2.

Interaction of peers of same/other ethnicity is
perceived to have no effect on students'
persistence/success at a PWI. Type of analysis frequency distribution.
The demographic survey

(Appendix B),

had fifteen items

obtaining specific background data about participants.
Information obtained includes participants'
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(1)

age,

(2)

gender,
year,

(3)

(6)

ethnicity,

(4)

grade point average,

number of co-curricular activities

neighborhood in which they grew up,
composition of that neighborhood,

(8)

(9)

(5)

(7)

class

type of

the ethnic

total number of

students at their high school and the ethnic composition of
that high school including
students,

(11)

students,

and finally,

(10)

approximate number of ALANA

approximate number of African-heritage
family information including

education level of parents or guardians,
(14)

number of children in family,

ethnicity.

and

(13)

(15)

(12)

family income,

parents'

These questions are designed to provide

background information of participants relevant to this
study.
The Likert-scale questionnaire

(Appendix C),

required

participants to respond to the following ten items:
(16)

My high school experience helped me to interact
positively with White students in this college.

(17)

The neighborhood that I grew up in helped me to
interact positively with White students at this college

(18)

Most of my social interactions at this institution are
with students of my ethnicity.

(19)

Most of my social interactions are with White students.

(20)

My social interactions with White students on this
campus positively affect my academic success.

(21)

My social interactions with White students on this
campus negatively affect my academic success.

(22)

The most negative experience I have had on campus has
been in interacting with White students.

(23)

The most negative experience I have had on campus has
been in interacting with students of my ethnicity.
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(24)

There are many activities available at this university
relevant to my cultural heritage.

(25)

This university has little regard for my cultural
heritage.
The items from the Likert-scale questionnaire represent

the following propositions stated here as sub-hypotheses.
The type of data analysis performed for each proposition is
also indicated:
Research sub-hypotheses
*

There is no relationship between high school
experience and perceived positive interaction with
White students. - chi-square.

*

There is no relationship between the neighborhoods
that African-heritage students grew up in and
their perceived positive interaction with White
students
- chi square.

*

African-heritage students at a PWI perceive their
interactions to be primarily with other Africanheritage students - frequency distribution.

*

African-heritage students at a PWI perceive their
interactions to be primarily with white students frequency distribution.

*

Interactions between African-heritage students and
white students have no perceived Effect on the
academic success of African-heritage students chi-square analysis.

*

African-heritage students' intragroup interactions
are not perceived to lead to negative
experiences - frequency distribution.

*

There are no activities perceived to be available
at this PWI relevant to African-heritage
students - frequency distribution.

*

This institution has no regard for cultural
experiences of African-heritage students
frequency distribution.
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For the purpose of statistical analysis,

two items from

the demographic survey and one category of the Likert-scale
questionnaire were aggregated as explained below.
From the demographic survey,

the item reporting

ethnicity was aggregated from twenty-four categories to
three;

and the item reporting the type of neighborhood the

student grew up in was aggregated from four to two
categories.

From the Likert scale questionnaire,

the five

scale response choices were aggregated from five to three.
In regard to the item reporting ethnicity,

students

were invited to participate in the research project with the
understanding that it was a study on African-heritage
students and that they identified as such.

The demographic

survey elicits more specific data about respondents'

self-

identified ethnicity.

There were twenty-four different

ethnicities reported.

Among those reported were Black,

African-American,
Jamaican,

African descent, African ancestry,

Dominican,

Haitian,

several combinations of

biracial and multiethnic heritage including AfricanEuropean-American, African-European
African-American,
South African,

Puerto Rican

and Gambian.

(British), Mexican-

(African ancestry),

All reported ethnicities could

be categorized under African-American, African,
Caribbean.

Nigerian,

or African-

Both how students reported their own ethnicity

and how they reported their parents'

ethnicity were taken

into account in determining to which of the three categories
they were assigned.
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The second item from the demographic survey aggregated
was responses to the question,

"In what kind of area have

you spent most of your life?"

In the statistical analysis,

the four choices of city,

suburb,

small town or rural area

were aggregated into two categories of either city or other
(e.g.,

suburb,

small town or rural area).

In analysis of the Likert-scale questions,
possible responses of strongly agree,

agree,

the five

neutral,

disagree or strongly disagree were aggregated to three
categories of agree,

disagree or neutral.

Frequencing was

then used to obtain what number of respondents agreed,
disagreed or felt neutral in regard to each question asked.
Some of the Likert-scale questions were cross-tabulated to
the demographic,

socioeconomic and other background

information.
Figures 4.1 through 4.11

and Table A.l in Appendix E,

illustrate two different forms of the data profiling
participants'

demographic characteristics.

Figures 4.1

through 4.11 represent data in the form of bar and pie
charts.

Table A.l provides an overall listing of

demographic characteristics.
The profile of the African-heritage student responding
to the questionnaire

(N=36)

include 38 percent of

participants ranging in age from 18 to 21 while 62 percent
of the participants reported their ages to be between 22 and
44 .
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(NONTRADITIoil!
AGE
(TRADITIoil!
AGE) 18-21

Demographic Characteristics - Age
Figure 4.1

Nineteen or 53 percent are female;

and 17 or 47 percent

are male.

irREoye^c^-i
Demographic Characteristics - Gender
Figure 4.2
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The majority,

81 percent of the respondents,

their ethnic identity as African American;
African;

indicated

11 percent as

and 8 percent as African-Caribbean.

□ AFRICAN-CARIBBEAN
8%
H AFRICAN
11%

m AFRICAN-AMERICAN
81%

Demographic Characteristics - Ethnic Group
Figure 4.3

Nineteen percent

(19%)

class status as seniors,

of the students reported their

31 percent juniors,

22 percent in

sophomores and 28 percent first year students.

1st YEAR
STUDENTS
28%

SENIORS
19%

a SENIORS
BJUNIORS
□ SOPHOMORES
□ 1st YEAR
STUDENTS

Demographic Characteristics - Class Year
Figure 4.4
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Fourteen percent

(14%)

of the respondents

indicated

that they were not involved in any co-curricular activities.
Forty-seven percent

(47%)

were involved in 1 or 2

activities,

and 33 percent were involved in 3

or 4

activities,

while 6 percent reported involvement in 5

or

more co-curricular activities.

Demographic Characteristics - Co-curricular
Figure 4.5

Of those who reported the type of neighborhood that
they grew up
city;

in,

the majority,

58 percent grew up in the

42 percent grew up in the suburbs,

small towns or

rural areas.

SUBURB, SMALL TOWN
OR RURAL
42%
CITY
58%

Demographic Characteristics - Neighborhood
Figure 4.6
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Forty five percent of respondents reported that the
high schools they attended had a total student population of
200-999;

30 percent had a total population of

1000-2499;

and 25 percent reported their high school had a total
population of over 2500.
□ 2500 OR MORE
25%

3 1000-2499
30%
Demographic Characteristics # of students at high school attended
Figure 4.7

In reporting information about the ethnic composition
of their high school,

41 percent of the respondents

perceived their high schools to have had fewer than 100
students of color;
color;

28 percent had 100

14 percent had 500 - 1000

percent had more than 1000

>

- 499 students of

students of color;

and

students of color.

1000

17%

100-499
28%
Demographic Characteristics - # of ALANA students
Figure 4.8
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17

The number of African-heritage students in particular
at these high schools were reported as follows:
had fewer than 50;

8 percent from 50 to 99;

indicated from 100 to 499;
17 percent

42 percent

22 percent

11 percent from 500 to

1000;

and

indicated that more than 1000 African-heritage

students had attended their high schools.

m > iooo
17%

m

i < 50
42%

500- iooo

11%

El 100Demographic Characteristics # of African heritage students
Figure 4.9

The educational background of the respondents'

parents:

26 percent of the respondents had mothers who had gone as
far as high school,
from college,
degrees.

57 percent had mothers who had graduated

and 17 percent had mothers who held graduate

Fathers'

educational backgrounds included 28

percent with high school diplomas,

49 percent with

undergraduate degrees and 23 percent with graduate degrees.

m GRADUATE WORK

□ GRADUATE WORK

® HIGH SCHOOL
28%

®

^ HIGH SCHOOL

17%

26%

COLLEGE
49%

(Father / Guardian)

(Mother / Guardian)

Demographic Characteristics - Parent / Guardian's education
Figure 4.10
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Family incomes
annually;

indicate 28 percent at less than $20,000

27 percent from $20,000 to $49,999;

from $50,000 to

$100,000;

24 percent

6 percent at more than $100,000

and 15 percent unreported.

UNREPORTED
15%
>

< $20,000
28%

100,000
6%

50,000-100,00
24%

20,000-49,999
27%

Demographic Characteristics Figure 4.11

Family Income

Table 4.1 contains the frequency distribution of
responses to the ten-item
questionnaire.
students'

18

16-25)

Likert-scale

These responses measure the African-heritage

perceptions of their background experiences prior

to coming to the PWI
(items

(items

and 19)

(items

16 and 17)

and while at the PWI

and their perceptions of how their

positive and negative experiences with interethnic and
intraethnic interpersonal interactions affected their
academic persistence
from items 24

(items 20-23)

at the PWI.

Responses

and 25 provide data on how African-heritage

students perceive university support in providing culturally
relevant activities.

As discussed later,

such activities

may tend to provide institutionally sanctioned opportunities
for peer interaction.
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In Table 4.1,

responses to item 16

(My high school

experience helped me to interact positively with White
students at this college)
students'

indicate African-heritage

perceptions of how their high school experience

helped them in interacting positively with White students at
the PWI.

While about 39 percent agreed,

28 percent were

neutral and 33 percent disagreed that their high school
experience had any effect on their interacting positively
with White students at the PWI.
Responses to item 17

(The neighborhood that I grew up

in helped me to interact positively with White students at
this college)
percent,

indicate that the majority of the students,

53

disagreed that the neighborhood in which they grew

up helped them to interact positively with White students at
the PWI,

while 25 percent agreed and 22 percent were

neutral.
In responding to item 18

(Most of my social

interactions at this institution are with students of my
ethnicity),
agreed,

the majority,

or 56 percent,

of the respondents

28 percent disagreed and 17 percent were neutral

that most of their social interactions at the PWI were with
other Black students.
To the contrary,

when the African-heritage student

respondents were asked if most of their experiences were
with White students
disagreed,

(item 19),

the majority,

69 percent,

8 percent were neutral and 22 percent agreed.
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Responses to items 20 and 21

indicate whether African-

heritage students perceive their interactions with White
students at the PWI to have a positive or negative effect on
their academic success.
percent disagreed,

For item 20,

about fifty-eight

33 percent were neutral and 8 percent

agreed that their interpersonal

interactions with White

students positively affected their academic success.
item 21,

(58)

about forty-seven percent disagreed,

For

33 percent

were neutral and 19 percent agreed that interpersonal
interactions with White students negatively affected their
academic success.
In responding to whether or not their most negative
experiences at the PWI were with White students or other
Black students

(items 22

and 23),

23 percent of the

African-heritage student respondents disagreed,

20 percent

were neutral and 40 percent agreed that their most negative
experiences were with white students.
percent disagreed,

On the other hand,

69

8 percent were neutral and 22 percent

agreed that their most negative experiences were with other
Black students.
Items 24

and 25 were included to indicate how

respondents perceived institutional support in providing
relevant cultural activities for African-heritage students
and having regard for their African cultural heritage.
Although 44 percent of students agreed that many activities
were available at the PWI relevant to their cultural
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heritage,

50 percent of the students indicated that they

felt the PWI had little regard for their cultural heritage

Table 4.1
Likert Scale Questionnaire Item Responses
Frequency Distribution

ITEMS:

PERCENTAGES:

DISAGREE

NEUTRAL

AGREE

16. High school experience

33.3

27.8

38.9

17. Student’s neighborhood

52.8

22.2

25.0

18. Intra-ethnic interactions

27.8

16.7

55.6

19. Most interactions with white students

69.4

8.3

22.2

20. + effects of cross-cultural interactions

58.3

33.3

8.3

21. - effects of cross-cultural interactions

47.2

33.3

19.4

22. Most - experience with White students

22.9

20.1

56.0

23. Most - experience with Black students

69.4

8.3

22.2

24. Relevant activities offered at PWI

36.1

19.4

44.4

25. PWl’s regard for African-heritage

30.6

19.4

50.0

Precollege Experiences'.

Experiences at PWI:
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Crosstabulation indicate many relationships between the
participants'
interactions.
E,

background and perceptions of their
Tables A. 2 through A.11 located in Appendix

present chi-square analysis of the demographic survey and

the Likert-type scale questionnaire findings.
Table 4.2 highlights the results of the chi-square test
showing that there are differences in high school experience
across gender

(x2

= 5.4;

p <

0.1).

Males'

experiences are found to be different.

and females'

This table

illustrates the crosstabulation of respondents'
item 16,

gender with

which inquires about the relationship of

participants'

high school experience and interethnic

experience at the PWI.

Crosstabulation analysis illustrates

men and women participants'

perceptions of the relationship

between their precollege experience and interethnic
experience at the PWI differently.

More men than woman

agreed that their high school experiences helped them with
interethnic interactions at the PWI.
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Table 4.2
Crosstabulation of Gender by High School Experience

COUNT

Male

DISAGREE

NEUTRAL

AGREE

ROW
TOTAL

4

3

10

17
47.2%

Female

8

7

4

19
52.8%

COLUMN
TOTAL

12

10

14

33.3%

27.8%

38.9%

36
100.

GENDER BY QUESTION 16
(X2

= 5.4;

p <

0.1)

2 X 3 of participants' gender and Item 16 (My high school
experience helped me to interact positively with White
students at this college).

(Sub-hypothesis: There is no relationship between background
and interaction of students with their peers of same/other
ethnic group.
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In addition,

there are differences in participants'

experiences depending on class year

(x2

= 12.9;

p < 0.05).

The year in which students are expected to graduate makes a
difference as to whether or not they perceive their high
school experience as helping them to interact positively
with European-heritage students at the PWI.

Gender is the only demographic variable found
significant in regard to the neighborhood in which the
African-heritage student grew up.

Other demographic

variables appear not to contribute to positive interaction
with European-heritage students at the PWI.
(X2

= 7.2,

p <

0.05),

Significantly,

the hypothesis that there is no

relationship between the neighborhood that the Africanheritage students grew up in and their positive interaction
with White students at the PWI could not be rejected.

Males

tend to agree more than females that the neighborhood in
which they grew up contributed to their positive interaction
with European-heritage students at the PWI.
other demographic variables of age,

However,

the

grade point average,

so on seem to have no effect on respondents'

precollege

interactional experiences and interactions at the PWI.

For the remainder,
(located in Appendix E)

of the Tables A.5 through A.11,
there is little evidence of

significant effects.
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and

In Table A. 7,

the participants'

grade point average

proved significant in whether or not they perceived social
interactions with European-heritage students to affect their
academic success.

In Table A.8,

the type of neighborhood in which the

participant grew up is shown to have an effect on
interethnic interactions at the PWI.

In Table A.9,

the type of neighborhood and the ethnic

composition of the participants'

neighborhood proved

significant to intraethnic interactions at the PWI.

Table A.8

indicates that the total number of African-

heritage students at the participants'

high school had an

effect on perceptions of whether or not there were
culturally relevant activities available at the PWI.

Statistical analyses show evidence of little
significance relationships between variables.

A reason for

this may be the fact that there are cell sizes of less than
five.

Statisticians

with the x2

test,

difficulties

(e.g.,

Yates,

1934)

have warned that

cell sizes of less than five may present

in determining statistical significance.

described in the Validity section in Chapter 3
dissertation,

of this

the potential problem is addressed in

utilizing the larger triangulated research design.
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As

Presentation of Qualitative Data

This section reports the findings of the qualitative
data collected during the focus group interview process.
This process included a group dialogue and participants'
written responses.

The following five questions guided the focus group
process:

1.

What have been some positive experiences
with other African-heritage students?

interacting

What have been some negative experiences interacting
with other African-heritage students?

What have been some positive experiences
with students of European descent?

interacting

4.

What have been some negative experiences interacting
with students of European descent?

5.

How do negative and positive interactions affect your
academic persistence and success?

In addition,

participants provided information that

described or gave insight into the relationship between
their precollege interactional experiences and their
interactions at the PWI.

Inductive themes emerged.
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Therefore,

the presentation of the qualitative portion

of this study is organized around five areas.

These five

areas are African—heritage student respondents' perceptions
of:

how their precollege interactional experiences (in high
school and in the neighborhood in which they grew up)
may have assisted them in positive peer interactions
while at the PWI.

2. positive and negative interethnic interpersonal
interactions while at the PWI.

3. positive and negative intraethnic interpersonal
interactions while at the PWI.

4. how both interethnic and intraethnic interpersonal
interactions with peers affect their academic
persistence and success.

5. additional patterns or themes that emerged that affect
their academic persistence and success.

Precolleoe

interactional experiences

The African-heritage student participants in this study
reported different experiences regarding the relationship
between precollege intercultural experiences and experiences
at the PWI.

Essentially,

two contradictory types of

experiences were described:

(1)

-
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respondents'
and

(2)

prior experiences and experiences at the PWI

no connection.

One African-American student participant,
both parents as being African-American,

who reported

describes a

connection between her high school experiences and her
experiences at the PWI.

She sees her college experience

essentially as an extension of her high school experience:

The high school in which I had just recently
graduated from was predominantly white.
In fact,
I do believe that had I gone to the predominantly
Black college I wanted to, which for monetary
reasons I could not attend, I would have had a
harder time adjusting.
My high school was located
in a small suburban town, where our Revolutionary
War took place.
I had been in that school system
eleven years prior to graduation.
So I thought
that [this university] was just a larger version
of my high school.

Another student describes a somewhat different
perception of how her precollege intercultural experience
prepared her to interact at the PWI.

This quote is from a

student reporting a biracial background of an AfricanAmerican father and European-American mother:

When I first moved into my small town that I grew
up, I got beat up and I was called jigaboo, and I
was called a lot of things that were pretty harsh
and ended up with a lot of racism.
I didn't get
an understanding or basis from home to be secure
in who I was and what I would encounter - and
that's just a personal thing with my mother and
her beliefs and not communicating.
Or my parents
not discussing that we're from different cultures
and you might experience some differences in how
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people treat you.
So it didn't come out.
But I
dealt with it and wanted very much to fit in with
my white friends and to be assimilated into that
because I was young and I was growing up with
that.

Growing up and experiencing a predominantly white
environment prior to coming to the PWI did influence another
student's interactions while at the PWI:

I think for both Tonya and I, since we both grew
up in all White environments,
it was nice to find
girls that we clicked with and also that we could
talk about our problems with and things, and could
relate to what we were talking about after growing
up in a high school where all of our best friends
then were White.

Another female student in the same focus group then replied:

While in high school, I never had the confidence,
the self-assurance that I was good, and that I was
pretty and that it was OK to be Black.
Like being
raised in a white environment, like in school and
stuff, all you ever learned was that Black is bad
and Afros weren't pretty, and you never really had
anybody to identify with.

Intraethnic interactions were sometimes distinguished
by the student's place of origin or where the student was
socialized.
in Jamaica,

The following student,

having been socialized

a predominantly African-heritage environment,

perceived her identity to have shaped her experience or lack
of experience with racism and hence her perceptions and
interactions once she came to the PWI:
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I do not think that it is accurate to say that in
high school I did not experience any form of
racism.
I should say though that I was so naive
that if anyone said anything to me that sounded
out of the ordinary, I would have never believed
that someone was being racist towards me.
This
was in fact due to my birthplace.
I was born in
Jamaica, West Indies.
In Jamaica, racism is not
prevalent because the masses and the Government
are all of the same race.

Another student,

having experienced a predominantly

Black community during high school,

believed that the change

to a PWI could provide an environment that could contribute
to her academic persistence and success:

I thought it was good coming to a school where it
was different from the city.
Because people that
I knew were about hangin' out on the streets and
this being the environment where education was
important to some of the brothers and sisters you know they just wanted to help you because
actually, you were Black.

Another student from a predominantly Black high school
expressed that,

upon coming to the PWI,

there was a

difference in the way he interacted with other Black
students because the numbers were different.

There were

fewer Black students at the PWI than he had experienced in
high school:

I would first of all say that my approach in dealing
with peers of my own ethnicity changed radically when I
came to college.
I came in with a strong selfidentity.
Upon entering into (this university), I
became aware of how much of a minority I was here.
I
realized I'm set in this school, I'm one of the few
Black people here.
OK, I dealt with that.
I got over
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that.
That was something with me internal that I had
to deal with and overcome.

Overall,

students raised questions about how their

precollege experiences affected their intercultural
experience while at the PWI.
surfaced is,

One question that repeatedly

To what extent do self-identity and self-esteem

affect the relationship between the precollegiate experience
and interactional experiences at the PWI?

This question

will be discussed in some detail in Chapter 5 and is
certainly an area for future research.

In-college intraethnic interactions

Positive interactions.

African-heritage students in

this study reported many positive experiences with other
Black students.

Some of the themes that emerged in regard

to positive interactions were

(1)

how the heterogeneity in

the Black community provided a rich opportunity to meet and
get to know many different types of African-heritage people
from many different backgrounds;

(2)

positive interactions

of bonding and support and a sense of belonging,
common experiences,
(3)

because of

regardless of where they had grown up;

the rich cultural diversity within African-heritage

communities and the need and desire for solidarity;
positive intraethnic interactions and knowledge from
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(4)

involvement in co-curricular activities; and

(5)

the

critical importance of first impressions and interactional
experiences;

and

(6)

incentive and challenge to increase

self-knowledge as a result of positive interactions.

The following discussion presents data from the focus
group interviews and students' written responses describing
intraethnic experiences at the PWI.

Heterogeneity in African-heritage communities.
excitement of interacting,

The

of discovering and getting to

know other African-heritage people from different areas of
the country and the world and from different backgrounds,
was a prominent theme.

A male student from New York whose

primary precollege interactions were with other Black
students,

expressed the following:

Well, me - I'm from New York City, Jamaica, New
York, which is pretty much all Black and all my
friends - pretty much from New York City, and
they're Black. And I never really knew other
people from different parts of the country.
Because most of my friends are from my home town
or the city - and since I've been here, I've met
people from South Africa, from the South, and it's
given me a chance to compare my experiences with
theirs and I'm seeing everyone has different
lifestyles and different experiences.
It makes
you think about the diversity and how different
people work and live.

Another perspective on heterogeneity within the
African-heritage community was expressed by another student:
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I guess the most positive experience for me is
meeting Black people from different parts of the
country and becoming friends with them.
And
learning about other people, and how they think
from different parts of the country - I think of
this as real positive.

Bonding,

support,

and sense of connectedness.

The

following student describes this connection in terms of the
common language generally characteristic of African-heritage
students regardless of where they come from.

This common

language contributed to the sense of belonging that is so
critical for student development.

Inherent in the following

quotes is the theme of the necessity for solidarity as a
means of survival at the PWI.

And just to get together and just talk our own
language.
And really just sit back and go crazy.
There's really this connection.
So for me, that's
a positive experience.
Without that, I don't
think that I could have survived here at [this
university].

A male student responded:

If I have this need to reinforce this feeling of
ethnicity, I'll go out of my way by just saying,
"Hey, what's up?
What's happening?" That's just
us.

A female student described her experiences:

Well, culturally, interacting with [Black] people
has become an enriching experience.
Since we
share so much more.
And it's amazing how when you
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meet other Black people from other places, we can
still relate and talk the same language.

Direct support from other African-heritage students was
recognized by an African-heritage woman who responded,

"I

have always found support and comfort from my own people and
I've always been grateful for that interaction."

Support and solidarity were also expressed as a sense
of safety and trust in other African-heritage students,

as

expressed in the following:

In terms of my own people, I find that I try much
more to build relationships and I'm much more into
the sharing mode in terms of information
resources.
I really tend to trust most Black
people because I know that on the most part, we
understand where each other is coming from.

Co-curricular activity involvement.

Many activities in

which students are involved in outside of the classroom are
recognized as offering opportunities for positive
intraethnic interactions and social adjustment.

Several

organizations at the campus studied are groups run by and
for Black students.

A male student expressed:

There are so many things that are positive.
There
are a lot of Black student organizations, like,
the BMCP (the Black Mass Communication Project),
Afrikam, Nummo News, Haitian Student Association,
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Cape Verdean Student Organization, UVC (Union
Video), and on and on.
I mean there are so many
of these for Black students to become involved in
and interact.
They have given me things and
taught me how to deal with people the way I figure
I will be dealt with on a business level when I
get there, or in the courtroom wherever I go.

A woman student responded:

One other thing I would like to mention is that
the gospel choir kind of served as an outlet for
me because I don't get to go to church when I come
to school.
Basically, that's like my spiritual
release right there - it's dealing with people of
my own ethnicity and it helps on the spiritual
level.

First impressions as lasting.
another theme in participants'

This concept represents

intraethnic interactions.

Interactions among students when they first come to the
campus appear to be important.

Some participants described

these experiences as setting a tone for further
expectations.

These initial interactions seemed to

determine whether cynicism or optimism would greet future
endeavors and interactions.

One female participant recalled

the connection and support that she experienced with other
Black female students when she first arrived at the PWI:

My first positive experience was when I first got
here.
I was sitting in the lounge [of the
residence hall], and Laura and Tonya came in all
loud and yelling, and we talked for a few minutes
and Laura said, it looks like you're going to be
hanging out with us.
It was good because I was
the only other Black student on the floor and the
only freshman Black student.
So they took me
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under their wing.
(laughter) I don't know if that
was really good, but they did it.

Another participant recounted one of her first
intraethnic interactions upon first coining to the PWI,
we got up to college, we found these people
to friends among the group],
get close to and talk to.

"When

[looking around

and we met people that we could

And especially Loti."

Incentive and challenge to increase self-knowledge.
This is another theme representing positive intraethnic
interactions.

Participants described how initial positive

intraethnic interactions contributed to their quest to learn
more about themselves.

This process for some students

directly contributed to a sense of belonging,

identity and

persistence to remain at the institution:

I think my most positive interactions have been
with my girls Laura, Tonya and Kendra.
Like I
said before, I met them my freshman year....
Yeah,
I think my relationship with these friends
helped give me a sense of pride in being Black.
It was never like I was ashamed to be Black, but I
also didn't feel like a sense of pride.

Another student said,

"We met Loti,

influence on our lives.

and Loti had a big

She taught us a lot.

We educated

ourselves a lot more since we've been up here at this
college."
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Negative interactions

Several themes represented in the data described
negative intraethnic interactions.
to do with

(1)

Some of these themes had

competition among the limited number of

African-heritage students;

(2)

problems and conflicts

regarding male/female interactions and relations;
socioeconomic differences;

(4)

(3)

specific feelings of

inadequacies resulting from internalized oppression; and
institutional impediments,

(5)

especially the lack of facilities

and structured opportunities for African-heritage students
to come together.

Limitation in numbers.

The effects of providing or not

providing a "critical mass" have been empirically studied.
Data collected in this study clearly establish this issue as
problematic when considering student interactions in the
PWI.

Students saw the lack of adequate numbers of African-

heritage students and staff members at this institution as
problematic in several ways.

The limited options for

forming friendships and the competitive atmosphere that is
set up among women and between men and women were
recognized.

One student described his experience of the shortage of
African-heritage students at this institution as follows:
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The biggest problem that I find here at [this
university], is that we are such a minority.
I can't
speak for all other nationalities or races, but I can
speak for some of the Black people up here.
Seeing
that we are such a small group, there's a lot of
competition between us and especially - I don't
know I see, I haven't been up here that long to get a lot of
comments, but I see a lot among the women.
See, there
are less men up here then they are used to having back
home.
And you know, here we kind of consider them
educated because they did get this far.
So it's like
this little sign-in thing trying to get - you knowwho's going to get where and over whom - and I don't
know.
I guess maybe it's different when I'm up here a
couple more years or so but right now - that's what I
see.
A lot of competition.

Intraethnic gender relations.

The fact that there are

few African-heritage students at the institution was often
described as causing conflict among and between the genders.
Many respondents referred to this situation as did this
female student:

I think that's where the conflict comes in.
With
the sisters and brothers.
But, I think that among
the sisters, I think it's definitely that whole
thing of competition.
I mean, you go into a party
on Friday or Saturday night and you can feel the
tension in the air.
It all has to do with how old
you were when you come here.
And now you come
here and there were so many Black women - you know
what I mean - and it's like it's hard to deal with
- you know.

Apparent in these comments relating to intraethnic
interaction,

gender relations and conflict is the

marginalization and degree of isolation that these
respondents experience even among other African-heritage
students:
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I remember first coming here,
I was like Miss Popular
in high school you know.
And I thought I had it going
on. Then, I come here, and I'm like, oophs- there's a
whole bunch of me here.

Another participant suggested that negative
interactions seem to be a result of immaturity and prior
socialization:

What upset me was I went to an all Black and Hispanic
high school and I thought I left all of this behind.
I
had this thing in my head that,
OK, I would come here
to meet educated people.
Educated men - you know - I
mean seriously, leave the drug dealers on the corners
and all those people who don't want to do anything with
their lives.
Like when I was going to come up here,
meet with educated people, you know they are educated
in a sense, but I mean there are a lot of children up
here that have yet to grow up.
And I got to believe
all that pettiness in school and I come up here and in
about six months, and it's the same thing - just older
children.

Woman:
I mean - like in high school - you're going back like
Friday night, you go out to a movie with your friends,
whatever, Monday morning you come in, oh, I heard you
went out with this person and you were doing this
thing, that thing, the other thing, and you're like it's none of your business.
And up here - the same.
And the community is much smaller and things be
traveling here and there and sometimes it gets worse
and everybody knows your business.

The following statement is

indicative of all the themes

that have been identified in this section on negative
intraethnic interactions.

Not having a "critical mass"

African-heritage students available to allow various
friendship and relationship experiences and the lack of
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numbers resulting in competition among women and conflict
between African-heritage men and women are expressed.
addition,

In

the statement points to internalized oppression as

implied in feelings of inadequacies related to the
respondent's ethnicity and/or socioeconomic status.

And

finally,

the statement also provides evidence to support the

theme of

institutional

impediments due to a lack of

resources on this campus.

An African-American female student respondent at this
land-grant,

public institution expressed:

Basically, to put it mildly, I'm upset at some of the
brothers on campus that don't like search out on campus
and maybe talk to a sister on this campus.
I know
there's
[two all-women's colleges], and with other
colleges around - but then like you have some sisters
on this campus - why don't you try them out first?
Try
here first before you just run to [the all-women's
college] for all the girls; and you have more diversity
over here.
I can't speak for all - but try here first.
Stay here before you run off to a different campus and
a different culture.
That's right cause most the time
when they go there they're just going to be hookin' up
with some white girls because that's 'bout all there is
over there.

Apparent here is a socioeconomic issue in that the all¬
women's colleges are well-endowed,

private institutions that

are renowned for graduating many of this country's prominent
public officials and private heads of institutions.

Socioeconomic differences.

Differences in

socioeconomic background and the shortage of Black students
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at this

institution may play a big role in misunderstandings

as expressed by the following student:

I think there is an unconscious separation that causes
a lot of people not to interact.
As you know, there's
only about 400 Black people on this campus.
I think
150 are men, or maybe less than that.
There is some
real small number, way less than 200 are Black men on
this campus and a lot of these people come from
suburbia.
They don't really know how to relate to
people - so they just don't.

As students described how positive interactions and
common experiences bonded them to one another as Africanheritage students across different backgrounds,

they also

described some experiences that were not so positive.
Feeling a connection with those few Black students who are
at the PWI,

many African-heritage students tend to try to

communicate with other Black students as they interact
within the PWI.

The following comment from a male

respondent indicates that all Black students don't have this
sense of connection:

I remember when I first got here, I didn't know my way
around.
I was lost and so I remember stopping some
Afro-American students and asking directions.
And
it's like I was completely ignored.
I guess I was new,
so they didn't have the time of day for me.
I was like
- if it's going to be that way, I'll keep on going.

Some students expressed the heterogeneity among
African-heritage peoples as contributing to very negative
interpersonal

intraethnic interactions.
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One male student

spoke about finding intraethnic conflict when interacting
with other Black people whose cultural backgrounds are
different.

This statement represents the theme of

internalized oppression and a presumption of superiority
among Black communities:

I think the most negative experiences that I have had
at this school so far, is dealing with other Black
people from other cultures - like West Indians - and I
guess Jamaicans or whatever.
Because of the mentality
of when you get to the whole argument of what's Black,
who's Black, and who's not, and sometime they lose
sight, and you can just tell that some of the European
thought that's been taught to Blacks in this country
has seeped into their minds, and they can't see past
that.
And some I actually believe think that they are
better than Afro-Americans.
That bothers me a lot.
I've had a lot of arguments with other Black people
from other countries about that.

Another female participant described her perceptions of
this type of intragroup conflict:

I think that people that are not born here who are
Black don't believe that racism exists as bad as it
does in this country.
And I've seen a lot of people
have a lot of problems because when they finally do
realize how bad racism is in this country, they have
pretty much alienated a lot of the other Black people.

These experiences concerned interactions with African¬
der itage people from countries that are predominantly
African-heritage.

Another student experienced negative

intragroup conflict when interacting with other African—
heritage students who were socialized in predominantly White
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environments.

His comment also brings up socioeconomic

difference as an issue:

All my negative experiences interacting with other
Black folk tend to rotate around denial of racism and
people.
Some folk grow up in these mostly white
communities, and they're not accepting tradition for
what they really are.
The reality of the society that
we live in is that a lot of people come from different
backgrounds.
I understand that, but as a people, we
are but one.
You find a lot of people being in college
- having the support system behind them that they do normally with the economic base - probably coming from
a little white suburbia.
A little too high formative
rather than doing something for the community.
So I
think the most negative things happen around those
things where Black people all of a sudden consider
themselves better.
That's where most of the fighting the static between us on campus - I believe primarily
comes down to.

Many students talked about having a personal
responsibility for positive and negative interactions at the
PWI as well as their perceptions of the institution's role
to assist and facilitate interactions by providing
opportunities for doing so.

Some respondents talked about frustration and anger in
having a limited number of places available to them that
provide an opportunity for positive intraethnic social
interactions,

and they described the negative behaviors and

interactions that ensued.

A female student explained:

A negative experience is going to the
Cultural Center.
It's the only place
where I can go and try to have a good
time I go there, there's a conflict.
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Malcolm X
so far on campus
time.
But each
Somebody has a

little beef with somebody outside.
But yet they
somehow bring it into the Malcolm X Center and a fight
breaks out.
And then they just ruin the whole night
for everybody else.

A male student respondent commented,

"I'm not quite

sure why you think that is the only place you can
congregate."

The female student's reply also brought up the
socioeconomic issue:

There are other places that you can congregate but I mean - for everyone to come and listen to
music, the DJs play music so that you can dance there's really no other place on campus so far
that I've seen besides having a block dance in the
Student Union or a concert or something happening
at the Fine Art Center - or whatever.
Every week¬
end, there's usually something happening there and
you can just run down and try to enjoy yourself
for a couple of hours or whatever.
And spending
less than five dollars most of the time.
If
there's a great function, you have to spend like
$10.00 to buy a ticket - or wait in long lines whatever.
You just can't run on down and enjoy
yourself the way you can at The X.

Student involvement in student-run organizations
provides an opportunity for enhancing positive peer
interactions,

gaining leadership skills and increasing the

potential for academic persistence and retention.

Some

participants in this study expressed their perceptions of
the role African-heritage student-run organizations may have
in their social adjustment and academic persistence.

Some

felt frustrated and experienced negative interactions in
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their experience of African-heritage students not having
more genuine involvement in these organizations at this time
at this institution.

One thing on my campus that needs improvement is that
more people can show up at the BSU (Black Student
Union) meetings.
It's like we had this takeover.
It
was a lot of people at this takeover, but I guess when
the next BSU meeting comes, there will only be ten
people there - like it's been in the past.

Another student explained

(which yet again may bring up

a socioeconomic issue):

It's a shame on this campus, in order to get
people to an event, you have to put "food" on a
flier.
That is a shame.
That right there is the
most negative thing that I've had among my people
is that you have to show or put food.
Food. F-00-D (she spells it out), in boldface letters for
people to show up. If it's not there, people
aren't coming.
Just expect the same ten.

In-college interethnic interactions

Data from this study suggest that the majority of
interpersonal peer interactions that African-heritage
student participants experienced with European-heritage
students were either negative interactions,
interactions,

or none at all.

very minimal

Two comments were made in the

focus groups describing positive interethnic interpersonal
interactions.

When asked what positive interactions have
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occurred in interacting with White students,

one female

student shared the following experience:

I can say that being up here at (this university),
one point first - at my Freshman orientation.... I
met this one white girl, and we're still friends
today, I can just sit down and shoot the shit with
her, and like, there's no color barrier, and like
saying, she sympathizes with the Black race or
anything like that.
It's not even about race.
It's just that we can sit down and have a pleasant
conversation.
We can go out, we can do anything,
and that's the only one on campus that I found
that I could do that with.

The following comment is indicative of the majority of
the sentiments expressed by African-heritage student
participants in this study.

When asked to describe positive

interactions that he has had with European-heritage students
at this PWI,

a junior, male participant replied:

I guess I could say none.
I think my stay here
has been good.
My three years here have been very
enlightening and have opened my eyes a lot.
I've
matured in a lot of ways.
As far as positive
experiences interacting with my white peers
though. I'll have to say - none.
And the more
I've educated myself, the more I've come to
dislike white people as a whole.
But I've learned
to conceal that.
But positive experiences?
None.

The fact that most of the comments relating to
interethnic interactions described less than positive
situations is a point analyzed and discussed in chapter 5.
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The themes expressed in regard to these interethnic
interactions overwhelming fell into two categories,

(1)

a

lack of cross-cultural interaction on the part of many
European-heritage students that results in a pervasive
naivete or ignorance and

(2)

superficial or perceived-

insincere interactions.

These two general themes are both

illustrated in the following passages from an Africanheritage male student's experience:

I became very quickly aware of just the pervasive
ignorance of the whites on this campus.
I found that
many of them have had such limited experience in
dealing with people of other cultures that they have
just media perceptions.
You go to a party, and
interacting with whites, you encounter whites just
coming up saying hey brother, trying to soul shake,
just basically embarrassing you.
Asking you to dance,
all kinds of ridiculous things.
That's one thing that
really angered me.

I can't believe these whites can get to this level
of education and have the prospects for the future
that they do without interacting with other
people.
I did not come this far in life without
interacting with whites.
And yet, they can go on
and be successful standing at the helm of some
company, handing out jobs to people and they don't
have to know anything what-so-ever about any other
group of people they don't want to.
And these are
going to be people controlling the lives of me and
my children and possibly my grandchildren.
It
just makes me really angry.

One African-American male student described how he
perceived white students'
hypocritical.

interethnic interaction as

The point is so well made in the respondent's

words that it warrants quoting at length here:
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There's a great amount of hypocrisy on this campus.
I'll be on the elevator, and I'll listen to someone
listening to rap music for example.
Rap music has just
become socially accepted in the mainstream.
But, a lot
of people come to college and I know a few on my floor
who this is their second month being intense into hip
hop (as they would say), or rap music.
And it's like
they listen to groups such as NWA, which clearly has
cursing people.
You know - they're listening to this
music to get cursed out.
Listening to Public Enemy to
get disrespected.
To get told the right things.
And
then they go to a John Bracey [African American studies
professor] class to get told how white people just
dogged the world.
Then, go to a town lecture to get
knowledge instilled in their heads.
It's like we went
to this, we witness this, but you didn't experience it.
It's like when you do all these things, are you doing
it because everyone's doing it and it's cool, or are
you doing it because it could mean exactly where your
heart is.
I mentioned youth because a lot of times
people - just like I have a radio show - and people are
like hey, we taped your show - hey you play a lot of
rap. I like that.
I really like that.
And to me, it's
just a level of hypocrisy because in that they - I
don't even think they know what they're saying.
Do you
really believe what you just said?
Or when you say
something to me, do really understand what this rapper
or what this person is talking about?
Do you
understand the context of what she said because if you
read into it, you would understand that he's telling
you that you have a problem.
And if a person tells you
that you have a problem,
and you just come into it
saying, yeah, that's cool or something like that, then
really you don't understand.
Just like, as a person
can tell you, some people just can't deal with it.
Just shy away from it.
They don't want to be involved
with it totally. But a lot of people just throw
themselves into situations and things that they don't
understand themselves, which make them look like big
hypocrite, not practicing what they talk about.
Saying
I don't like a Black person but I will go get a nice,
deep, dark, tan and I want a tall, dark, handsome man,
that's just
hypocritical thinking.
If you don't like
the color of a person of color, there's no way in the
world that you can use euphemisms.
Talking about Black
things is hypocritical.
People should respect each
other, it's important.

This participant described White students that he interacted
with as being naive,

hypocritical,
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or stupid.

Another student commented on her experience of
superficial interethnic interactions,

as lacking

reciprocity,

"My experiences show that when you share things

with Whites,

whether it's information, materials, whatever,

I've experienced receiving nothing back."

A related example of this lack of reciprocity and
understanding is the phenomenon occurring on campus of many
White students wearing red,

black and green colors, Kenti-

cloth fabric and clothing with other African cultural motifs
while not acknowledging the cultural origins.
cases,

In many

White students have no idea about their cultural

significance.

A common term used to describe this type of Europeanheritage student is a "wannabe."

In this context,

this term

applies to the White students who sometimes embrace Africanheritage culture to the extent that it appears they
"wannabe" Black.

In many cases,

European-heritage students

who display these behaviors and interactions have good
intentions and mean to have positive interactions.
actions,

however,

Their

are often perceived and experienced by

African-heritage students as condescending and negative:

Not to attack whites or anything, but those whites who
try to assimilate is like a tragic flip side to like
this whole argument.
I mean there are those who really
truly want to learn about other cultures.
But you just
don't go to a party just to learn about Black people.
I mean, you just don't get taken seriously.
You can go
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to all the racism classes, social diversity classes,
but that still does not make you Black or White.
I
mean, it doesn't make you Black or African American, so
I'm saying the flip side is there are those who do want
to learn, assimilate, intermingle - that type of thing,
but it's really too bad that some people just fail in
their attempts because they come off wrong.
You don't
try to meet Black people by coming up to them and
saying "You guys really look good - Your eye lashes. I
mean like you guys".
By saying "you guys" it's like
saying "you brothers" or hey brother.

That's just like totally jumping out of yourself
trying to do something that's really not accepted
by a lot of people and it turns you like the woman
I spoke to yesterday....
she was so confused, to
that point, a lot of people get really confused.
I'm really trying to assimilate and I'm going to
do everything that I can to try to be Black or
conform to the Black way of thinking.
I'm saying
that it's sort of a natural thing - you just have
to let things happen.
Like I said before, you
just don't jump up and go to a Malcolm X [Black
Cultural Center] party because people would just
look at you like a White person tryin' to be
Black.

Another student described the type of
preferred to the phenomenon of the

interaction he

"wannabe".

I have a friend from a small town, and he went
through a real identity crisis.
He had a large
group of white friends who were more sincere then
I had ever met.
And I gave him a lot of credit
for that.
But, he came here and encountered a lot
of what I say are bad whites.
This is my roommate
that I've known now for four years.
His friends,
I've noticed, don't try to interact with me as a
Black person.
They interact with me as a person.
They speak to me like they would to any person.
They talk about the things they talk about.
Their
culture, what they're thinking about, and we
interact on that level and that's good cause they
they're being real.
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Another

student

expressed the

same

sentiment

in the

following dialogue:

You can be who you are and we still can talk about
things.
Be you.
Talk the way you talk, don't
talk the way I talk.
With whites, if you're not
assimilating to them, they will make some kind of
vain attempt to assimilate to the way that you do
things.
But in reality, you perceive it not as
racism, just a lack of understanding.
And as
such, it just drives you further and further away
from them.
It makes you really less and less
inclined to want to deal with them.

Further

expressions

envisioned more positive
represented

of preferred ways participants
interethnic

in the dialogue that

interactions

follow.

expressed that they wondered why White
in

a more genuine way to experience,

Several

is
students

students didn't try

become

involved with

and come to an understanding of African-heritage culture.
They perceived these genuine
way they
White

suggested these

students

to make

in attending various

interactions

interactions

attempts

events

to

as necessary.

could happen

interact more,

is

for

especially

sponsored by Black students.

One woman respondent explained:

Like [white] people will walk up to me about the
step show and be like, well, I'm white, Can I go?
And I have to laugh.
And they go - No, I'm really
serious.
And I go, the sad thing, is that you are
really serious.
They're afraid to go to events.
Like I'll go to an event wherever that foolishness
is that they're talking about, just to see how
silly they act.
I mean, I'll go to a KKK meeting
on this campus just to see how it is and put in my
little say.
But white people won't do that.
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One

One student went further to suggest that White students
who attend Black student-sponsored activities could gain
some insight into how Black students on a regular basis
experience being a minority at a PWI and interacting crossculturally:

It's amazing how they are constantly complaining
about how come Black people say they don't feel
comfortable, but whenever there is a chance for
them to go to an all-Black thing, they're scared
and they try to find a Black person to go with
them.
I don't know why they don't understand that
that's what it's like for us a lot of the time.
Feeling like people are treating you as an
uninvited guest.
Then, they go and complain.

Another theme emerging in discussion of
interactions was

interethnic

in regard to White students communicating

in a superficial rather than genuine way.

The language and

approach used by White students evoke this perception of
insincerity:

I've had White people come up to me and just say things
like "I'm having a wicked bad day or you know"
They're
not approaching me and using my Blackness in any way.
It's just typical campus talk.
You don't want someone
to say, "Did you go back to the ghetto?"
You want them
to be sincere, but a lot of times people just don't
have anything to say.
A lot of times, it's like a
campus line and you can see the truth in it.
It's
sincere.
More or less then someone coming up and
saying, "Did you get the new Public Enemy CD?"
I'm
like - what do you know about Public Enemy?
What do
you know about all of these rap groups?
I think it's
good people that take an interest, but don't expect me
to give them the response that they want to hear.
It's
like I'll give someone something that they don't want
to hear quicker.
Not that I like being an asshole, but
just I like telling the truth.
What else have you got
to lose?
I'm always willing to tell someone to go
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ahead with themselves because in a sense, if they leave
me alone, I'm profiting.
I'd rather not deal with a
certain person, mislead them in any way, but if a White
person just comes up to me and starts talking wack, I'm
just going to set them straight.
If I know they're
talking bullshit, there's no reason to talk that way.
If you listen to certain things that really, really
instill knowledge in you, then you're exercising truth
and wisdom and sincerity, and I really believe in
truth.
Truth is the most important.

Yet another African-heritage student commented on
interactions and insincerity:

But sometime you might see someone who's white who just
comes up to you and talks to you about rap or something
and you know that they're not sincere.
They're just
trying to be cool and play the role with you so that
you think, Oh, I'll accept this person because I can
deal with people on a personal basis.

The insidiousness of racism on campus results
confusion as to what can be done.

in

Some African-heritage

students experience situations that are more subtle and more
difficult to identify and act on:

The reality is, that there aren't many whites that you
speak to that understand that racism still exists.
See, to them, racism was 1960, dogs, Black people,
firehoses and slavery.
This is racism to them,
something abstract.
Something not really in touch with
reality.
When in reality, racism is as rampant today
as it ever was.
The point is that it has taken on more
dangerous forms.
It's harder to target in order to do
something serious about it.
Where in the past, there
were some obvious wrongs.
But nowadays, everything is
so subtle.
It's like this fine line.
If that one
person was in a confrontation, knowing he was
mistreated because of A or B, but the racists are smart
too now.
It's kind of taboo - especially on this
campus- just to be straight-out racist.
Being it
faculty, student, it's kind of taboo.
Just coming
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straight out talking racists - yeah you can handle it,
in a racist fashion with the same or even a more
effective outcome for the person who is trying to
perpetrate that on you.

This naivete in interethnic interactions is described
by the African-heritage students as producing an isolation
felt sometimes when white students deny racism exists:

White people need to start feeling a higher level of
consciousness.
Like they go through and they just do
their classes - and just do their work - and they party
and get drunk on the weekends - and they're not really
conscious because it's kinda like, in terms of people
that I've encountered that I considered to be white
people who are ignorant of important issues such as
racism that they are just asleep at the wheel and they
feel that racism just doesn't exist in this society.
And it's because they came into this - this is a white
world.
And they came into it with their self-esteem
intact.
Because everything around them are positive
images and it's a white society.
And another thing
that is my personal experience is that I'm an AfroAmerican.
And what I see happening in terms of this
campus - I feel isolated.
I don't feel that I belong.
I feel that there are a lot of ignorant white people
that are consciously saying "Oh yeah, we take a D
course" [general education course requirement], and
it's not even referred to as a diversity course, they
refer to it as a D course and they just have to do this
to get out of here - and don't want to face issues that
exist.
But for my experience what I see, in terms of
people of color, is that there is polarization in terms
of your ethnicity.
And I say they're asleep at the
wheel because these are the same ones that are driving
racism.

Many European-heritage students interact with Africanheritage students on the basis of a misconception about
Affirmative Action.

African-heritage students' perceptions

of this misunderstanding surfaced in the group dialogues:
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A lot of the white students are really angry about
affirmative action.
And they'll do anything, any
opportunity to like stick it to you.
Because when I
was applying to the elementary education teaching
program, it's really, really competitive.
At the
bottom of the application it says, we believe in
affirmative action and everything.
I remember talking
to this white woman that lives on my hall.
And I'm so
nervous, I'm doing this, and she said I had nothing to
worry about, because I'm Black.
And she was really
condescending to me.
And every time I see her, I mean
I hate her.
She's just so red and angry every time she
talks to me.
And it wasn't that way.
I had to go
through.
I had to have the GPA.
She just totally
threw that out.
I was the only minority student (in my
section).
There was like this education class that you
had to take before you apply.
And that women was in
the other section.
Unfortunately, I wish we were
together because people asked me - they totally turned
to me all the time for the answers.

Another student respondent described her experience
regarding affirmative action,

indicating its impact on how

she sees herself at the PWI and how she perceives that
others see her:

And I mean, people just can't really respect that
Black people are intelligent, and there are a lot
of people like that and they are in predominantly
white schools.
Like one of the cost that you
forfeit when you come to a predominantly white
school as a Black person is questioned.
The fact
that you know there's a lot of Affirmative Action
and there's just standard quotas that have to be
met.
I mean it sometimes shows that you're not
really intelligent.
You're just there because
they need a certain number of people.
So a lot of
people look at minorities as like when you're
applying to a school - some of the figures that
you look at in the guidebook - whatever are 11
percent minority or this type of thing.
That has
a lot of bearing on my decision to go to that
school.
You know people think like that.
When
you come to school, you kind of are quotas Affirmative Action - that type of thing.
These
terms are lingering.
You kind of forfeit the
interpretation that these people aren't really
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that smart.
And personally as a Black person, I
try to remain in touch with my Blackness, but keep
on moving type of attitude.

These experiences,
students respondents,

as described by African-heritage

relate attitudes and beliefs about how

they perceive their interactions with others.

When they

view these interethnic interactions as superficial or based
on stereotypes,

ignorance,

or naivete,

the interactions seem

to have a direct impact on their self-concept as well as how
they perceive the interpersonal interethnic interaction.

In-college interactions and academic outcomes

The impact of peer interactions on academic outcomes is
the overall focus of this study.

Participants were asked

how they perceived that their peer interactions affected
their academic persistence and success.

Many examples were

given to describe a correlation between peer interactions
and academic outcomes.
two broad themes:

(1)

Examples are presented here under
association and

(2)

goal orientation.

First, African-heritage students respondents described
many instances in which whom they associated with or chose
to interact with made the difference as to whether they were
motivated or inhibited to persist.
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Second,

respondents'

objectives or their motives for being at the PWI made a
difference in regard to their motivation to persist.

The following quotes indicate how association with
particular peers provided a certain degree of peer mentoring
and role modeling acting as an incentive to persist:

I met someone in my American Lit class - a Black
woman who was just incredible as far as her
education was concerned.
She's really smart and
totally inspired me to work hard.
And she's going
to get what she wants out of life.
She's just
really focused, and it really showed me that I can
do it too.
Because I never felt that I could as
far as education was concerned.

As described in the section on positive intraethnic
interactions,

when African-heritage students challenge each

other to obtain more self-knowledge,

their interaction

contributes to the overall quest for knowledge and hence to
motivation to persist in the PWI.

I think it also depends on who you hang around with.
Because I like to hang around with people that study or
feel very strongly about studying, it affects me very
positively.
And those people who don't feel that way,
I usually don't fool around with.

One student who went to a predominantly White high
school and grew up in a predominantly White neighborhood
said:
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Being here and interacting with other Black students
made us want to learn more.
As we got more of a sense
of pride, we wanted to learn more and we started going
to hear different speakers.
Like we went to hear
Leonard Jeffries and we'd go to a lot more meetings
just to learn more.
Because with that pride, I started
to feel an insecurity about the fact that I didn't know
enough.

One of her friends agreed,

and continued:

Right.
Like when you're around Black people and they
mentioned a name you didn't know or a song you didn't
know, you felt awkward or out of place and it made me
want to learn more and learn more about our people
especially.

And then it was just a continuous cycle. The more you
learned, the more you were proud.
And I found about
myself, the more I learned, the more I started to be
cynical about white people.

There are a lot of Black people in college that didn't
educate themselves to this and are leaving just as
ignorant about themselves as when they came.
It's not
that the predominantly white college educated us about
ourselves.
We had to educate ourselves.

Another student indicated that in regard to peer
interactions and academic persistence,
herself.

she tended to isolate

This outlook actually represents a rejection of

the theme of association.

This comment also represents the

goal orientation theme in that the respondent indicates as
her primary objective the outcome of getting good grades and
getting out:
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My attitude is like, I'm here to study and I'm out.
That's basically it.
I'm paying my money - a lot of
money.
I'm going to take up all I can and I don't have
the time for little petty discussions.
I'm going back
to my room, I've got a test tomorrow.
I'm going to
study, and by the end of the year, I'm going to have my
3.5, 3.9, or 4.0 if possible - and I'm out of here.

The following quote as well reflects a goal orientation
that nothing else matters but academic persistence.

I think that if you sit there when you get upset about
the other things that are happening in the community,
yeah, it can affect your academics.
If you have the "I
don't care attitude" and "I'm here for a reason," all
this comes second - no, it won't affect you.

Another respondent referred to the gossip that she has
experienced while interacting with other African-heritage
students.

She indicated that such negative intraethnic

interaction can be overwhelming.

Her strategy to cope with

such situations and to persist at the PWI is to remember her
objectives and reason for being there:

Sometime it overwhelms me seeing that I'm in a new
atmosphere and stuff.
I wonder why people would be
saying things about me and they don't even know me.
'Cause I basically think that you don't take time - how
can you talk about me?
So sometime being new, it
overwhelms you because you don't think people would
actually sit down and take the time to make up things
about you.
But you know, it may feel overwhelming for
a day or two - but then you have to get on with your
life.
Because if you're going to let that overcome
you, you're not going to get very far up here and we're
up here to get a good education. Sometime in order to
do that, you might just have to pull back all together,
forget about 'em, and keep on steppin'.
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This same respondent expressed somewhat of a
contradiction in the following statement.

Her passionate

explanation above concerning the impact of her intraethnic
interactions on academic persistence is contradicted by her
assertion that negative interethnic interactions have a
greater impact:

I think as far as strain on academics - I think
negative white behavior had a lot to do - more so than
behavior from Black people.
Because you're dealing
with these white students everyday in class.
These
are the ones that you have to turn to and go likelisten, you know, I don't understand this and this and
that.
If you can't feel comfortable with doing that,
you're not going to achieve.
That's what gets me more
than people talking about me.
You know - it's back to
life.

Another student said:

Basically, when you come to this university, the
difference between the Black and the White students are
one, you're on Mars.
That's the first difference.
Generally, where (Black students at this school) people
come from, they don't see all these white people
everyday.
They don't have to deal with these people
everyday.
They don't have to
put up with the
foolishness everyday.
So right there, you're operating
at 50 percent output.

The issues of institutional supports available in the
forms of structured activities and a variety of facilities
for African-heritage students to go to came up on many
occasions in the focus groups.

Statements such as,

"There

aren't enough activities up here that make people want to
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get involved" are representative of this.

And another

respondent said:

So that one thing works against you academically is
that socially, there's no place to go.
It's like being
over your Aunt Ellie's house with nothing to do.
And
people don't realize that that's a big part of your
emotional well being - not being satisfied.
If you're
never happy, you're not going to want to do the work.
You're just going to do the little bit of school work
that you have to do and you never have a release or
anything.

Additional emergent issues and themes

Faculty interactions.

Interactions with faculty were

not directly considered in this study.
focus group dialogues,

However,

in the

some students did talk about ways in

which faculty interaction affected their academic
persistence.

As participants described these interactional

experiences at the PWI,

several themes emerged in regard to

student-faculty interactions:
for the whole "race",
trustworthiness;

(3)

(2)

(1)

having to be spokesperson

having to prove competence and

apprehension in interacting with or

approaching faculty and

(4)

the necessity of establishing

positive interactions with faculty.

First,

some quotes deal with African-heritage students'

feeling that,

when race issues come up in the classroom.
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they are expected to be knowledgeable and are put in the
role of educator.

These quotes describe an overt form of

racism that occurs in many classrooms, possibly creating an
impediment to the academic success of African-heritage
students.
educator,

When students are put in the position of
they are not able to take responsibility for their

own learning process because the focus changes to their
educating others.

I think for me, the biggest problem I've had was having
the role of being the volunteer teacher pushed on me.
You know you sit up in class and no matter what class
it's in, someone, you know—suppose you're talking
about the Civil Rights Movement, well teacher, how do
you feel about that?
I'm sitting in my sociology
class, and my teacher was like, you know, I'm mean we
were sitting there having a discussion like - you know,
before he starts writing, and we're talking about
affirmative action, Marie, you can tell us something
about affirmative action.
Why can I?
Or another one
of my class or my race relations classes. Do you know
who Marcus Garvey is?
Marie, do you know who Marcus
Garvey is?
Why do I have to know who he is?
No, I
think a lot of times - you are forced to be an
involuntary teacher.
That role is just pushed on you.
But you're going to have to know the issues because
you're Black.
I mean it's just expected to do a lot of
times, you're teaching the teacher.

Conversely,

when African-heritage students are not put

in the role of being the knowledgeable,
(especially on race issues),
questioned.

resident educator

their competence is being

Having to prove competence and trustworthiness

is an issue that presented itself as a prominent issue in
the data.

Many African-heritage students seem to be

experiencing and dealing with this issue.
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The following student, having worked very hard on a
written assignment and feeling good about submitting it,
experienced a reaction from the instructor typical of what
many respondents expressed.

This type of experience does

question the student's competence and trustworthiness.
submitting the paper,

the instructor said,

uncharacteristic of an undergrad's work."

Upon

"This is
The African-

American male student's reaction follows:

You know I was pretty offended because at the same
token, he's either saying I'm much too smart or I'm
just plain out dumb and just got the material from
somewhere else.
I was really offended, but I cleverly
used the argument that we're supposed to be in class
learning. I learned a lot from the last paper - which
was true.
I put a lot more time in it.
But for a
teacher to just come out and say "You didn't write
this," and that's exactly what he did.
So this had
been going on for a few weeks and the third paper was
due and that type thing.
And the third paper I didn't
put that time into it, and towards the end of the
semester, what had happened - he just said - show me
you can write a paraphrase - sentences like this - he
pointed to my paper, saying,
Show me.
Tell me that
you can write like this.
I wrote two pages about
carefree life.
Loosely defined terms - these type of
things, and came back and gave him the paper.
And he
just looked at me and said why don't you just type the
paper and bring it into me tomorrow.
I said no.
If
you want it now - I'll go and print it better for you.
But I'm not typing it because the original assignment
was this.
So if you feel strongly about your work, and
it's your work, there is no way you can argue against
this.

There was a relatively good ending in the situation
described above.

Some

students,

however, who may not be as

assertive or sure of themselves could be devastated by such
an insulting interaction.
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Another experience relates to the phenomenon that
occurs around expectations and students
expectations.

living up to those

When the expectations are low,

the energy put

into the situation by the student is potentially low as
well.

Many times,

as a result of misinformation,

stereotyping and individual-environmental incongruence,

the

expectation that faculty have of African-heritage students
is

low.

On the other hand,

high expectations with support

and affirmation can catalyze efforts aimed at meeting the
challenge thus promoting student development.

A final experience shows that African-heritage students
at the PWI

feel that they always have to "prove"

competence.

The following anecdote is an example of how this reality can
promote feelings of inadequacy and internalized oppression,
which can sorely affect academic persistence and success.

A female student who came to the university from the
inner city talked privately to this researcher in her
capacity as the instructor of a course on Diversity in
Education.
students.

This particular section consisted of all ALANA
She expressed that until coming to this class,

she had always found it difficult to speak out in class.
fact,

in her classes at this school,

speak at all.

In

she usually did not

She was finding it a bit more comfortable to

speak in this class because it was entirely composed of
people of color.

In reflecting,
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she began to acknowledge

and act upon the fact that her silence in class was perhaps
"related to some ingrained" and,

up to this point,

"unconscious feelings of inadequacy."
had been predominantly,
classrooms.

Her previous classes

and in many cases,

all-white

Being in a class with students of color,

she

expressed "feeling a more comfortable and safe atmosphere."
Even though the first part of this Diversity in
Education class is spent establishing an atmosphere
conducive to open communication, personal sharing and
growth,

the student's feeling of openness in the class was

more a result of having an academic forum where she did not
feel judged on her competence and ability to articulate.
addition,

In

she observed other opinionated and articulate

African-heritage students sharing ideas and concerns that
she could relate to.

A sense of belonging,

empowerment was expressed.

unity,

and

This incident also represents

the important function of dialogue groups for
underrepresented and majority populations at PWIs.
particular usefulness of ongoing,

The

institutionally sanctioned

dialogue or caucus groups for the retention and success of
Black students is elaborated on below.

Another student talked about feeling uncomfortable in
the classroom, which also appears related to feelings of
inadequacy or internalized oppression issues.
environmental impediments

(real or perceived)
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When
limit

participation,

there is an adverse effect on academic

success.

If I'm not comfortable in the classroom and I disagree
or want to say something in class, if it's a white
classroom
(and most classes that I attend are
predominantly white) - whatever - I feel
uncomfortable - and that limits my participation.

Black students must to feel comfortable interacting
with faculty and feel that they have enough information and
knowledge to be confident and assured.

This comfort with

interaction can serve in attending to academic and career
goals.

The skills and knowledge obtained and the student-

faculty interactions that occur affect students academic and
career outcomes.

Other participants displayed a fortitude necessary for
success in interacting with faculty and thus for academic
success.

African-heritage students expressed having to make a
special effort to learn because of problems with individualenvironmental incongruence.
psychosocial,

Previously described cognitive,

sociocultural or environment-structural

incongruencies often present themselves as problems in the
classroom.

For instance,

clarify subject matter,
assignments,

examples used by instructors to

teaching styles,

narrow options for

are not always conducive to their optimum
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learning of African-heritage
students.

(and other nontraditional)

These issues often present impediments to

academic success.

Students may have to work double time in

order to adjust to the "foreign”
learn the subject matter.

environment and then to

The following two respondents'

experiences represent how African-heritage students often
feel that they have to "work almost twice as hard to get
half as far" to prove competence and trustworthiness.

The big problem that I have is like - professors
belittling me.
Like I'll sit up in class, we'll be
talking about something, give an example of my
experience or what ever, and they react like - that
can't be because the statistics don't say that, and you
know.
It's like my experience ain't right.
I can't
experience this, and it's not right because this is not
you.
It's ridiculous.

Another male African-American student asserted:

When as a Black person at the university and dealing
with white faculty, I find it often necessary to maybe
throw them off balance a little bit.
I try maybe in a
quick sense to for whatever reason I have to deal with
them, I try to expound as much knowledge as I can to
let them know where I stand in the fact that I'm
cognizant of my rights, I'm cognizant of who I am and
at the same time, I'm intelligent and I know how to
handle myself.

Being uncomfortable in the classroom and in particular
being uncomfortable with the instructor may lead to student
apprehension about interacting with faculty.

Such

apprehension creates critical impediments to academic
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success as well as career development and access to
resources.

Applications for upward-mobility opportunities such as
jobs,

co-ops,

internships,

research fellowships,

educational opportunities,

often require faculty

recommendations.

and other

The fact that Black students may feel

apprehensive when interacting with faculty presents a
problem.

The lack of interactions with faculty may also

present a problem.

When a faculty member has questioned

your competence and/or trustworthiness,

it is difficult if

not impossible to approach him or her for a recommendation.
A female student articulates this situation clearly:

That brings me to another point.
The professors—we're
going to need professors for like letters of
recommendation I don't feel comfortable, maybe there
are two professors here that I feel comfortable with.
That I can go and ask for communication - you know I
don't feel comfortable with these professors. I don't
feel comfortable in one way, shape or form.
And when I
go into the office, it's like, I just feel very, very,
extremely uncomfortable and I want to get out of there.

A student highlighted the importance of having positive
student-faculty interactional experiences by getting
emotional and academic faculty support through networking:

Developing the support networks both emotionally and
academically is so important....I think that is the
most positive experience, interaction, networking with
faculty.
People who can direct you toward different
paths to better your academic career and maybe to be
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better able to help you handle situations,
sort of a guidance position.

emotionally,

A participant discussed differences in support and
affirmation that she experienced from some African-heritage
and some European-heritage professors:

For the first time, I've had a lot of Black professors.
And they seem to be more interested in me and the other
students that I know who were Black.
They tried to
make sure that we were actually graduating and they
gave us support for the writings that we did and the
work that we wanted to do.
Whereas lots of time, the
white professors said that we couldn't write, we
couldn't do this and that and the other thing.
I was
in a writing class and a professor told me that I could
write real well.
And I'd been all the way through
elementary school, jr. high, high school and some
college and no one had said that before.
I think
that's kind of ridiculous that you have to get all the
way almost through school and have your writing still not necessarily change that much - before someone
actually tells you the truth about what you're doing.

Other students did mention particular relationships or
experiences that they have had with Black faculty in
particular that were distinguishable from student-faculty
interactions with White teachers.

The following remarks are

from a male participant:

When dealing with Black faculty, I don't admit the fact
that they are Black, but they are Black and that is
something that we have in common and I don't
necessarily go about that in terms of looking for a
handout of preferential treatment, but I do generally
try to come across from the perspective we're both

Black and as such, I do generally have a more personal
relationship with that Black guy when he moves through
campus.
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The following participant's response indicates an experience
contradictory to the preceding one:

I found a lot of white faculty extremely receptive to
the approach I use with them.
They gave me a lot of
favoritism I don't think I would have been given from a
lot of Black professors.
I think it just largely stems
from how you go about presenting yourself.

The following female student expressed certainty that
her teacher's ethnicity is unimportant.

She also makes it

clear that she feels Black faculty are more approachable and
"easier to get to know."

It doesn't really bother me what color they are unless
they make a point of it themselves.
But I do find most
of the teachers who are white and that's a little more
strange not that all teachers are strange, but the
teachers of color are a little more easier to get to
know basically.
I want to get to know my teachers more
than anything else so that they know what I mean.
The
most important thing to me is that I get an education
out of them.
I don't care what color they are.
If
they want to make a big deal out of it, then go
somewhere.
But if they don't, I really don't care.

A female student also made a comment regarding the
ethnicity of her instructor as she referred to a Europeanheritage teacher and the negative interactions that ensued:

The negative experience I had was in my class with a
white TA and just a lack of initiative that they showed
toward students of color.
One day, she went, Oh yeah,
I know all of your names, and when she got to the third
minority student, she mixed up the names of all three
two times in a row.
Now there's only four of us in
there and plenty of them, and just couldn't get it
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right.
She got all their names right.
utterly pissed me off.

In some instances,

And that

participants described examples of

outright racism or insensitivity by European-heritage
faculty.

One student described how he and two other Black

students were the only students of color in a classroom of
about 150.

At exam time,

be sitting together.
exam,

three Black students happened to

Before the instructor would start the

he insisted that the Black students separate.

no reason for this.

He gave

The Black student describing this

incident expressed embarrassment and anger.

He knew that

resisting the request could adversely affect his grade.
However,

he wondered why the white students were not asked

to separate,

especially when he observed several of them

talking and possibly cheating during the exam.

This type of

incident does affect academic success.

Another situation also occurred in a large class of 100
or more.

As described by the Haitian student who

experienced this situation,
this class.

there were two Black students in

He happened to be friends and floormates with

at least two White students in the class.

This Haitian

student evidently had to miss class on three occasion due to
circumstances beyond his control
the result of illness).

(two of the absences were

At least one of his White

floormates had been absent for four or more classes.

Both

of them received the same grades on tests and assignments,
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but their final grades reflected a discrepancy.
student received a C,
B.

while his Euro-American friend got a

The instructor said,

Haitian student,
received a C.

The Haitian

after having been approached by the

that it was because of his absences that he

It became apparent that the instructor

noticed his absence because he stood out in class,

as one of

only two Black students in this class of over 100.

This particular student-faculty interaction also
relates directly to the next issue.
feel

That Black students

invisible while also feeling targeted was another theme

that emerged in respondents'

descriptions of their

interactional experiences.

Sense of

invisibility versus targeting.

This is

another theme that emerged in this study.

It consists of

the dichotomous perception and reality of,

on the one hand,

feeling invisible or not seen noticed or recognized and on
the other hand,

standing out like a neon sign.

This

phenomenon becomes evident in the statements that follow.
This first African-American male student discussed
interactions he has had with campus police:

Constantly being pulled over by police - that's a real
negative interaction that I've had to deal with on this
campus.
I was actually taken in at one time because
someone stole a white women's pocketbook from the
library.
Because it was the medical library and I
guess they thought that I wasn't suppose to be there.
And that was the only reason that happened.
So we end
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up trying to sue them and they end up being nice and
calling you mister.

Yet another student expressed his frustration at being
targeted by the police:

Yeah, you know, that point about the police.
You know
the harassment type thing is like the same cops - you
know what I mean.
It's much too many students on this
campus for them to just keep messin' with the same
people.
You as a minority student stand out more
visible.
You stand out big time.
You can walk through
the campus center and there's no doubt that you're a
person of color.
You stand out.
It's really bad that
people don't realize you know - going back to what Dan
said, people not really respecting you.

Furthermore,

on the police,

and targeting,

another male

student explained:

A Black person like Smithy was saying - You know last
week the cops were talking to him.
Next week they
might be talking to me, next week my teacher might
accuse me of something.
It's like an ongoing thing.
I
mean it doesn't stop.
I mean, a person of color, maybe
you're not thinking about it, but you know, you go deal
with someone, you see their fear - they're intimidated
for no reason whatsoever.

One female student described how Black people are
sometime targeted and how their styles are perceived as
aggressive or less than cooperative:

Every single Black person I know that has worked
someplace has in their end of the year evaluation, they
have an attitude problem.
And that they really need to
change their attitude because even though they sort of
do good work, people find that they just can't approach
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them.
Because there is always this edge to them and
they just really need to watch that.
This I think has
to do with people's own garbage and how they think a
Black person should act.

I put a lot of thought into it because I wonder why the
Black males can't stay here in this school and why it
makes you doubt yourself.
Somehow, your intelligence
gets insulted every day. Sure you're intelligent.
But,
when you walk into a class full of white people,
especially if it's a class on Black people, you're sure
your view isn't going to be taken by the rest of the
people and the pressure comes down.
You look for
somebody Black to relate to.
And there ain't anybody.
I was in Communication and Theater.
Well, maybe they
have a Black male now.
Maybe two.
But, it's been five
years and on and off, and I think that I'm still the
only one.
And it's weird when the professor looks up
your name in the book and he'll remember your name.
And Oh, like James - because you know you stand out.
200 people in the class.

Then just the fact that there's 300 whites in there,
they always got Bobby, Suzie or Billie to go to class
with them and get their notes to help them cheat which they do, while you've got Professor John William
looking at you like this - and I don't care what they
said, they always look at the Black student in their
class to see what they're doing.
It's just like to
stick out like a sore thumb.
You can't even turn your
head.
You turn your head and they're like "What are
you doing"
and that's a bona fide fact.
Because I had
a grad prep course that I took a semester with a
professor, and me and a white guy both lived in the
same dorm.
And every time he would go to class, I
would see him leave.
And then, I would know it's time
for me to go.
He missed four classes and I missed two.
One that I had an interview for college.
He got an A
in the class, and I got an AB.
He told me I got the AB
because I didn't attend all the classes.
Because,
naturally, he saw that I wasn't there.
It was easy for
him to remember so rather, he remembered or he just
pointed out, it stuck in his mind.
He's not what you,
I mean they are racists, but no person who you could
really consider to be a racist, you have to contend
with things like this.
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Being a token is how the following student describes
the phenomenon of feeling invisible on the one hand and
targeted on the other:

You go to a party and people say, "Hey, what's up?
We
know Keith, he's a Black dude."
It's almost you know
me and he's like a token.
Yeah, we're diverse, we know
Black people.
I've talked to people and to you know
Charlie?
He's a Black guy on our floor.
And chances
are he's the only one on the floor.
So you know this
person is not really out of giving him clear respect it's just that he's Black or Asian or another minority
group.
You know him visually because you see him as a
minority and we claim him for that reason. In a sense,
it makes you a token more or less than giving you the
true respect you deserve for your characteristics - or
whatever the case might be.
You have to use your color
as a reference point for everything that you do.
You're constantly made aware of your color.

The above

experience and the one below both describe

targeting as an issue of ethnic identity development.

I was walking down the stairs, out my building, this
white girl turns around, does a double-take - goes up
side the wall - and lets me pass.
I get two floors
down and the exact same thing happens again.
These two
women have this misconception.
Now, when I'm coming
down the stairs, I'm going to continue down the stairs.
I don't care who's behind me, I'm going to continue
down the stairs.
Now, they have this misconception of
me.
This Black man, this savage, who wants to get them
in this isolated area.
When the one thing that I have
on my mind is getting down the stairs.
That little
incident to me reiterates to me that I'm Black.
I
can't deal with people - with white people or any other
person without looking at that as a reference point for
being treated any different and as such, I'm on guard
for it.
Always aware of it - and it really controls
how you go about things.
You can't handle things in a
carefree manner that you want to.
You have to have a
greater level of self-awareness as a minority then you
do as a white person.
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self-identity.

Interactions

and beliefs

and at other times

language

are

sometimes

subtle that

it's

hard to

isolate and describe.

Participants shared feelings

and observations about interethnic interactions based on the
European-heritage students'

stereotypical attitudes and

beliefs about African-heritage students:

One of the first watch signs that a person is feeling
me as Black first is when they try to approach me in
some fashion that perceive as being part of my culture.
An example would be "Hey brother" or start talking
about rap.
I have many interests, I don't approach
people talking about my Blackness.
I approach them as
people.
It's not the topic.
When they make it a point
like that, it kinda turns me off to them.
I prefer to
be approached as they would approach anyone else.
An
example would be, Hi, my name is... or a hand shake.
Why are you trying to give me a culture shake?
The
Black people don't even do that anymore.
This is the
best way they think they can relate to me. This is what
they've seen on TV, and it just goes to show how little
they know - how little they have interacted - that's
what it breaks down to.

A woman respondent appeared very upset when she
described the stereotype she felt many of her white
classmates hold about how many African-American students
gain admission to the university.

In this description,

she

was also trying to "set the record straight":

The other thing is everybody thinks you're on a
scholarship here.
You musta got in on scholarship,
right?
No, I pay.
I didn't get a scholarship.
Oh,
you must play a sport.
Oh, you play a sport here.
Then you must go here for free. If you don't have the
standards or the requirements for a lot of these jobs
and classes, they're happy to kick you out.
They're
not going to hire you and you can't stay in this school
if you don't have the GPA, recommendations, the this,
that and the other thing that you need.
So all of
these people who talk about you know, yeah, you just
got into this school because you're Black, this, that
and the other thing, it's a bunch of bull.
You had to
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have what it takes to get into what ever you're getting
into.
It's those rich white boys that get it handed to
them on a silver platter.
Yeah, they come in cause
their father's this or that or the other, and get top
jobs because of that too.

Biracial or multiracial

identity.

This is shown in the

following quotes to be a significant determinant of the
kinds of peer interactions that the respondents experience.
The first respondent is talking about a lack of
positive interactions and a
result of a biracial

lack of sense of belonging,

identity.

as a

This is a long monologue

that describes one woman's experience around her biracial
ethnic identity:

My experience is that I grew up and had an identity
crisis because I come from both cultures.
My mother is
white and my father is from Africa and that has caused
conflict because I've been rejected by AfricanAmericans and white people in this society.
So, I see
lots of times that I really don't fit in anywhere.
It's kinda like I identify as a person of color, and
what's important is for people of color to come
together.
Because I feel frustrated and I'm angry.
I'm really pissed off at racism and I really get angry.

My environment said to me that my mother was acceptable
and I denied and rejected my father probably because of
where he came from and his African heritage and all the
negative message that I got about it.
And I hate my
father—well, for other reasons.

But when I became aware and conscious of who I am and
my identity as an African-Egyptian-American, but it's
African descent that I am.
It's not like - Oh I want
to get into the Black thing and I want to be cool.
A
lot of people may look at me and you know they may see
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me as white, and that's fine.
I don't really care how
people perceive me.
But it hurts when you can't
connect with other people who share your experience
because there are barriers up within this campus
itself.
It's like I can slip into either or.
I can go
be with a bunch of white people, and sit there and they
might not be aware of how I feel about myself - and
they say things, and I hear things that are hurtful to
me.

This is a great country of opportunity.
You have the
same things.
They can't understand the courage, the
bravery that it took to even - I mean as far as along
the lines of passing - they can't understand why you
just don't pass.
You know they can't understand that
you have to say that I have this in me and like that's
the bottom line.

A very light-skinned multiracial student said the following:

I think the rest of the world treats me very white.
But I think that Blacks would treat me more as a
minority or a person of color.
When I tell people that
I'm Mexican and African-American, they treat me
differently.
White and being in this script - and the
thing is - I know who I am, and I have come to terms
with that.
But it's very interesting, because, when I
was growing up, my own experience, before I moved up
north, I lived in the south.
When I lived in Florida,
I got constantly harassed by this white girl who was
telling me that I was Indian because I looked very
Indian I guess,
when I was little.
She used to come
and threaten to beat me up almost everyday.
So each of
us in our own way has had to deal with that (negative
interactions with white people).
And I've grown up in
a white society and I always looked different because I
always went to school with blondes - you know.
So I
did look different because I was very dark when I was
younger, because I grew up in Florida and you know the
conditions with the sun and everything.
And when I
really identified with being Mexican and AfricanAmerican, I came to this university and I'm a minority
no matter where I go.
Because if I'm with white
people, I don't agree with the view that they have.
And when it comes to knowing people of color,
especially Latin-Americans, Oh, you're not really.
You
were born in this country.
You're like as Latin as you
wanna be.
You come to our parties, you don't have to
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dance, just cause someone asks you to dance, so it's
like you're rejected by everybody.
So it's like I have
so much anger in me at this time.

The following response is from another very light¬
skinned student who is of Mexican and African-American
heritage:

When I'm on this campus, because I identify so strongly
with wanting to be with people that are people of color
and people with different life experiences - white and
non white.
But its really hard because people of color
have to put up with so much on this campus.
It's like
I don't know what to do as an individual.
I can try to
be sincere and talk to people as human beings - not
because they're Black or Asian or Latino, because
they're unique and I'd like to know their experiences
as a result of that.
But that's not the first thing
that I look for.
I don't need to seek out that person
because they're Black and I need to have a Black
friends, it's because they're individuals.
But it's
hard when we are so polarized because I am aware of
where everyone is on this.
Looks the same and I could
pass off as being white - but I'm not.
I never felt
that way.
Never.
And my parents have never treated me
like I'm white.
My father is Mexican.
He taught me
Spanish as a little child.
He didn't know much, but my
life experiences have been really different.
And
identifying as multicultural is really hard when I
would still have to identify.
And I would have to
defend my Mexicanism - like I would like to be
respected for who I am.
And well - you know - you're
just white.
It's weird.
But as far as the issue of
polarization, in defense of - you know - I do think
Black.
You know the Blacks up here are relatively
polarized in relation to other groups - be it white,
Black, Asian, Latino or whatever - it's kind of a
defense mechanism.
It's kind of a survival mechanism you're not going to get respect from your culture if
you try to interact with the others - so you have to be
with yourself.
And you know- let your culture
flourish.
I mean the only way you can maintain your
self identity and group identity on campus while still
having to deal with the everyday stress of being a
minority on this campus - I mean it's necessary - maybe
it shouldn't have to be like that - but you know it is.
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Identity and labeling.

Another theme that emerged in

regard to ethnic identity development for some Africanheritage students had to do with students determining their
own identity as opposed to being labeled by others.

This

issue is represented in the following quotes from several
different respondents.

Let's put in a point about language.
Two things:
I
hope people don't go out of here saying something
that's been kinda - terms that have been used that I
think are not appropriate, and they might be offensive
to some people.
When we talk about people of color that's much different from saying colored people.
In
this society and in other countries it might be
appropriate.
For instance, in South Africa, there is a
group of people that label themselves as "colored" and
it's a whole different situation.
However in this
country, the term colored is a term that is commonly
known as African-American or Black people.
AfricanAmericans, what's commonly known as African-Americans,
were called and labeled by white people during the
forties, fifties and sixties when we were known as
colored.
And since then, Black born in this country
have claimed names or labels for themselves and so
colored is referred again to what historically Black
people or African-American people were called.
And
people of color is a term I try never to use because I
think that it's a misnomer.
Who doesn't have color?
People have different degrees of melanin.
I have never
seen a person void of color (except albinos maybe - and
they can be any race or ethnicity).
I've seen some
very, very dark beautiful people.
Never have I seen a
person who was Black.
I've seen some very, very light
beautiful people, but never have I seen a person who
was white.
Pretty close to it, but not what you would
consider like this sheet of paper.

A response from a biracial student:

Anyway, to just get back to the labels, and misnomers
again.
I personally use the term mulatto.
But, when
using that term people of color is what you would here,
and its generally acceptable, it means a lot.
A lot of
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people have started to use people of color as a term of
empowerment.
Lots of times, when terms have been used
negatively, when you take it and say I'm proud of who I
am - So what?
I'm proud of "I'm of color."

A lot of other people took it too because minority and
Third World are also misnomers.
If you look at the
world from a global context, so called people of
color - people who are not of European descent.
There
are more people in the world that are not of European
descent then there are white people or people of
European descent.
And so minority ends up being a very
American term and Third World connotes that you're
third rather than first.
When we all know if we study
history, that it's people who are not white people that
are the cradle of civilization and the very first human
beings on the planet with great societies when people
of European descent were still living in caves.

In Boston College, they came up with a term AHANA.
This is similar to ALANA.
On this campus, we choose to
use the term ALANA as opposed to AHANA when we talk
about so-called people of color.
Because many Spanish¬
speaking individuals prefer to be called Latino/Latina
rather than Hispanic.
ALANA is an acronym for people
of Asian, Latino, African and Native American heritage.

The other thing, is that one of the things that is hard
as we grow up in this society that is racist, no matter
where we are identity wise, no matter who we think we
are, how society sees us and how others see us have a
lot to do with how we are treated.

The focus group interview process.
of the focus groups,

In almost every one

participants had something to say about

the utility of the focus group process in and of itself.
This information was not solicited in the data collection
process.

What follows are some of the comments that were

expressed about the focus or caucus group process:
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People just lacking basic personal skills and that you
can learn so much more.
I've learned more in a
situation like this than in a class that goes on for an
entire a semester - just by dealing with other Black
people, and listening to where people are coming from.

But it's not until I've been with people of color and
talked about things like this and it's like everyone
here listening to people here - it comes across to me
as being intelligent - as being important dialogue.
That, I don't hear in white groups on campus.
So I
relate to you more than I relate to someone next to me
who is white.
Only because they don't know where I'm
coming from.
I'll say the same things that we've been
discussing here to white friends or counterparts or
associates.
I don't call them friends because I don't
have a lot of friends.
But people that I deal with on
a daily basis that are people that I have to deal with
in my world and what I have to do at school I talk to
people and say some of the things that we've been
discussing in here, they look at you like - Where are
you coming from?
You're crazy.

A group like this is so important in terms of the
communication and networking.
We sit here and talk
about things, plus it gives us the chance to meet other
people, to talk with other people, so as I said with
this contact. What is the future plans for this kind of
network?
For this kind of effort?

The majority of white students will go through four
years on campus and never have an experience anything
remotely similar to this.
They will never have contact
with students of color - not like this - and not this
many at one time, and that is even more frightening
because they then will be going out into the working
world.

And finally:

Just like we're getting together now and talking about
these things. The confrontations over racism - I don't
think that you'll be able to alleviate them.
You will
have in you a little more knowledge to say well, this
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person is ignorant, this person doesn't know what
they're talking about, but as far as confrontation, it
won't alleviate or change that.
I'm just glad we can
get together and talk about these things.
It makes you
more equipped.
I'm quick to tell a person like that
what I think and to get off my back.

Lack of apparent change.

Many of the experiences

described by participants in this study indicated some
frustration about lack of apparent change.

Following are

highlights from the data reflecting this theme:

All the takeovers from the last 20 years on this campus
have been about the same thing - racism.
And nothing
has been done.
And that's ridiculous.

A male student responded:

I mean, I don't even remember from the last time (the
Black House) was taken over.
I'd like to see a list of
issues that came out of that.
The building was
supposed to be, from what I remember, was supposed to
be closed off to all but Black interest events and
everything.
And then like a year and a half later,
they were sneaking any kinda classes in there.
And
now, it's all everybody has everything they want in
there.
You can't even get rooms in the building that's
suppose to be for us.
That's a constant battle I just
don't understand.
The structure is so-it's a wait-andsee attitude.
It's a white structure.
It waits and
sees.
They know we have to get out of here sometime.
They know that we are struggling just to get what
normal (white) people might get easy.
Cause we have so
much to deal with.

A female student then offered the following
perspective:
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Either they (new students) are going to realize that
after a while, that this university really doesn't do
anything for people and they say things and it's never
done.
It's really never done.
I really don't know one
demand in the past five years that has been met.
I'm
trying to figure out one.

Lack of institutional support.

This is a perception of

participants that was validated by comments below.
Frustration with the lack of institution support in
providing culturally relevant structured activities was
described in several ways.

The following conversation

occurred between two female participants

(names have been

changed):

When Tonya and I were reading through the Howard
newspaper, there were 30 activities that we have wanted
to be involved in.
Whereas when we come up here, with
the exception of a Malcolm X party on a Friday night
and BSU, which has does some but still hasn't really
done much, there is no support network except for
friends up here, and that, as we said early is very
weak.
But ah, I don't know - is that it?
Yeah that
was our experience here at this university.
It sounds
as if we had an awful time, but actually we did have a
very good time for these four years.

And both Kendra and I are glad that we came to this
school and we experienced what we did.

Kendra:
I'm glad that I came to this school, not because of
anything really that has to do with this school, but
because of some of the friends that I've made along the
way.
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Tonya:
Yeah,
yeah.
And because it made us educate ourselves
and you know, made us realize who we are and what we
want to do in life.
But I would never recommend
anybody to come here.

Kendra:
No. Like when they were doing recruiting, I could never
look another Black student in the face and say don't go
to Howard, don't go to Spelman (in a loud voice) "Come
to UMass!!"

Tonya:
Or when that stuff did go down with [the Black student
attacked by an intoxicated student from off campus]
because a lot of freshman were upset.
They were like,
why didn't we find out, why didn't we find out this
information about the school.
You know, we didn't hear
anything like this.
They were upset that they did come
to this school and felt that their parents were wasting
their money.
You know, you don't hear any of the bad
sides about [this university] until you get up here.

I think this university is kinda having the opposite
effect than they might want to.
You bring up all these
Black students and what we leave with is realizing how
racist this school is.
And if anything, it's making us
more hostile which is not what they want to do, but
that's what happens.
I'm glad.
I'm glad it opened my
eyes because now I am more hostile because now when
they're looking in your face, you know what they're
thinking.
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Summary

The data obtained in this study is descriptive of
participants' perceptions of their interpersonal
interactional experiences.

Precollege experiences were

found to have an impact on how participants perceived their
in-college interactions.

Focus group interviews were the primary method for data
collection.

This source evoked vivid commentary allowing

reporting of experiences in a forum conducive to synergy,
support and elaboration.

Participants reported both

negative and positive experiences and their perceptions of
how these experiences affected their academic persistence
and success.

Although the relationship between many demographic
background variables proved inconclusive,

the data did

reveal a relationship between precollege and in-college
experiences.

Gender differences emerged clearly to be

important as males agreed more than females that the
neighborhood they grew up in

(e.g.

affect on the type of interactions
positive)

suburb or city), had an
(e.g.

negative or

they experiences while at the PWI.
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One of the overall purposes of this study is to
contribute descriptive information about African heritage
students' perceived interactional experiences at a PWI.
Respondents articulated in no uncertain terms ways in which
they experience positive and negative interactions and how
these interactions are perceived to enhance and inhibit
their persistence,

growth and success at the PWI.

The next chapter contributes further insight and
analysis of this data.
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIONS
(WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN ANYWAY?)

Introduction
This chapter presents an analysis and discussion of the
data presented in Chapter 4.

The analysis in this chapter

provides responses to the study questions along with study
data highlighting convergent and contradictory themes from
the quantitative and the qualitative data collection
methods.

Findings related to a typology of internal and

external locus of control are also presented.
A number of themes emerged in the analysis of the study
data,

both expected and unexpected.

Some of these emergent

findings are consistent with the literature reviewed for
this study,

and some of these findings converge from the

literature.
The primary purpose of this study was to determine the
effect of student peer interaction on students'
outcomes.

educational

The study examined participants perceptions of

the effect of both precollege interactional experiences as
well as college peer interactions on educational outcomes.
The effect of both negative as well as positive peer
interpersonal interactions at the PWI was examined along
with modes of adjustment developed by African-heritage
students.

Precollege Interactional Experiences
I

The study findings were inconclusive on participants
perceptions of the effect of African heritage students'
precollege experiences assisting them in interacting in the
white institution.

Some participants felt that prior

experiences did help them while others felt they did not.
This finding corroborates conclusions from "contact
hypothesis"

studies,

providing further evidence that even

when optimum conditions for cross ethnic interactions are
apparent,

intergroup contact does not always yield positive

intercultural

interactions

(Amir,

Items number 16 and 17

1969).

of the Likert-scale

questionnaire directly solicit responses from participants
about their precollege interactional experiences.
equal numbers of participants agreed

(39%)

Almost

as disagreed

(33%)

with the statement:

me to

interact positively with White students at this

college.

My high school experience helped

The analysis revealed gender differences in

respondents'

perceptions of this relationship.

illustrated in Table 4.3,

As

more men than women perceived a

positive relationship between high school experience and
interethnic peer interactions at the PWI.
While 25 percent of respondents agreed that their
neighborhood helped with interethnic interactions while at
the PWI,

a majority of respondents

agreement was of

(53%)

disagreed.

interest since the majority

(67%)

The 25%
of

respondents grew up in predominantly Black neighborhoods.
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The mixed responses on the effect the precollege
interactional experiences on current and future interethnic
experiences is consistent the literature.
Crosstabulation analysis reveals that responses about
neighborhood were evenly distributed across background
characteristics of participants.

Participants'

age,

gender,

ethnicity and other characteristics do not appear to make a
difference as to whether they agreed or disagreed with the
statement that the neighborhood in which they grew up their
interethnic interactions at the PWI.

The qualitative data

in this case do not support the findings of the
crosstabulated analysis which indicates no difference across
background characteristics.
Participants described many situations in the focus
group interviews where ethnic identity and the stage or
level of ethnic identity development was perceived to be a
factor

in interethnic interactions at the PWI.

Those participants who reported a biracial background
and those who attended a predominantly White high school
described their precollege experience as helping them to
interact positively with White students at the PWI.
who came from ethnically homogeneous schools
Black or predominantly White schools),
different experiences.
experience,

Students

(predominantly

expressed somewhat

Regardless of their precollege

respondents felt prepared to interact cross-

culturally.
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European-heritacre students' precolleoe experiences affecting
peer interactions at the PWI
Many respondents perceived that lack of interethnic
experiences of their European-heritage peers had a
significant impact on interactions at the PWI.

Coming to

college presented the first opportunity for many Europeanheritage students to interact with individuals unlike
themselves.

This lack of interethnic interactional

competence produced a predominance of negative interpersonal
experiences for African heritage students.
Black students often perceive European heritage
students to be superficial and insincere.
was characterized as stereotyping,

Their behavior

condescending and racist.

Misunderstandings, miscommunication,

and lack of attempts to

interact often resulted from these perception.

In-Collecre Interethnic Interactions
Participants were asked to report on Likert-scale items
about the frequency of their interactions with White
students and about the quality of those interactions.
African heritage students' reported experiencing very
limited and predominantly negative interethnic interactions
with their european heritage peers at the PWI.

Few if any

positive interactions with White students were reported.
Stereotyping on the part of their European heritage peers
was perceived by participants to be a primary impediment to
frequent or positive interactions.

Further,

it was their

perception that the limited precollege interethnic
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interactions of white students' made more frequent or
positive interactions less possible.Although the reduction
of intergroup prejudice was not an objective or focus of
this study,

many students expressed prejudice as a

phenomenon that did impact interethnic interactions on the
interpersonal level.

The contact hypothesis
This concept provides an important theoretical
framework for this study.

Allport

(1954)

suggested that the

"nature of contact" is critical in considering the effects
of intercultural issues on the contact experience.
case of students at a higher education institution,

In the
equal

status is established.
Some respondents shared their perceptions that some
peers and faculty did not treat them as being on an equal
status.

Respondents talked about being perceived as stupid

or having gained admission to the institution as a result of
"Affirmative Action" policies only,

rather than because they

well qualified and competent.

Student-environment fit
The individual's actual and perceived assessment of the
environment,

or the degree to which participants indicated

congruence or dissonance with the environment was identified
as a factor effecting student interactions at the PWI.
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Involvement in cocurricular activities,

particularly in

those organizations based on ethnic related issues was
described as interactions with the environment that were a
fit for the student.

The environmental factors may adjust

to the students needs.

Marqinalitv
A major issue facing many study participants was their
experience of marginality.

Participants stated that there

were many situations where they were either targeted or
rendered invisible.

Sometimes situations involved both

visibility as well as targeting.

For instance,

"you don't

really recognize and acknowledge me in terms of who I am and
my culture.

Yet,

I am targeted in so many different ways

and as such become very visible when there is some negative
situation

(e.g. missing too many classes,

expensive car through campus,
store to buy something)."

driving an

walking through the university

Study participants experienced

this dynamic as being marginalized.
Marginalization effected participants in several ways.
Respondents described feelings of marginalization in
interactions in which they felt stereotyped.

The lack of a

critical mass of African-heritage people on the campus was
experienced as a form of marginalization.

Interaction based

on stereotyping was another experience of marginalization.
Participants perceived stereotyping affecting their
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interactions,

not only with white students,

but with campus

police and in student-faculty interactions as well.

In-college Intraethnic Interactions
One of the most surprising findings of this study was
the amount of negative experiences that participants
described among Black students.

While participants reported

many positive interactions within their own ethnic group,
significant intraethnic interactions were as negative.
Experiences of competition,

rivalry,

and in some cases

intraethnic hostilities, were described as existing among
students of African-heritage.

In a few instances,

students

expressed disgust at some of the negative intraethnic
interactions.
Some African American respondents described
intercultural conflict among African-heritage students from
different countries and backgrounds.

These students spoke

passionately about intraethnic/intercultural interactional
problems.

This dynamic produced experiences of isolation

and alienation within the ethnic group.

One student

referred to this situation as "divide and conquer,"
contributing to the problems of the power structure and the
inconsistent messages that individuals receive about
themselves and others.
differences,

These intraethnic/intercultural

as indicated by participants'

comments,

sometimes result from an incongruence in the stages of
identity of the players involved.
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For example,

attitudes.

behaviors,

and institutional policies and procedures

perceived as racist by Blacks socialized in the United
States,

may not be recognized or acknowledged as racist by

African-heritage students coming to the United States from
predominantly Black countries and environments.

There is

evidence of this phenomena in both the qualitative data as
well as in the quantitative data.

Lack of numbers
Lack of a critical mass of African-heritage students is
cited as a problem that has created competition among
African-heritage students,
relationships.

particularly in cross-gender

The disproportionate ratio of African-

heritage to European-heritage students at the PWI provides
participants with many more opportunities to interact with
European-heritage students.

Yet,

the majority

(56%)

of

participants indicated that most of their social
interactions are with other African-heritage students.
This limited number of Black students results in
limited options for intraethnic socializing,

creating

competition and conflict among and between genders.
put,

lack of numbers presented limited opportunity for

intraethnic relationships.

Socioeconomic differences
Differences in socioeconomic background sometimes
produced conflicts in intraethnic interactions.
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Some

Simply

African-heritage women indicated that Black men preferred
seeking relationships at the neighboring private, wealthy
all women colleges.

The impact of ethnic identity
The critical importance of "identity development" were
articulated many times in the process of this study.
was evidence that participants'

There

ethnic identity had an

impact on both interethnic and intraethnic peer
interactions.
In this study,

respondents identified themselves

ethnically as Black, African-American,
multiethnic,

biracial,

and by specific nationalities,

both in the

Caribbean and in Africa.
Figure 5.1 is a representation of The Black Identity
Development Model developed by Bailey Jackson

(1975).

This

is one model for assessing participants stage of ethnic
identity development.
Comments made and behavior displayed throughout the
data collection process of this study indicated that
participants were placed along the range of stages of the
identity development model.

Participants'

level of identity

became evident in the descriptions of their interethnic
interactions and in the impact of these interactions on
their social adjustment and academic persistence.
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STAGES OF ETHNIC IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT
Naive
Passive
Acceptance

Active
Acceptance

Passive
Resistance

Active
Resistance

Redefinition

Internalization

Figure 5.1
Jackson's Black Identity Development Model

Many African American students show evidence of being
at the stage of "resistance" as characterized in Jackson's
model.

Many of these participants related conscious efforts

to avoid and limit interethnic interactions.

Their

observations and experiences were described as alienation
and isolation and intentional withdrawal and avoidance of
interaction with their European-heritage peers.
In addition,

there was evidence indicating a

relationship between level of identity development and
interactions between African American students and other
African heritage peers socialized in predominantly Black
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societies.

African American participants described

incidences of conflict with African heritage peers who were
socialized in predominantly Black environments,

often

outside the United States and were perceived to be at the
stage of

"acceptance”.

African American participants

described these intraethnic dynamics as denial of racism
which is

indicative of the acceptance stage.

These

characteristics are in direct conflict with characteristics
of the
lack of

"resistance"

stage which is typified by intentional

interethnic contact which many African American

participants related as their experience.
"resistance"

stage,

the focus

At the

is on "increased understanding

of the nature of oppression and the many ways that it
manifests

itself"

(Jackson,

1982).

The misunderstandings described between many African
American participants and African heritage students
socialized outside the United States,

may be attributed to

this apparent or perceived variance in levels of identity
development.
Participants

in this study identifying themselves as

bi- or multiracial expressed perceived notions of alienation
and isolation related to "identity confusions"
of acceptance within ethnic groups.
Poston£

finding

(1990)

and problems

This is consistent with

that "mixed ethnic heritage serves

to exacerbate problems associated with the normal process of
identity development by creating uncertainty and ambiguity
in individual

identification with parents,

-2 04-

group

identification with peers,

and social

identification with a

specific ethnic or racial group.

Interactions and Academic Outcome
In this study,

African heritage students'

descriptions

of how their peer interpersonal interactions affected their
academic persistence fell
"association"

into the two categories of

or "goal orientation."

Respondents felt that

whom they associated with and how made a difference for
their academic persistence.
is,

Their goal orientation,

whether they had a plan/goal,

plan/goal,

that

and how they worked their

made a difference as to whether or not their

positive or negative interactions directly affected their
persistence while at the PWI.

Association
This primarily involved participation in student
organizations and other co-curricular activities where
opportunities are provided for students to associate with
each other.

Such interaction help provide a sense of

belonging and affiliation among students and facilitate
social adjustment.
Personal associations surfaced thematically,

indicating

that students perceived that the interest and strategies of
their friends and associates had an impact on their
strategies.
speak.

"Birds of a feather flock together"

In other words,

so to

students who associated primarily
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with other students who were self-motivated and serious
about school,

and who had good study habits and a goal of

success most likely to experience a positive effect of
association on academic outcomes.

Modes of adjustment
Five modes of adjustment have been identified from the
literature on issues relevant to African-heritage student
development and social adjustment as well as from the
findings of this study and from experiences of this author.
The following section provides an analysis of the data
relating to these five modes of adjustment:

(1)

isolation,

(3)

(2)

biculturality

assimilation/
(4)

acculturation

Africentricity and

(5)

alienation/

cultural

relativism.

Alienation/Isolation
Overall,

African-heritage students in this study

expressed a great deal of
the PWI.
peer

isolation and alienation within

Participants describe a sense of disempowerment in

interpersonal

interactions.

Prejudice and racism were

perceived as catalysts for feelings of alienation and
isolation.
Alienation and isolation permeates the other modes.
Participants who primarily interact using one of the other
modes also expressed feelings alienation and isolation.
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Isolation for African-heritage students is related to
the

invisibility that is sometimes experienced - the feeling

that they are there and not even seen.

This situation is

well described by a number of participants.

One students

described working as a lab partner in a class,
invited to go after class for a study session.

but not
Another

student described working in a study group one semester with
white students who fail to recognize her in subseguent
semesters.

Another students describes going to high school

for four years with white women who fail to recognize her in
the college environment.
Alienation was also expressed by students as
estrangement from the culture and the climate of the
university.

Unfamiliar faces,

unfamiliar food,

unfamiliar

living routines and television viewing habits all
contributed to a sense of alienation.

Walking across campus

all day and seeing only two Black faces contributed to a
sense of

isolation and alienation.

experiences of exclusion,

Participants described

feeling awkward and feeling very

alone.

Assimilation/Acculturation
Evidence of this adjustment mode is also reflected in
the study data.
whites

Black people associate primarily with

from a very young age,

according to one participant,

then "you begin to distance yourself from your own group and
begin to assimilate."

Experiences of speaking to other
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Black people on campus,

or a seeking out interactions with

other Blacks were described by study participants.
required to

"behave as white"

Being

in order to fit in was also

described by participants.
Language usage was another indication of
assimilation/acculturation.
English or

"Black English"

Whether one spoke standard
often became indicators of

acculturation or assimilation.

Biculturalitv
This

is a common mode of adjustment utilized by most

African-heritage individuals residing in the United States.
Many study participants described experiences indicating use
of this mode.
Participants's description of what it takes to succeed
at the PWI was to be bicultural or to have experiences that,
in their perception,

mimicked being white.

Africentricitv
Evidence of this mode of interaction and social
adjustment was found in several participants'

comments.

Developing an understanding of Black peopled

background was

described by some participants as important.

Developing a

perspective based on white/black opportunities was described
by another participant.

Being able to bring a non-

Eurocentric view to a discussion of history was mentioned by
another participant.
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An elementary education major discussed the need to
help young Black students understand where they came from.
Another described the significance of the inclusion of Black
cultural experiences.

Social interactions that provide a

multicultural perspective was identified by study
participants.

Issues of dress,

hair style,

and personal

style provided another dimension of Africentricity.

Cultural Relativism
The Cultural Relativism mode of adjustment has been
characterized as an optimum mode in which the individual can
experience interactions from a point of understanding.
need not agree with or assume the other way of being.

One
It

meant that interaction is grounded in understanding,
especially the cultural context of "the other."

One

participant suggested that opportunities for interaction may
very well force understanding,

as in the case of a White

students attending a predominantly Black institution.
There was little data providing descriptions or
examples for this mode of adjustment.

This was consistent

with an understanding of the developmental level of the
majority of participants in this study as traditional aged
students,

typifying a more narrow perspective.
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CHAPTER 6
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
(WHICH WAY FROM HERE?)

Introduction
This dissertation provides an inductive,

descriptive

analysis of the relationship between interactions,

social

adjustment and academic persistence of African-heritage
students at a PWI.

Study participants articulated their

perceptions about the relationship between interactions and
academic outcomes.

Recommendations For Future Research
The triangulated research design of this study allowed
extensive possibilities to validate,

elaborate on and draw

conclusions from the data collected.

The study includes both

quantitative and qualitative methods allowing many
possibilities for directions that the research might take.
Utilization of various research methods,
aspects of participant's characteristics,
institutional responses,

focus on various
environmental/

as well as content and process

issues can be considered.
Three immediate follow-up projects are recommended
here:

(1)

a grounded study,

modes of adjustment typology,

(2)
and

further development of the
(3)

examination of the

relationship between Black identity development,

interpersonal interactions and social adjustment and
success.

Grounded Qualitative Study
A grounded qualitative study may be the next step for
research.

Data collected in this study is very rich in its

description of how African heritage students perceive their
experiences at a predominantly white institution of higher
education.

Further analysis of this data can contribute

additional insight into the experiences of these students,
with the objective of contributing,

in the short run,

to

better interpersonal interactions and social adjustment,
in the long run,

to their persistence,

and

development and

success.

Modes of Adjustment Typology
The typology proposed in this study suggests the five
modes of adjustment:

(1)

alienation / isolation,

assimilation / acculturation,
Africentricity,

and

multiculturalism.

(5)

(3)

biculturality,

(2)
(4)

cultural relativism /

These modes are grounded in the

literature and in my observations of students over the past
ten years as they interact in and attempt to adjust to the
university community.

Additional examination of these modes

may bring further clarity,

empirical validity and a more

formalized typology of modes of adjustment.
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Black Identity Development and Modes of Adjustment
Examining the relationship between the modes of
adjustment and black identity could provide insight into the
reactions between these two very important issues in African
heritage students'

development.

Correlation between interactional styles and students'
social identity development stage
1977; Jones,
consciousness
1990)

1973),

(Helms,

1984; Jackson,

also referred to as African self-

(Baldwin & Rackley,

1990; Cheatham et al.,

is another area for future research.

Insight may be

gained in examining identity development and how it relates
to interactional strategies and modes of adjustment.

This

is an important area for future study.
For future research on African heritage students and
their success at PWI's,

it is important to consider the

critical impact of the university environment on peer
interactions,

social integration and academic success..

Additional recommendations may consider a range of
interrelated issues including methodological,
characteristics,

participant

and environmental/institutional

considerations.

Additional Methodological Considerations
Focus group interviews.

This data collection method

was found to be an extremely important in this study.

It is

recommended that future research be conducted utilizing this
method.

Focus group interviews might be utilized alone and
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in conjunction with other data collection methods to
clarify,
findings.

elaborate,

validate or substantiate research

Focus group interviews provided a forum for

participants to be affirmed,
understanding,

establish common ground and

enhance a sense of group belonging and

camaraderie,

and assist the participant with social

integration.

Participant comments suggested that the

research process may serve as an important intervention,
effecting by providing a structured opportunity for African
heritage students to get together to dialogue and problem
solve.
Comparative analysis.

Comparing experiences of African

heritage students at historically Black colleges and PWI's
is another study that would be useful in determining
successful interactional strategies and social adjustment
for African-heritage students.

The historically Black

colleges have a much better retention and graduation rate
for African-heritage students than their PWI counterparts.
The majority of African heritage college students are
enrolled in PWIs.

Additional comparative research may

further identify and examine the successful interactional
and adjustment processes that occur at historically Black
colleges,

this lending insight into facilitating the success

of African-heritage students at PWIs.

A focus on

historically Black colleges would also provide more
opportunity to examine intraethnic interactional dynamics.
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Regression analysis.

This quantitative statistical

analysis method may be utilized to examine the implication
of the variables of precollege experiences,
interactions at the PWI,
PWI.

interethnic

and intraethnic interactions at the

This analysis would examine the effect of persistence

from a quantitative perspective.
questionnaire,

for example,

Applying a Likert-scale

to a greater number of

participants, may provide additional evidence as to how
these variables affect the academic persistence and
ultimately,

the retention and graduation rates of African-

heritage students at PWIs.

Using this statistical approach

may increase the generalizability

of the findings across

institutions with various characteristics.
Longitudinal studies.

Examining students experience

through high school and college would provide additional
salient data on the relationship of college to precollege
experiences.
Homogeneous or intra-group studies.

Much needed is

description of unique circumstances that are faced by
African-heritage students in their growth,
success as university students.

development and

Getting away from the

comparative focus of Black versus White students will move
research away from the deficit models in which the
experiences of African-heritage students are compared to a
European-heritage "norm".

Homogeneous descriptive studies

on the development process for underrepresented student
groups are needed.
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Temporal sampling is another recommendation for future
research..

Patton

(1980:332)

suggests that qualitative

research designs may include "distortion introduced by the
time period in which observations took place - that is,
problems of temporal sampling".

Some of the focus group

interviews in this study were conducted within two months of
a significant racial incident on campus.

Temporal sampling

could have effected the participant responses.

Paying

particular attention to the possibility of this phenomenon
during the process of the study keeps methods and data in
context.

Participant characteristics
Socioeconomic difference.

This is one factor that

continuously surfaced as important to the participants'
experiences in this study.

Correlation of socioeconomic

background and modes of adjustment is a direction for future
study.

Micro and macro levels of this variable should be

considered.
At an individual level,

further examination is needed

of the relationship between students'

socioeconomic

background and interpersonal processes and dynamics.
institutional and societal level,

At an

administrators must

address the serious problem of lack of financial resources
and inadequacy of financial aid that appears to affect
African-heritage students at a higher rate than the general
student population.

The majority of Black students do not
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gain access to institutions of higher education due to
socioeconomic factors.

Environmental

/ Institutional responses

Curriculum changes.
of stereotyping,

This can help address the problem

and racist behavior and attitudes.

Mandatory classes on human relations and issues of
oppression including racism should be built into degree
requirements.

Such a curriculum could provide experiential,

interactive learning and information on recognizing racism,
its effects on members of the University community,

its

manifestations in the higher education institution as well
as in other areas of society,
it.

and what might be done about

Guided experiences equipping students with the

information and skills to interrupt racism nd other forms of
oppression may help facilitate action toward this end.
Student-environment fit.

An examination of the effects

of environmental fit on peer interactions and social
integration can contribute to the retention and academic
success of African-heritage students.

Holistic / Participatory approach
Whatever form future studies take,

both the process and

the content of these interventions should be holistic and
participatory.

In a holistic and participatory approach,

different levels and different perspectives may be
considered.

Both micro and macro level analysis will serve
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to address particular personal,

interpersonal,

group and

institutional issues and influences.
Micro level analysis and students'

introspective

perceptions provide and important opportunity to examine
individual identity development levels,

self-esteem,

and

locus of control.
Macro level analysis should include both institutional
and environmental issues.

For example,

the content of an

institutional issue may include assessment,
implementation of policy.

development and

The process needs to be

participatory and inclusive to involve constituents at every
level of the institution and should be representative of
ethnic,

and other social and ideological differences.

Intentionally formed caucus groups can then come
together in coalitions, working together for directed
change.

Through this process,

individuals and groups from

throughout the institution may examine,
support for their needs and issues.

clarify and find

Starting from points of

agreement would be important in building bridges.

This

process of inter-group and intra-group understanding could
contribute to more inclusive involvement and investment in
institutional change.
Another process that might be considered is the
community development model.

This model is much in line

with the cultural relativist mode proposed in this study.
This mode describes every individual,
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both as an individual

and as a member of a group or groups.

Community involves

communication and unity and developing understanding.

Conclusions
These conclusions may more accurately be titled "next
steps".

Positing next steps and propositions rather than

conclusions more accurately relates the focus and findings
of this study.
The initial objective of this study was to examine
interactional processes of African-heritage students.
patterns that emerged in the data include the
ethnicity,

class,

interpersonal

(2)

effectiveness of focus

in providing opportunities for

interaction,

and academic success;
culture,

impact of

and gender on the interactional

experiences of this population;
or dialogue groups

(1)

Major

(3)

facilitating social adjustment
the impact of institutional

climate and perceived institutional support on

participants'

social adjustment and academic persistence.

Analysis of the data provided in this study may
contribute to the body of knowledge available in student
development in general,

and in African-heritage student and

other non-traditional student concerns specifically.

The

findings and consequent conclusions of this study as well as
recommendations for future research focus on effective ways
to facilitate optimum student development,
success and social adjustment.
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both academic

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

CONSENT FORM

Dear Participant:
My name is Khandi Bourne. I am a doctoral student at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst in the process
of conducting a study on how African heritage students interact in and adjust to a predominantly white university
setting. This research is toward the goal of expanding present student development theory to be more inclusive to
issues related specifically to African heritage students and other underrepresented groups that have not generally
been considered in traditional student development models.
Thank you very much for your participation in this research project. Before we begin the interview, I’d like you
to complete a brief questionnaire.
The interview itself will be in the form of a focus group dialogue. The group will be asked to discuss your
feelings and experiences of specific focus topic questions. The interview itself should take about one hour. You
should know that there are no right or wrong answers nor will this interview reflect on your grades or status in the
university. I am simply interested in your experiences as African heritage students from your own perspective.
Before we begin, please be assured that as a participant, you have definite rights. Your participation in this
project is entirely voluntary. You are free to refuse to respond to any of the focus questions. You may review
transcripts of your interview and you may withdraw from part or all of this study at any time.
The focus group interview and questionnaire will be kept strictly confidential. The interview will be audiotape and
videotaped. The tapes will be transcribed however your name will not appear on the tape or the transcript.
I will analyze the data from the interviews and questionnaire in order to gain a greater sense of the experience and
perceptions of African-heritage student’s interpersonal interactions in a predominately White institution of higher
education and how those interactions may contribute negatively or positively to social adjustment and academic
success.
Excerpts of this questionnaire and interview may be part of my dissertation, published articles or a professional
presentation. But under no circumstance will your name or other identifying characteristics be included in these
reports.
If you have any questions about this project, please feel free to contact me at:
Khandi Bourne
Residential Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003
(413) 545-1964

I, _,have read the above statement and agree to participate as an
interviewee in a group interview under the conditions as stated in this consent form.

Signature of Participant

Signature of Interviewer

Date

APPENDIX B
DEMOGRAPHICS / BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
PLEASE WRITE IN OR CHECK OFF THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE.
IS CONFIDENTIAL.
THANK YOU!

ALL INFORMATION

Your information:
(THE FIRST THREE ITEMS ARE OPTIONAL!)
Name_
Address
Phone#
INFORMATION ABOVE THIS LINE IS OPTIONAL!)
************************************************************
PLEASE RESPOND TO ALL OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
1.

Date of Birth

2.

Gender:

3. The racial or ethnic group to which I belong is:
4.

Grade point average as of Fall

1991 _

5.

Class Year or expected date of graduation _

6.

How many co-curricular organizations are you involved in?
Please list them:

7. In what kind of area have you spend most of your life?
City _
Suburb_
Small Town _
Rural _

.

8

How would you describe the ethnic composition of the neighborhood you
chose in question #5?
25-50% my ethnicity
nearly 100% my ethnicity
a)
e)
b)

90-100% my ethnicity

f)

c)

75-90% my ethnicity

g)

d)

50-75% my ethnicity

5-25% my ethnicity
my family was about the
only member of my ethnicity in
the neighborhood.

Name of high school attended:
9.
10.

Total approximate number of students

in your high school:

_

Approximate number of ALANA students at this high school (ie.
number of students of Asian, Latin, Native American and African
descent): _

11. Approximate number of African-heritage students at this high
school:

In the space below, please describe your interactions with
white students at your high school:

DEMOGRAPHIC /

BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE

(con't)

Family Information:
Your Mother:
12. Education:
_

Your Father:
Some high school

_

_

Completed high school

_

_

Some college/
skill training

_

_

Completed college

_

_

Some graduate work

_

_

Completed graduate work

_

_

Degree obtained

13. Family income range:
_ Less than $10,000

_

50,000 to 79,999

_ 10,000 to

19,999

80,000 to 99,999

_ 20,000 to

29,999

1000,000 or above

_ 30,000 to

49,999

Unknown

14. Number of children in family:
Ages of children:_

15. Parent's/

Guardians ethnicity:

Mother's_
(female guardian/ role model)

Father's _
(male guardian/ role model)
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APPENDIX C
LIKERT SCALE QUESTIONNAIRE

FOR EACH STATEMENT BELOW, PLEASE CHECK THE BOX WHICH BEST
DESCRIBES YOUR FEELING OR PERCEPTIONS:

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

16. My high school
experience helped me to
interact positively with White
students at this college.
17. The neighborhood that I
grew up in helped me to
interact positively with White
students at this college.
18. Most of my social
interactions at this institution
are with students of my
ethnicity.
19. Most of my social
interactions are with White
students.
20. My social interactions
with White students on this
campus positively affects my
academic success.
21. My social interactions
with White students on this
campus negatively affects my
academic success.
22. The most negative
experience I have had on
campus has been in interacting
with White students.
23. The most negative
experience I have had on this
campus has been in interacting
with students of my ethnicity.
24. There are many activities
available at this university
relevant to my cultural
heritage.
25. This university has little
regard for my cultural
heritage.

MILDLY
DISAGREE

AGREE/
DISAGREE
EQUALLY

MILDLY
AGREE

STRONGLY
AGREE

In the space below,
may have:

please write any further comments you

THANK YOU VERY MUCH!!!
C. Khandi Bourne, Researcher
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APPENDIX D
FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW GUIDELINES

FOCUS GROUP
AFRICAN-HERITAGE STUDENTS'
"INTERACTIONAL STRATEGIES / MODES OF ADJUSTMENT"

Goals of the Focus Group:

1. To provide an opportunity for students to dialogue
about their experiences interacting at a predominately
white institution (PWI) of higher education.

2. To determine components and characteristics of
different intraethnic as well as interethnic
interaction strategies.

3. To identify issues that are important and relate to
African-heritage students as they interact
interpersonally in the predominantly white educational
environment.

. To

4

solicit ideas and issues for future dialogue and
study on how African-heritage students interact in and
adjust to a PWI.

"INTERACTIONAL STRATEGIES / MODES OF ADJUSTMENT:
AFRICAN-HERITAGE STUDENTS AT A
PREDOMINANTLY WHITE INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION"

Purpose of Focus Group:

The purpose of the focus group is to allow you an
opportunity to engage in conversation around five major
questions that relate to the overall question of WHAT ARE
THE INTERPERSONAL INTERACTION STRATEGIES USED BY AFRICANHERITAGE STUDENTS AT A PREDOMINANTLY WHITE INSTITUTION OF
HIGHER EDUCATION?
Before engaging in your first conversation, please take a
few minutes to write down your responses to questions
numbers 1 to 5. You will also be given an opportunity at the
end of the dialogue to jot down any final thoughts.
Rely on
your own experiences at this institution, and upon your
thoughts and ideas.
If you have stories based on your own
experience or those of others you know, please relate them
in responding to the questions.
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FOCUS QUESTION:
WHAT ARE THE POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERPERSONAL INTERACTIONS WITH YOUR
PEERS?
1. WHAT HAVE BEEN SOME POSITIVE EXPERIENCES INTERACTING
WITH OTHER AFRICAN-HERITAGE STUDENTS?

2. WHAT HAVE BEEN SOME POSITIVE EXPERIENCES INTERACTING
WITH WHITE STUDENTS?

3. WHAT HAVE BEEN SOME NEGATIVE EXPERIENCES INTERACTING
WITH OTHER AFRICAN-HERITAGE STUDENTS?

4. WHAT HAVE BEEN SOME NEGATIVE EXPERIENCES INTERACTING
WITH WHITE STUDENTS?
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FOCUS QUESTION:
WHAT ARE (ACADEMIC) CONSEQUENCES OF
INTERACTIONAL STYLES AND STRATEGIES FOR AFRICAN-HERITAGE
STUDENTS ADJUSTMENT IN THE PREDOMINANTLY WHITE INSTITUTION
OF HIGHER EDUCATION?

5.

How do the negative and positive interactions affect
your academic persistence and success?
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APPENDIX E
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS

Table A.l - Demographic Characteristics

FREQUENCY

PERCENTAGE

14
22

38
62

19
17

53
47

29
4
3

81
11
8

7
11
8
10

19
31
22
28

Co-Curricular Activities:
0
1-2
3-4
5 and more

5
17
12
2

14
47
33
6

Neighborhood:
City
Other (Suburb, Small Town or Rural)

21
15

58
42

Ethnic Composition of neighborhood:
High School Attended:
ft of students
200 - 999
1000 - 2499
2500 or more

16
11
9

45
30
25

15
10
5
6

42
28
14
17

15
3
7
4
6

42
8
22
11
17

9
20
6

26
57
17

10
17
8

28
49
23

9
9
8
2

27
27
24
6
15

Age:
18-21
22 - 44
Gender:
Female
Male
Ethnic Group:
African-American
African
African-Caribbean
Claes Year:
1992
1993
1994
1995

# ALANA students
less than 100
100 - 499
500 - 1000
more than 1000
|

ft African-heritage students
less than 50
50
99
100 - 499
500 - 1000
more than 1000
Family Information:
Education:
Mother
High School
College
Graduate Work
Father
High School
College
Graduate Work
Family Income:
Less than $20,000
20,000 - 49,999
50,000 - 100,000
more than 100,000
Unreported

!
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Table A. 2

Question 16 Chi-square Analysis

(Sub-hypothesis: There is no relationship between the high
school experience and perceived positive interaction with
White students).

CATEGORIES
Age:

CHI-SQUARE

SIGNIFICANCE

27.07670

.30089

Gender:

5.41035

.06686

Ethnic Group:

5.35443

.25282

Grade Point Average:

20.20794

.68489

Class Year:

12.88333

.04493

Co-Curricular Activities:

8.65929

.73172

Type of neighborhood:

2.68571

.95251

Ethnic Composition of neighborhood:

9.18333

.81913

# of student in high school:

34.29428

.45363

# of ALANA student:

37.40571

.67268

# of African-heritage:

50.32857

.61679

Mother's education:

3.29861

.91425

Father's education:

7.92857

.79069

Family Income:

17.44444

.23327

U of Children:

12.50551

.40598

Mother's ethnicity:

28.55909

.23717

Father's ethnicity:

26.87818

.31016

High school experience:

Family Background:
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Table A.3

Question 17

Chi-square Analysis

(Sub-hypothesis: There is no relationship between the
neighborhood that African-heritage students grew up in and
their positive interaction with white students).

CATEGORIES

CHI-SQUARE

SIGNIFICANCE

22.33161

.55948

Gender:

7.17419

.02768

Ethnic Group:

3.43285

.48816

Grade Point Average:

16.28874

.87737

Class Year:

3.68215

.71960

Co-Curricular Activities:

15.17566

.23197

Type of neighborhood:

4.51629

.80780

Ethnic Composition of neighborhood:

11.49510

.64678

# of student in high school:

33.04474

.51428

# of ALANA student:

38.62895

.61975

# of African-heritage:

53.89474

.47844

Mother's education:

7.37114

.49717

Father's education:

7.74798

.80450

Family Income:

13.16617

.51348

# of Children:

12.15635

.43321

Mother's ethnicity:

25.42361

.38304

Father's ethnicity:

30.93623

.15563

Age:

High school experience:

Family background:
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Table A.4

Question

18

Chi-square Analysis

(Sub-hypothesis: African-heritage students at a PWI
primarily with other African-heritage students).

CATEGORIES
Age:

CHI-SQUARE

SIGNIFICANCE

21.59809

.60324

Gender:

3.29907

.19214

Ethnic Group:

3.77069

.43793

21.70167

.59707

Class Year:

1.35818

.96835

Co-Curricular Activities:

5.51167

.93867

Type of neighborhood:

7.12857

.52283

19.28167

.15446

# of student in high school:

28.08000

.75244

U of ALANA student:

43.86000

.39259

# of African-heritage:

58.20000

.32350

Mother's education:

8.45849

.39001

Father's education:

9.87105

.62727

Family Income:

17.05000

.25352

# of Children:

14.50634

.26955

Mother's ethnicity:

18.99210

.75241

Father's ethnicity:

19.50000

.72483

Grade Point Average:

Ethnic Composition of neighborhood:
High school experience:

Family background:
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Table A.5

Question 19 Chi-square Analysis

(Sub-hypothesis: African-heritage students at a PWI interact
primarily with white students).

CATEGORIES
Age:

CHI-SQUARE

SIGNIFICANCE

24.63548

.42578

Gender:

1.08557

.58113

Ethnic Group:

4.34638

.36115

27.61905

.27643

3.59275

.73159

10.50450

.57179

5.70286

.68048

14.61583

.40491

# of ALANA student:

31.45200

.59313

# of African-heritage:

36.23200

.72140

50.10000

.62556

5.16309

.74001

Family Income:

15.47222

.21662

# of Children:

10.85197

.69762

Mother's ethnicity:

7.90972

.79214

Father's ethnicity:

28.19444

.25192

18.52945

.77660

Grade Point Average:
Class Year:
Co-Curricular Activities:
Type of neighborhood:
Ethnic Composition of neighborhood:
High school experience:
# of student in high school:

Family Background:
Mother's education:
Father's education:
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Table A.6

Question 20 Chi-square Analysis

(Sub-hypothesis: Interactions between African-heritage
students and white students have no positive effect on their
academic success).

CATEGORIES
Age:

CHI-SQUARE

SIGNIFICANCE

24.71574

.42134

Gender:

1.60814

.44750

Ethnic Group:

5.76478

.21742

20.78333

.65147

2.07050

.91310

15.09881

.23608

7.67092

.46626

18.13809

.20056

# of student in high school:

44.01428

.11675

# of ALANA student:

51.62857

.14661

# of African-heritage:

60.21428

.26106

Mother's education:

12.04613

.14916

Father's education:

8.42222

.75133

Family Income:

19.22500

.15653

# of Children:

12.44263

.41082

Mother's ethnicity:

33.55555

.09288

Father's ethnicity:

28.58320

.23621

Grade Point Average:
Class Year:
Co-Curricular Activities:
Type of neighborhood:
Ethnic Composition of neighborhood:
High school experience:

Family Background:
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Table A.7

Question 21 Chi-square Analysis

(Sub-hypothesis: Interactions between African-heritage
students and white students have no negative effect on their
academic success).

CATEGORIES
Age:

CHI-SQUARE

SIGNIFICANCE

27.94388

.26241

.42522

.80847

1.98269

.73894

34.28598

.07971

6.23697

.39718

15.37689

.22147

Type of neighborhood:

5.72929

.67753

Ethnic Composition of neighborhood:

9.30245

.81120

# of student in high school:

30.65546

.63234

# of ALANA student:

49.33866

.20323

# of African-heritage:

56.92437

.36678

Mother's education:

12.02357

.15016

Father's education:

6.25298

.90280

Family Income:

16.15312

.30411

# of Children:

13.67934

.32165

Mother's ethnicity:

22.06250

.57554

Father's ethnicity:

17.5596

.82400

Gender:
Ethnic Group:
Grade Point Average:
Class Year:
Co-Curricular Activities:

High school experience:

Family background:
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Table A.8

Question 22

Chi-square Analysis

"The most negative experience I have had on campus has been
in interacting with white students."
(Sub-hypothesis: African-heritage students' intergroup
interactions do not lead to negative experiences.)

CATEGORIES

CHI-SQUARE

SIGNIFICANCE

Age:

35.72587

.48512

Gender:

1.70779

.63520

Ethnic Group:

1.54018

.95678

37.13535

.41649

Class Year:

7.93801

.54040

Co-Curricular Activities:

17.49479

.48937

Type of neighborhood:

20.93750

.05130

Ethnic Composition of neighborhood:

22.53299

.36937

# of student in high school:

52.46875

.41685

# of ALANA student:

62.75000

.37905

# of African-heritage:

86.56251

.23734

Mother's education:

13.94998

.30391

Father's education:

11.60703

.86685

Family Income:

23.02515

.34264

# of Children:

11.34266

.87925

Mother's ethnicity:

42.45837

.21260

Father's ethnicity:

44.94506

.14574

Grade Point Average:

High school experience:

Family Background:
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Table A.9

Question 23

Chi-square Analysis

"The most negative experience I have had on this campus has
been in interacting with students of my ethnicity."
(Sub-hypothesis: African-heritage students intragroup
interactions do not lead to negative experiences.

CATEGORIES

CHI-SQUARE

SIGNIFICANCE

Age:

27.94574

.26234

.07546

.96297

1.61673

.80578

28.25889

.24927

2.16709

.90371

Co-Curricular Activities:

12.93261

.37396

Type of neighborhood:

18.41681

.01831

Ethnic Composition of neighborhood:

23.36480

.05459

# of student in high school:

27.26087

.78702

# of ALANA student:

32.70807

.84750

# of African-heritage:

55.50932

.41763

Mother's education:

12.46453

.13165

Father's education:

14.56277

.26622

Family Income:

16.44107

.28719

# of Children:

10.56919

.56615

Mother's ethnicity:

28.71860

.23090

Father's ethnicity:

26.87468

.31033

Gender:
Ethnic Group:
Grade Point Average:
Class Year:

High school experience:

Family background:
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Table A.10

Question 24 Chi-square Analysis

(Sub-hypothesis: There are no activities available at this
PWI relevant to African-heritage students).

CATEGORIES

CHI-SQUARE

Age:

22.00919

.57872

.35978

.83536

1.58590

.81132

22.20571

.56699

6.21959

.39905

16.52424

.16839

7.09556

.52636

13.25598

.50647

8 of student in high school:

31.47033

.59222

# of ALANA student:

45.30082

.33597

# of African-heritage:

68.65385

.08653

Mother's education:

9.73871

.28385

Father's education:

9.37580

.67054

Family Income:

16.58462

.27899

# of Children:

13.22352

.35301

Mother's ethnicity:

24.82292

.41543

Father's ethnicity:

23.77462

.47454

Gender:
Ethnic Group:
Grade Point Average:
Class Year:
Co-Curricular Activities:
Type of neighborhood:
Ethnic Composition of neighborhood:

SIGNIFICANCE

High school experience:

Family background:
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Table A.11 Question 25 Chi-square Analysis
(Sub-hypothesis: This institution has no regard for
cultural experiences of African-heritage students).

CATEGORIES

CHI-SQUARE

Age:

17.41376

.83049

Gender:

1.07547

.58407

Ethnic Group:

5.66353

.22572

27.65357

.27492

2.87768

.82404

Co-Curricular Activities:

15.59062

.21071

Type of neighborhood:

6.00495

.64668

11.30014

.66231

# of student in high school:

26.38961

.82118

# of ALANA student:

50.09610

.18301

# of African-heritage:

60.57576

.25068

Mother's education:

8.96797

.34501

Father's education:

11.66106

.47327

Family Income:

17.32893

.23907

# of Children:

13.69357

.32070

Mother's ethnicity:

28.64444

.23380

Father's ethnicity:

24.47272

.43485

Grade Point Average:
Class Year:

Ethnic Composition of neighborhood:

SIGNIFICANCE

High school experience:

Family background:
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